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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Because land use pervades so many interests, a wide variety of different agencies compile
statistics of land usage or land cover, through direct survey and by other means.
Historically, these surveys have adopted radically different methods and, as a
consequence, no two surveys are directly comparable. This leads to complications, for
example, when it is required to compare land use in different geographical regions or in
areas under different statutory designation, or when two government departments wish to
use different land surveys to support different and possibly conflicting policies.
Differences in survey methods or nomenclature may mean that it is difficult to separate
real change in land use from the effects of procedural differences. For all these reasons,
there is a strong motivation to develop systems which will allow the results of different
surveys of land cover and land use to be compared with greater confidence, so extending
their applicability and increasing their cost-effectiveness.
The study described in this Report sought to inter-relate land classifications and to inter-
calibrate estimates of land cover from different surveys. This was achieved firstly by the
analysis and documentation of survey methods and classifications used in 17 land cover
surveys and classifications of regional, national or international importance. The results
of this analysis are presented as a printed Dictionary of Land Cover Surveys and
Classifications, which forms Annex 1 to this Report. The material contained in this
Handbook is also available separately, in digital form, both as part of the Countryside
Information System (CIS) and as a free-standing software package.
The digital files recording the land cover categories employed in the various surveys
addressed in this study, were then used to carry out a systematic comparison of the land
cover classifications. Cross-tabulations were drawn up, relating any pair of the 17
classifications considered. Examples of these cross-tabulations form Annex 2 to this
Report; the software developed for this exercise is also distributed with the Report and
allows any land cover category in any of the 17 surveys to be expressed in terms of its
equivalent category or categories in any other survey.
In the case of four nationally-important land cover surveys, the study compared estimates
of the geographical extent of the different land cover categories mapped; from these data,
it was possible to measure the correspondence between overlapping classes, and to use
these measures of correspondence to weight land cover statistics from different sources,
so as to improve their comparability. The systems considered in this part of the study
were:
• Field survey from the Countryside Survey-1990.
• the ITE Land Cover Map.
• Monitoring Landscape Change.
• the MAFF Agricultural and Horticultural Census (and regional variants).
Of the various approaches adopted, all showed strong positive correlations between
estimates of land cover derived from the different sources. Overall levels of
correspondence measured were as follows:
CS-1990 Field Survey vs ITE Land Cover Map (Paragraphs 7.4.1 and 7.4.2) 46-54%
CS- I990 Field Survey vs Monitoring Landscape Change (Paragraph 7.4.4) 57.8%
ITE Land Cover Map vs Monitoring Landscape Change (Paragraph 7.4.6) 51.4%
It is important that these estimates of correspondence are not equated to measures of
absolute accuracy. There are errors inherent in any mapping operation, whether the data
are collected from ground level or from space. When two surveys, each of which may
carry an error of the order of 25%, are compared, the correspondence between them will
inevitably be low: the values of 50% to 60% encountered in this study are not
unreasonable. Quality control checks carried out as part of the CS-1990 field survey
indicated that the recording accuracy of the field surveyors fell in the range 74-83% (Barr
et al, 1993). Correspondence between two surveys, each operating at this level of
accuracy, could easily be in the range 55-70%, since the different surveys are likely to
propagate different errors. Other factors which may further reduce the correspondence
include:
differences in timing, which mean that the different surveys may be
recording actual change on the ground;
differences in spatial resolution, which may mean that one survey
is recording features that are below the limits of resolution of the
second;
differences in nomenclature, dcfmition and interpretation (explored
in depth in the course of this study) which often mean that
nominally equivalent land categories only partially match and that
there is legitimate overlap between nominally different classes.
Taking all these factors into account, the data collected in this study suggests that land
cover can be mapped from space, from aerial photography or from a stratified ground
sampling network, with overall errors of the order of 20 - 30%. (Clearly, estimates for
certain land cover classes will be much better than this). The separate analysis of
correspondence between field survey and aerial photo-interpretation in the mapping of
linear features indicates a level of correspondence that is of the same order as in the case
of areal features.
viii
It is self-evident that the desire for 'accurate' (ic error-free) measurement must be
tempered by considerations of cost and feasibility. Bearing this point in mind, the
performance of all three national surveys indicated by the above results is adequate for
mapping and compilation of statistics at the broader regional and national scales.
However, the results also emphasize the need for caution in using datasets of this sort at
the local scale (for example, to investigate environmental impacts on specific land
parcels).
The fmal stage of the study was to develop, on the basis of the descriptive material
presented in Annex 1, a single integrating classification scheme that could serve as a
baseline to ensure improved compatibility and inter-conversion between future national
land cover surveys and classifications.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Land, considered as a resource, has social, economic and environmental significance, and
the ways in which we use it are of relevance for a wide range of interest groups. Land
has cconomic value. It is the medium which supports agriculture and forestry, it is the
origin of many mineral resources (including fresh water) and it defines the geographical
framework for most other human activities. Many of the natural systems which contribute
to the quality of life must compete with human land uses in order to survive.
Because of the diyersity of interests in exploiting, protecting and managing the land, it
is not surprising that there is a correspondingly large number of different systems in
common use to describe and map the land surface of Britain. While there is justification
for this diversity (nomenclatures and classifications are tuned to serve the precise
requirements of their users), there are also disadvantages. It inhibits communication
between sectors, it constrains the use of land surveys and inventories for purposes other
than those for which they were specifically intended and, in particular, it often prevents
the detection or measurement of changes in land use by comparing data from different
surveys, because differences in terminology may mask actual change on the ground.
The study described in this Report was commissioned by the Directorate of Rural Affairs,
of the Department of the Environment, in order to address some of the technical issues
which lie at the root of these difficulties. the objectives of the study, as laid out in the
Research Specification, were as follows:
To review and compare the definitions of land use and land cover types used in
national surveys within the UK and produce a dictionary of definitions and
survey methodologies. -
2 To determine methodologies for comparing results from different surveys and to
derive adjustment factors to enable direct comparisons between estimates of
similar land cover categories (including linear features) from different surveys.
3 To recommend standard definitions of land cover categories of national
importance and recommend how these should be used as a basis for comparing
results from existing local and national land cover surveys.
Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
2 OUTPUTS FROM THE STUDY
The results of the study comprise four related output packages, as follows:
the Dictionary of Surveys and Classifications of Land Use and Land Cover,
which forms Annex 1 to this Report.
• the results of the inter-comparison of land use / land cover categories from
different surveys and classifications. Key examples of these inter-comparisons are
included as Annex 2 to this Report. However, it was not our intention to present
an exhaustive paper record of all possible comparisons, since this would be both
bulky and unwieldy. Rather, the principal output from this part of the study is the
software and the basic data files described in Paragraph 6.2.4 which allow such
inter-comparisons to be carried out on demand. This software and data package
comprises:
the files which describe the relationships between individual classifications and
a common reference (baseline) classification;
software which allows the relationships between any pair of the classifications
to be inferred from the reference baseline connections;
dictionaries to permit results to be displayed with meaningful text annotation.
A detailed description, of the algorithm used in the above programme is provided
in Paragraph 6.2.4 of this Report.
the results of quantitative inter-calibration of four of the land surveys, as
requested by the Department. These results are presented in the form of
correspondence matrices in Section 7 of thc Report; the data contained in these
matrices can be used to weight land cover statistics from any individual survey
so as to present its data in the framework of cach of the alternative
classifications.
a recommended baseline classification of land cover, together with defmitions of
the categories proposed. This is intended for use as a reference against which
other systems can be compared and as a common starting-point for the
development of future specialist classifications, which will ensure consistency of
approach at the broad level of land cover recording.
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The digital versions of the above outputs are offered in the following forms.
the Dictionaries from Annex 1 arc available as a WordPerfect 5.1 document in
MS-DOS format on 31/2"diskette;
the same Dictionaries are also provided as on-line refcrence files within the
Countryside Information System (Department of the Environment, 1993);
the programme which performs the inter-comparison between selected pairs of
classifications is offered in three forms:
as FORTRAN source code, together with ASCII text versions of the data
relating each of the 17 classification to the baseline; this version is distributed in
MS-DOS format on 31/2"diskette; in this version, the code takes any specified
pairs of classifications and generates a file recording all relevant cross-references,
in a form suitable for subsequent display, for example, using a word processing
package;
as a free-standing programme, running under Microsoft Windows, which
provides, through an interactive menu, the facility to inter-relate any chosen
category within a selected classification to its equivalent(s) in any other
classification system.
as a feature within the Countryside Information System;
3 LAND USE vs LAND COVER vs VEGETATION TYPE
The research specifications recognised and required inter-comparisons between three
broad groups of land surveys and classifications. First, were those concerned with
recording land use secondly, those concerned with characterising land cover, and finally,
those concerned with more detailed descriptions of vegetation type, for example,
identified by the presence of individual species or plant communities. These three types
of survey and the classifications which underpin them, have very different charactcristics
and it is important to appreciate these differences, so as to determine how (or indeed
whether) land survey data can be inter-compared and to understand some of the
compromises that may be necessary in order to establish a common approach.
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There are fundamental differences between land use and land cover. Land cover is a
description of the physical nature of the land surface, for example, vegetation, buildings,
water or bare ground. Land use describes the same features in terms of their socio-
economic significance. In general, we cannot observe land use directly. However, it may
be possible to infer land use from observations of land cover. For instance, a particular
land use may result in a land cover which is recognisably unique; plantation forestry and
some agricultural cropping are good examples. However, this is by no means always true.
A single land cover category may be common to a number of land uses; a good example
is provided hi intensively-managed grassland, which may be indistinguishable, either
from its species composition or its remotely-sensed signature, whether it occurs as
agricultural pasture, as sports turf or as urban amenity grass Conversely, a single land use
(eg mining) may comprise a mosaic of different land cover categories (spoil heaps,
buildings, roads and tracks, settlement ponds, etc).
Remote sensing, whether from satellites or from aerial photography, cannot be used to
map land use directly (though, as suggested earlier, it may be possible to infer it, for
example, by interpreting the observed spatial patterns of land cover, or by reference to
complementary data). Unambiguous identification of land use normally requires the
deployment of ground survey, or other methods, such as a questionnaire-based approach.
Identification of vegetation type, at the level of species and communities, demands the use
of field observations, usually by qualified botanists. Because it is so labour-intensive, such
detailed description of vegetation communities cannot be carried out continuously over
large areas, but must be founded on a sample-based approach; this, inevitably, introduces
error into estimates of the extent of the vegetation categories surveyed, because the
sample data cannot be representative of the complete population. The categories described
in surveys of this type are, by definition, qualitatively different from those mapped in
more general surveys of land cover or land use. Although procedures exist which inter-
relate different vegetation classifications (eg Hill, 1989), the extension of these techniques
to include non-botanical classifications is more difficult. Nevertheless, it is important to
develop the means to relate data from botanical survey to broader information on land
cover. For example, although it is prohibitively expensive to observe vegetation changcs
over large areas directly, data on change in land use or land cover are more accessible;
given a knowledge of the vegetation which is characteristic of a given land cover
category, it is possible, in principle, to estimate transitions between vegetation types by
observing changes in the broader land cover mosaic.
The approach adopted in this study was to focus efforts at inter-comparison in the area
of broad categories of land use and land cover. At this level it was possible to establish
meaningful correspondence between land use, land cover and vegetation classes in
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different systems, although the correspondence was rarely 1:1. The main consequence of
this approach, (the only practically feasible solution to the above issues), was that it was
not possible to consider in great detail inter-relationships involving specialist land use
surveys and classifications (such as the National Land Use Classification, Department of
the Environment, 1975) nor to look at vegetation or habitat classifications much below
broad categories corresponding to land cover units. However, equivalence between
categories of British vegetation in the two vegetation classifications of principal interest
to the Department of the Environment (the National Vegetation Classification and the
CORINE Biotopes Habitat classification) forms the subject of an earlier contract between
ITE and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee. This resulted in software to allow
inter-conversion between the two systems (Hill, 1989).
Within the land cover categories considered, the emphasis was on the recording of areal
fcatures, rather than linear or point features, such as field boundarics or isolated trees.
Indeed, many of the systems considered in this study only recognised areal units.
However, in those cases where it was possible to make comparisons between the
treatment of smaller (linear and point object) categories, this was done.
4 BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
Because the need to describe the land surface pervades so many sectoral interests, a wide
variety of different agencies compile statistics of land use, land cover or vegetation type,
obtained from direct survey and by other means. Recent examples include those
commissioned by the national nature conservation agencies, (Nature Conservancy Council,
1987, Wyatt, G., 1991), the Countryside Commission and the National Parks authorities
(Countryside Commission, 1991), the Department of the Environment and equivalent
bodies in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, (Hunting Surveys and Consultants Ltd.,
1986, Department of the Environment, 1975 and 1992, Aspinall, R.I., el al, 1991), the
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and the individual country agriculture
departments, (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 1989), the Forestry
Commission, (Rennolls, K. 1989) and the environmental research community, (Rodwell,
IS., 1991a & b, Wyatt, B. K., & Fuller, R. M., 1992). In addition, there are analogous
international initiatives, in particular, those of the Commission of the European
Communities, (Commission of the European Communities, 1991, European Environment
Agency Task Force, 1992), the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (United
Nations Economic and Social Council, 1989), the United Nations Environment
Programme (Murray, 1993) and the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (Young,
1993).
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Historically, these surveys have adopted radically different methods, depending, inter alio,
on the nature of the information required, on the expertise which could be deployed and
on the resources available for their execution. Because of these and other differences, no
two surveys are directly comparable. This leads to complications, for example, when it
is required to compare land use in different geographical regions or in areas under
different statutory designation (eg National Parks vs Environmentally Sensitive Areas) or
when two government departments wish to use different land surveys to support different
and possibly conflicting policies. The detection of changes in land use over time is an
important objective which clearly requires access to consistent statistics of land use and
land cover. Differences in methods or nomenclature may mean that it is difficult to
separate real change from the effects of methodological differences. Even when a single
agency undertakes regular surveys, incremental changes are often introduced into the
methods used, and these can make it difficult to interpret correctly apparent changes in
land use patterns. For all these reasons, there is a strong motivation to develop systems
which will allow the results of different surveys of land cover and land use to be
compared with greater confidence, so extending their applicability and increasing their
cost-effectiveness. This motivation is reinforced where there is a need to supply
information on vegetation, land cover or land use in forms which may not be directly
compatible with existing national systems. A good example of this is the requirement,
within the EC Habitats Directive (European Communities, 1992), to designate and to
document Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of Conservation.
There are a number of previous instances in which consideration has been given to the
need to introduce greater consistency into the recording of land cover data. As mentioned
earlier, Hill (1989) has developed software which allows inter-conversion between the
CORINE Biotopes Habitats categories (Commission of the European Communities,
1991b) and the vegetation categories of the NVC (Rodwell, 1991 a & b).
In the mid-1970s, ITE developed its Land Classification System, (Bunce, et al., 1981)
which provides for a stratification of land in Great Britain into 32 categories on the basis
of their topographic, climatic and ecological characteristics. This system has formed a
framework for successive national ecological surveys in 1978, 1984 and 1990, (Barr, C.J.,
1990) and the basis for the Northern Ireland Countryside Survey, undertaken from 1991-
1992 (Cooper, A., 1986). However, although the system provides for 32 distinct and
recognisable land classes, these do not relate directly to specific categories of land use
or land cover.
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A number of classification systems have been developed with the intention of introducing
greater conformity and consistency into the recording of data on land use, land cover or
vegetation. Examples included in the present study are the National Vegetation
Classification (Rodwell, J.S., 1991a and b) the CORINE Biotopes Habitat classification
(Commission of the European Communities, 1991b), the NCC Phase I Survey (Wyatt,
G. 1991) the National Land Use Classification (Department of the Environment, 1975)
and the UN/ECE Statistical Classification of Land Use (UNESCO, 1989). However, in
developing these classifications, little attention was given to the need to ensure
compatibility with other ,systems in common use. A notable exception to this general
observation is provided by proposals, under the auspices of the International Geosphere-
Biosphere Programme (IGBP), the World Conservation Monitoring Centre (WCMC) and
the UNEP Harmonization of Environmental Measurements (HEM) programme for a
common approach to the classification of global vegetation, which could serve the needs
of a wide community of users (Murray, B., 1992).
However, all these initiatives (with the possible cxception of the UNEWHEM activity)
focus on a particular discipline or application. The integration of land classification
systems and land data to service policy requirements beyond the immediate purposes for
which they were designed, as essayed in this project, is a novel initiative. Clearly, there
is a need to inter-relate data on land use or land cover from different sources, for
example, to allow geographical or cross-sectoral comparison, or for change detection. The
task presents a formidable challenge, for which there is no established methodology. It
is rendered especially demanding by the diversity of the different systems in regular use:
exact correspondence of nomenclature or definition is rare, even between a single pair of
classifications. And even in those cases where classification differences can be reconciled,
other methodological differences are likely to influence the results obtained, whether these
results takc the form of maps or of quantitative statistics describing the extent of land
cover or land use categories. The following factors, in particular, need to be taken into
account.
4.1 DIFFERENCES IN OBJECTIVES
Mention has already been made (paragraph 3) of fundamental differences
between land use, land cover and vegetation type, and hence between the
nomenclatures used to describe them. Individual surveys are usually targeted at
one or other of these objectives (though, as will be seen, there is frequent
confusion, especially between categories of land use and land cover). Precisely
because land cover is not equivalent to land use and because botanical defmitions
of vegetation types differ from both, inter-comparisons between the different
types of survey are difficult Even where it is possible to make meaningful
comparisons, these will be error-prone because of the usually fuzzy relationships
between the systems used to classify units of land use, land cover and vegetation.
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The categories of land cover or land use chosen to represent the landscape will
depend on the purposes for which the classification was developed. For example,
surveys of natural habitats may record agricultural land in a small number of
categories, such as 'arable land', 'permanent pasture', etc, while agricultural
censuses will need to distinguish individual crops. Clearly, this will profoundly
influence the level of detail at which it is possible to describe the land surface
within any particular system.
4.2 DIFFERENCES IN DEFINITION AND OMENCLATURE
The definitions adopted for individual categories of land use, land cover or
vegetation type will clearly have a bearing on the results obtained. The effect of
this is particularly important in locating boundaries between inter-gradational
categories of natural and semi-natural vegetation (for example, between
deciduous and mixed forest, or between different categories of grassland,
heathland and bogs).
4.3 SPATIAL ASPECTS
The spatial sampling regime and the scale or resolution at which data are
recorded, will determine how faithfully the survey records small or infrequent
land cover categories.
4.4 SURVEY METHODS
The survey methods employed (for example, sampling vs complete census; field
survey vs remote sensing) will influence the spatial resolution which it is possible
to achieve, the magnitude of errors expected and the capacity of the survey to
distinguish particular landscape features. For instance, automatic classification of
remotely sensed multi-spectral data can only distinguish land cover Categories
which exhibit recognisably different spectral signatures.
5 OVERALL APPROACH
5.1 SURVEYS CONSIDERED IN THE STUDY
The study examined a total of 17 local, regional, national and international
systems for surveying or classifying land use, land cover or vegetation type (see
Table 1). Two of the systems addressed (the MAFF Agricultural and
Horticultural Census and the Environmentally Sensitive Areas Monitoring
Scheme) comprised regional schemes within an overall national frarnework.
These required the consideration of three -variations on the MAFF Census for
England (covering Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland) and 12 variations on
the ESA scheme, specific to individual ESAs.
-8-
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5.2 DICTIONARIES OF SURVEYS AND CLASSIFICATIONS
Any attempt to inter-relate land cover or land use classifications or to inter-
calibrate estimates of land cover or land use from different surveys must be
preceded by rigorous definition of the nomenclatures and methodologies used.
The first stcp in the study was therefore to analyse and document the methods
and classifications employed and to present the results of these analyses in the
form of structured 'Dictionaries'. For each of the 17 schemes listed in Table 1
(and their regional variations), details were assembled in a common format,
describing the background to the scheme, its objectives and the methods
employed. The categories of land cover, land use and vegetation type employed
in each system were also recorded, together with any definitions published in
supporting documentation.
The results of this analytical phase are presented as a printed Handbook of Land
Cover Surveys and Classifications, which forms Annex I to this Report. The
material contained in this Handbook is also available separately, in digital form,
both as part of the Countryside Information System (CIS) (Department of the
Environment, 1993) and as a free-stand package running under MS-WINDOWS.
	
5.3 INTER-COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATIONS
On the basis of the above definitions, look-up tables were constructed, rccording
correspondences between categories in any pair of the 17 classifications
considered. Examples of these cross-tabulations form Annex 2 to this Report; the
software developed for this exercise forms part of the Report package and allows
any land cover category in any of the 17 surveys to be expressed in terms of its
equivalent category or categories in any other survey.
	
5.4 INTER-CALIBRATION OF DATA FROM LAND SURVEYS
The study went on to compare estimates from different surveys of the
geographical extent of the different land cover categories; from these results, it
was possible to compute quantitative measures of the correspondence between
overlapping classes, and to make available these measures of correspondence, for
example, to weight land cover statistics from different sources, so as to improve
their comparability.
This element of the study was confined to just four land surveys, on grounds of
feasibility. The four surveys were selected by the Department of the Environment
because of their particular significance for national land use policy and because
they are the only ones which provide estimates of the extent of land use and land
cover which are both geographically referenced and national in coverage.
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TABLE 1
SURVEYS CONSIDERED IN THE STUDY Primary survey methods indicated in italics
LAND COVER
International Schemes
1 CORINE LAND COVER (Satellite Remote Sensing)
National Schemes
2 ITE COUNTRYSIDE SURVEY 1990 - FIELD SURVEY (Field Survey)
3 1TE COUNTRYSIDE SURVEY 1990 - LAND COVER MAP (Satellite Remote Sensing)
Re ional Schemes
4 MONITORING LANDSCAPE CHANGE (Air photo)
5 NATIONAL COUNTRYSIDE MONITORING SCHEME (Scotland) (Air photo)
6 LAND COVER OF SCOTLAND (Air photo)
7 NORTHERN IRELAND COUNTRYSIDE SURVEY (Field Survey)
Schemes Coverin Desi nated Areas
8 NATIONAL PARKS MONITORING SCHEME (Air photo)
9 ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS (ESAs) MONITORING (Air photo)
Schemes whose rim ob'ective is not Environmental Plannin / Conservation
10 MAFF AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL CENSUS. (Questionnaire Survey)
Includes:
MAFF AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL CENSUS - England
AGRICULTURAL CENSUS - Scotland
WELSH OFFICE AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL CENSUS -Wales
AGRICULTURAL CENSUS - Northern Ireland
11 FORESTRY COMMISSION CENSUS OF WOODLANDS AND TREES (Air photo)
LAND USE
International Scheme
12 UN/ECE STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE (Classification only)
National Schemes
13 NATIONAL LAND USE CLASSIFICATION (Classification only)
14 DOE LAND USE CHANGE STATISTICS (Field Survey)
VEGETATION / HABITAT
International Scheme
15 CORINE BIOTOPES HABITAT CLASSIFICATION (Field survey/literature)
National Schemes
16 NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL PHASE 1 SURVEY (Field Survey)
17 NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION (Field Survey)
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The four surveys included in this quantitative evaluation were:
ITE 'Countryside Survey 1990' Field Data
ITE 'Countryside Survey 1990' Land Cover Map
Monitoring of Landscape Change Project
MAFF Agricultural and Horticultural Census.
	
5.5 STANDARD DEFINITIONS OF NATIONALLY IMPORTANT LAND COVER
CATEGORIES 

The final stage of the study was to develop, on the basis of the descriptive
material presented in Annex 1, standard definitions of land cover categories of
national importance. We chose to present these definitions as a single integrating
classification scheme that could serve as a baseline for future national land cover
surveys and classifications.
	
5.6 EXECUTION OF THE WORK
The work was carricd out by staff of the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology at two
of its sites (Monks Wood and Merlewood). Monks Wood staff were responsible
for project management, for compilation of the reference material and preparation
of the dictionaries, for the inter-comparison of classifications and for quantitative
inter-calibrations involving the ITE Land Cover Map. Merlewood staff provided
background consultancy on theoretical aspects of land survey and specifically on
the use of the ITE classification: they undertook inter-calibrations involving data
from Countryside Survey-1990 and Monitoring Landscape Change and, on
request, provided land cover statistics from Countryside Survey for use in the
other inter-calibrations. Both groups collaborated in drawing up recommendations
for a standard national land cover classification.
ITE staff were guided in their tasks by a Steering Group, set up for the purpose,
with membership from all the governmental bodies with an interest in land cover
statistics. This Steering Group met on four occasions during the course of the
study and provided helpful guidance and advice. The membership of the Steering
Group is listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
MEMBERS OF THE PROJECT STEERING GROUP
Dr T W Parr Department of the Environment
Directorate of Rural Affairs
Department of the Environment
Directorate of Rural Affairs
Department of the Environment
Land & General Statistics
Department of the Environment (NI)
Welsh Office
Planning Services Division
Scottish Office
Central Research Unit
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Agricultural Development and Advisory Service
Chicf Forest Surveys Officer
Forestry Commission, Edinburgh
Dr S Webster
Mrs D Salathiel
Dr A Stott
Ms L Roberts
Ms D Wilkinson
Mr A I Hooper
Mr B SeImes
Dr K Kirby
Dr 1 Hopkins
Mr 1 Holbrook
Dr R G H Bunce
Dr B K Wyatt
Dr M 0 Hill
Mr R M Fuller
Mr 1 N Greatorex-Davies
English Nature
Habitats Branch, Science Directorate
Joint Nature Conservation Committee
Biotopes Conservation Branch
Scottish Natural Heritage
Environmental Audit Branch
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Merlewood
Land Use Research Group
Institute of Tarestrial Ecology, Monks Wood
Environmental Information Centre
• Institute of Tarestrial Ecology, Monks Wood
Ecological Processes Section
Institute of Tarestrial Ecology, Monks Wood
Environmental Information Centre
Institute of Tarestrial Ecology, Monks Wood
Ecological Processes Section
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6 METHODS
6.1 COMPILATION OF DICTIONARIES
' The research specifications, issued by the Department of the Environment, called
for the preparation of 'a dictionary of definitions (of land use / land cover) and
survey methodologies'. This is actually a requirement for two structurally distinct
products. Accordingly, two parallel sets of documentation were prepared.
The first, Dictionary 1, describes the 17 recent national and regional land
surveys and land classifications listed in Table I. The Dictionary records the
institutions involved in carrying out each survey, its objectives, the methodology
used, the forms of data storage, its availability and further background
information (eg published references). This information was recorded in a
standard format, using field headings agreed in discussion with the Steering
Group. The outline structure of an entry in Dictionary is reported in Table 3.
The second, Dictionary 2, records the classifications used in each survey to
describe land cover, land use, vegetation type, linear and point features
(depending on the survey), together with the published definitions of each
category. In some cases, definitions were missing from the published
documentation. When the interpretations were not self-evident, efforts were made
to seek clarification from the appropriatc points of contact. Once again, the data
are held in a standard format; in Dictionary 2, a decimal code and tabulated
layouts were used, where appropriate, to represent hierarchical structure within
the classifications. As far as possible, the codes published by the originators were
used. Sometimes it was necessary to make minor modifications (typically, by
inserting decimal points to indicate hierarchies that were not explicit in the
original). These changes are noted in the Dictionary entries. Categories relating
to differences in land management (eg intensity of use) were omitted, as were
descriptive codes used to qualify the principal categories and categories of minor
point and linear features, especially where these did not coincide with categories
recognised in other surveys.
Two classifications recorded land features in great detail. The National
Vegetation Classification (Rodwell, 1991 a & b) describes habitats in terms of
phyto-sociologic units, recognising subtleties that are absent from many of the
other systems considered. Similarly, the National Land Use Classification
(Department of the Environment, 1975) recognises land uses to the level of
individual buildings. In both cases, the lowest levels of the hierarchy were only
included in the Dictionary where there were equivalents in another survey. In
addition, many of the CORINE Biotopes categories referred to continental
European habitats not represented in Britain. These were also excluded.
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TABLE 3
STRUCTURE OF AN ENTRY IN THE DICTIONARY OF SURVEYS
SURVEY NUMBER
NAME OF SURVEY
COMMISSIONING AGENTS
EXECUTING AGENT
CONTACT
OBJECTIVES
PERIOD OF FIELD SURVEY
Start
End
WORK CARRIED OUT
SURVEY METHOD
GEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Area of survey
Sampling frame
Sampling unit
Recording unit
Scale of input data
Scale of output
Resolution
Accuracy and error
DATA STORAGE/ANALYSIS
DATA AVAILABILITY
FORMS OF OUTPUT
PUBLICATION DATE(S)
REFERENCES
IT
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Separate classifications exist for each of the ten Environmentally Sensitive Areas
in England and two in Wales. These were recorded individually in Dictionary 2;
however, the cffort of comparing 12 separate ESA classifications with each other
and with the other 16 systems would have been prohibitive. Instead, a composite
classification was developed from the twelve individual systems and was taken
as representative of the individual ESA classifications in the inter-comparison
exercise. The manner in which the composite classification corresponds to the
separate ESA systems is recorded as Appendix 1 to this volume of the Report.
The composite classification itself has been included in Dictionary 2.
Information for the compilation of the dictionaries was obtained, in the first
instance, from published documentation and by direct contact with representatives
of the agencies responsible for the different surveys. The references used in
compiling the dictionaries, together with other background publications, are cited
as part of the Dictionary record itself (Annex 1). When the first draft of the
dictionaries was complete, copies were sent for comment to members of the
Steering Group and to points of contact in the appropriate agencies. From replies
received, additions and amendments were made to the dictionary entries as
appropriate.
For easc of reference, the two dictionaries are presented in Annex 1 as a single
output, in which the complete documentation for each survey is held
contiguously. The same information is available digitally (as WordPerfect 5.1
files and as structured on-line text within the Countryside Information System,
see Figure 1).
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FIGURE I
SCHEMATIC OUTLINE OF THE STRUCTURE OF DICTIONARY RECORDS
IN THE COUNTRYSIDE INFORMATION SYSTEM
OPENING MENU
Options: ABOUT THE PROJECT
LAND USE / LAND COVER SURVEYS
LAND USE / LAND COVER
CLASSIFICATIONS
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Single screen of text giving background, objectives and
methods used in the Comparison of Land Cover
Definitions study
LAND USE / LAND COVER SURVEYS ('Dictionary I')
Lists the SURVEYS for which infonnation is held
SURVEYS
Details background, objectives, methods and literature
REFERENCES in each survey
REFERENCES
Lists relevant citations
LAND USE / LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS ('DICTIONARY 2')
Lists CLASSIFICATIONS used in surveys described in Dictionary I
CLASSIFICAIIONS
Lists the hierarchic anangement of LAND USE / IAND COVER CATEGORIES
ineachsurvey
LAND USE / LAND COVER CATEGORIES
Published definitions of the categories of land usc / land Cover /
vegetation
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6.2 CROSS-LINKING THROUGH A BASELINE CLASSIFICATION
6.2.1 Too many possible cross-classifications. The Research Specifications
suggested that comparisons between the classifications used in each survey
should be carried out by direct comparison of the categories of one survey with
every other one. Given a series of n classifications of land cover, each can be
specified by a dictionary and a series of definitions. Cross-comparisons between
the classifications are harder to define, but, given time and effort, can be made.
In principle, the equivalences can be specified for each pair of classifications.
However, comparing all pairs means that n(n-I)12 comparisons are necessary.
With the 17 classifications presented in this report, this means that 136 cross-
comparisons would be required. If new classifications are to be added in future,
then the 18th would have to be compared with the 17 existing ones, and so on
upwards with increasing difficulty. This large number of cross-comparisons
cannot be made practicably in the time available to this project. Even if it were
possible, it would result in an enormous amount of paper, for perhaps rather little
benefit.
6.2.2 The Baseline Classification. A more feasible approach- and one that is
much more adaptive to futurerequirements- is to relate each classification to a
baseline and then link individualsystems by reference to it. This approach was
adopted in the present study. For a land use / land cover classification system to
be used in this way as a baseline or reference, it must satisfy certain fundamental
criteria:
it must be exhaustive - that is, it must provide categories equivalent to the
complete population of categories encountered in all the surveys to be
addressed.
it must be exclusive - that is, no category in the classification shall overlap
with another(unless they comprise a parent-child pair).
it must be structured, both for ease of use and also so that equivalent
categories can be selected at the appropriate hierarchical level when the
system is used to reference widely different target classifications.
A furtherpracticalrequirementis thatthe system should be easily relatedto land
cover categories used for field survey and reporting in the Countryside Survey-
1990, since one of the immediateapplications for this study concerns evaluation
of the results of CS-1990 in relation to other recent landscape studies.
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However, the CS-1990 field recording system is essentially open-ended in that
it allows surveyors to select descriptive keywords from an extensive vocabulary.
By combination of primary terms and secondary qualifiers, the number of
categories potentially available to surveyors for recording land use or land cover
in the CS-1990 system is therefore very large.
For these reasons, the CS-1990 field survey categories did not lend themselves
to direct use as a baseline for purposes of inter-comparison. Instead, as a first
step, 59 exclusive classes were designated (Table 4); these formed a finite set of
categories to which the land use / land cover observations from CS-1990 could
be unambiguously related. We shall call this set of 59 land use / land cover
categories the CS-1990 REPORTING CLASSES.
Compliance with the further criteria of exhaustivity and structure was achieved
by building the 59-class reporting classes into a hierarchical classification and
introducing supplementary terminology in those areas which were poorly
represented by the initial 59 classes. The result of this procedure was the
Baseline Classification, listed in Table 5. It was this Baseline Classification
which was used in the subsequent inter-comparison of the 17 target systems.
6.2.3 Inter-comparison with the Baseline Classification. Each of the 17
classifications was compared, category-by-category, with the baseline
classification and the equivalent class or dames in the baseline classification
were identified, bearing in mind the definitions recorded in Dictionary 2. Survey
categories were only linked to those baseline categories where, on-the basis of
the available definitions, significant overlap might reasonably be inferred. If the
probable overlap was small, the linkages were ignored. Point features and some
minor linear features (eg internal woodland boundaries, streams etc) were
ignored.
It should be noted that some surveys cover only certain parts or types of land.
For example, the MAFF Agricultural Census only covers land within farm
holdings, whereas the Forestry Commission Trees and Woodlands Census refers
only to tree covered land. As a consequence, some land cover types that are
important in one type of survey are absent from others. For example, urban land
cover and common land are not included in the agricultural census, but feature
strongly in the DOE Land Use Change Statistics and in the National Parks
Monitoring Scheme, respectively.
IT
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TABLE 4
CS-1990 REPORTING CLASSES
CategoryCategory Name Category Category Name
Number Number
2
3
4
5
6
Wheat
Barley
Oats
Mixed and other cereals
Maize
Turnips / swedes
37
38
39
40
41
Conifer woodland
Mixed woodland
Broadlcaved woodland
Shrub
Felled woodland
7 Kale 42 Inland rocks and scrce
8 Oil-seed rape


9 Crucifer crops (not oil-seed rapc) 43 Still water


10 Peas 44 Running water
II Field beans 45 Wetland
12 Legumes (not pcas or field beans)


13 Sugar beet 46 Inter-tidal coast without vegetation
14 Potatoes 47 Saltmarsh
15 Root crops (not turnip / swede / beet / 48 Dune


potatoes) 49 Hard coast without vegetation
16 Other field crops 50 Maritime vegetation
17 Horticulture


18 Non-cropped arable (ploughed / fallow) 51 Railway
19 Perennial crops 52 Road


53 Agricultural buildings
20 Recreational (mown)grass 54 Residential buildings
21 Recently sown wrass 55 Continuously Built Land
22 Pure rye-grass


23 Well-managed grass 56 Waste and derelict land
24 Weedy swards with >25% rye-grass 57 Hard areas without buildings
25 Non-agriculturally improved grass 58 Quarries and extractive industries
26 Calcareous grass


27 Upland grass 59 Sea
28 Dense bracken


29 Purple moorgrass-dominated moorland


30 Moorland grass (not purple moorgrass)


31 Unmanaged grassland and tall herb


32 Dense heath


33 Open-canopy heath


34 Berry-bush heath


35 Drier northern bogs


36 Wet heaths/saturated bogs
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TABLE 5
BASELINE CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE, LAND COVER AND
VEGETATION TYPE (Italicized categories are the 59 CS- I990 Reporting Classes)
I TILLED AND FALLOW LAND 2 WOODY PERENNIAL CROPS
1.1 CEREALS
1.1.1 Maize
1.1.2 Wheat
1.1.3 Barley
1.1.3.1 Winter barley
1.1.3.2 Spring barley
1.1.4 Oats
1.1.5 Other cereals
1.1.5.1 Rye
1.1.5.2 Triticale
1.1.5.3 Mixed corn
1.2 BRASS1CACEAE (NOT HORTICULTURE)
1.2.1 Turnips/swedes
1.2.2 Kale
1.2.3 Oil-seed rape
1.2.4 Other crucifer
1.3 LEGUMES
1.3.1 Peas
1.3.2 Field beans
1.3.3 Other legumes
1.3.3.1 Sainfoin
1.3.3.2 Lucerne
1.3.3.3 Lupin
1.4 ROOTS AND ALLIES (NON-BRASSICA)
1.4.1 Sugar beet
1.4.2 Potatoes
1.4.3 Other roots and beets
1.5 OTHER NON-HORTICULTURAL FIELD
CROPS
1.5.1 Linseed
1.5.2 Sunflowa
1.5.3 Other
1.6 HORTICULTURE
1.6.1 Flowers
1.6.2 Other Horticultural Crops
1.7 NON-CROPPED
1.7.1 Ploughed
1.7.2 Neglected Land
1.7.3 Fallow Land

2.1 ORCHARD
2.2 VINEYARD
2.3 HOPS
2.4 SOFT FRUIT
2.5 TREES & SHRUBS - NURSERY STOCK
3 GRASS
3.1 NON-AGRIC, MOWN GRASS
3.1.1 Amenity Grass >1 ha
3.1.2 Playing Fields
3.1.3 Golf Course
3.1.4 Touring Caravan park
3.1.5CampSite
3.1.6 Other Non-Agricultural Mown Grass
3.2 INTENSIVE (AGRICULTURALLY
IMPROVED) GRASS
3.2.1 Recently Sown Grass
3.2.1.1 Perennial Ryegrass >95%
Cover
3.2.1.2 Italian Ryegrass >95% cover
3.2.1.3 Tall Fescue >95% cover
32.1.4 Other leys & newly sown
swards
3.2.2 Established Perennial Ryegrass
Swards
3.2.3 Well managed Perennial Ryegrass
Mixtures and other Sown Grasses
32.3.1 Ryeigass 25-50% + white
clover >25%
3.2.3.2 Ryegrass 25-50%
3.2.3.3 Cocksfoot 50-100%
3.2.3.4 Timothy 50-100%
3.2.4 Weedy Swards with Perennial
Ryograss 2.5-50%
3.2.4.1 Ryegrass/non-sown grasses
3.2.4.2 Ryegrass + broadleaved
weeds or rushes
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TABLE 5
BASELINE CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE, LAND COVER AND
VEGETATION TYPE (Italicized categories are the 59 CS-1990 Reporting Classes)
3.3 PERMANENT NON-INTENSIVE GRASS 4 HEATHLAND AND BOG
3.3.1 Lowland Grass, non-sown Grasses 4.1 HEATTILAND
>25% 4.1.1 Dense Ileath
3.3.2 Lowland Grass, 10-25% cover 4.1.1.1 Lowland Dense Heath
of non-weedy Forbs 4.1.1.2 Upland Densc Heath
3.3.3 Lowland Grass, >25% cover 4.1.2 Open-Canopy Heath
of non-weedy Forbs 4.1.2.1 Lowland Open-Canopy Heath
3.4 SEMI-NATURAL CALCAREOUS GRASS 4.11.2 Upland Open-Canopy Heath
3.5 ACID GRASS (NON-MOORLAND) 4.1.3 Berry-Bush Heath
& BRACKEN 4.1.3.1 Non-Alpine Berry-Bush Heath
3.5.1 Upland Grass 4.1.3.2 Alpine and Sub-Alpine Heath
3.5.2 Bracken (>50% cover) 4.1.3.2.1 Arctostaphylos alpinus
3.6 MOORLAND AND MOUNTAIN GRASS Heath
3.6.1 Molinia Moor 4.1.3.2.2 Loiseleuria Heath
3.6.2 Non-Molinia moorland & mountain 4.1.3.2.3 Other Sub-Alpine Heath
grass 4.2 BOOS
3.6.2.1 Low & medium altitude 4.2.1 Drier northern bogs
moorland grass 4.2.2 Saturated bogs
3.62.2 Alpine & Subalpine Grass &
allied vegetation 5 WOODLAND AND SHRUBLAND
3.6.2.2.1 Carer bigelowit 5.1 WOODLAND
communities 5.1.1 Conifer Woodland
3.6.2.2.2 Juncus trifidus 5.1.1.1 Deciduous Conifer Woodland
communities 5.1.1.2 Evergreen Conifer Woodland
3.6.2.2.3 Racomitrium "hea 5.1.1.2.1 Evereen coniferth" gr
3.6.2.2.4 Salix herbocea plantation
5.1.1.2.2 S-Natural Evergreencommunities
Conifer Woodland3.6.2.2.5 Other alpine non-
5.1.2 Mired woodland
shrubby vegetation
5.1.3 Broadleaved woodland3.7 UNMANAGED LOWlAND GRASSLAND
5.1.3.1 Deciduous BroadleavedAND TALL HERBS
Woodland3.7.1 False Oat Grass + Couch 5.1.3.1.1 Plantation Decid.3.7.2 Tall herbs
13rdleaved Woodland
3.7.3 Non Aquatic Riparian vegetation 5.1.3.1.2 S-Natural Deciduous
Ordleaved Woodland
5.1.3.2 Evergreen Broadleaved
Woodland
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TABLE 5
BASELINE CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE, LAND COVER AND
VEGETATION TYPE (Italicized categories are the 59 CS-I990 Reporting Classes)
5.2 MANAGED COPPICE
5.2.1 Coppice-with-Standards
5.2.2 Pure Coppice
52.2.1 Chestnut Coppice
5.2.2.2 Traditional Semi-Natural
Coppice
5.2.2.3 Short-Rotation Coppice
5.3 SHRUB
5.3.1 Shrub on Dry or Moist Ground
5.3.2 Swampy Shrub and Can
5.4 FELLED WOODLAND
5.5 LAND PLOUGHED FOR AFFORESTATION
6 INLAND ROCKS AND SCREFS
6.1 STABLE ROCK
6.1.1 Inland Cliff
6.1.2 Rock Outcrop
6.1.3 Limestone Pavement
6.2 LOOSE ROCK
6.2.1 Scree
6.2.2 Block Litter and Mountain-Top Debris
7 WETLAND AND WATER
7.1 STILL WATER
7.1.1 Lake
7.1.1.1 Open Water in Lake
7.1.1.2 Emergent Macrophytes in Lake
7.1.2 Reservoir
7.1.2.1 Open Water in Reservoir
7.1.2.2 Emergent Macrophytes in
Reservoir
7.1.3 Pond
7.1.3.1 Open Water in Pond
7.1.3.2 Emergent Macrophytes in Pond
7.2 RUNNING WATER
7.2.1 River
7.2.1.1 Open Water in River
7.2.1.2 Emergent macrophytes in river
7/.2 Canal
7.2.2.1 Open water in canal
7.2.2.2 Emergent macrophytes in
canal
7.3 WETLAND
7.3.1 Fen and marsh
7.3.2 Flush
8 COASTAL FEATURES
8.0 SEA/ESTUARY
8.1 INTERTIDAL SOFT COAST WITHOUT
VEGETATION
8.1.1 Intertidal Mud Flats
8.1.2 Intertidal Sand Flats
8.1.3 Sandy Shore.
8.1.4 PebbleJGravel Shore
8.2 VEGETATED SOFT COAST
8.2.1 Salt marsh
8.2.2 Dune
8.2.2.1 Dune, <75% Vegetation
8.2.2.2 Dune, >75% Vegetation
8.2.2.3 Stabilized Dune Grassland
8.3 UNVEGETATED HARD COAST
8.3.1 Intertidal seaweed-covered boulders
8.3.2 Rocky/boulder shore (not vegetated)
8.3.3 Rocks and cliffs
8.4 MARITIME VEGETATION
9 TRANSPORT, BUILT, URBAN &
INDUSTRIAL
9.1 TRANSPORT
9.1.1 Railway
9.1.2 Road
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TABLE 5
BASELINE CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE, LAND COVER AND
VEGETATION TYPE (Italicized categories are the 59 CS-I990 Reporting Classes)
9.2 DISCONTFNUOUSLY BUILT LAND
92. I Agricultural Buildings
9.2.1.1 Sheds, Barns, Silos
9.2.1.2 Glasshouses
9.2.2 Residential Buildings with Gardens
9.2.3 Commercial and Industrial Buildings
9.2.4 Public Services and Facilities
9.2.4.1 Institutional
9.2.4.2 Education and Cultural
9.2.4.3 Religious
9/.4.4 Sporting and Recreational
9.3 CONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND
9.3.1 Residential Buildings without Gardens
9.3.2 Commercial and Industrial Buildings
9.3.3 Public Services and Facilities
9.3.3.1 Institutional
9.3.3.2 Education and Cultural
9.3.3.3 Religious
9.3.3.4 Sporting and Recreational
9.4 VEGETATED WASTE LAND, DERELICT
LAND & ALLOTMEN7S
9.4.1 Domestic and Industrial Waste Land
94.2 Derelict Urban Land
9.4.3 Allotments
9.5 HARD AREAS W/THOUT BUILDINGS
9.5.1 Unvegetated Derelict Land, Building
Sites
9.5.2 Car Park
9.5.3 Ungrassed Recreational Grounds and
Public Spaces
9.5.4 Other
9.6 QUARRIES AND OTHER EXTRACTIVE
INDUSTRIES
9.6.1 Gravel pit
9.6.2 Quany
9.6.3 Open-cast Mine

10 LINEAR FEATURES
10.1 TREE-LINES AND HEDGES
10.1.1 Line of Trees
10.1.2 Line of Shrub
10.1.3 Hedge
10.1.3.1 Hedge, >50% Hawthorn
10.1.3.2 Mixed Hedge
10.1.3.1 Hedge, >50% species
other
than Hawthorn
10.2 WALLS
102.1 Dry Stone Walls
10.22 Mortared Walls
10.3 FENCES
10.3.1 Wood only
10.32 Iron only
10.3.3 Wire on posts
10.4 BANKS AND DITCHES
10.4.1 Stone bank
10.4.2 Earth bank
10.43 Ditches
10.4.4 Embankments
10.5 GRASS STRIP
10.6 TRACK
10.6.1 Constructed Track
10.6.2 Unconstructed Track
10.7 STREAM
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6.2.4 Automatic inter
- comparison of classifications by inference. A computer
program allows automatic identification of equivalent categories in any pair of
..:classifications by inference from the explicit connections between each
classification and the baseline. In the interests of portability, the program,
CROSSLNK, was written in FORTRAN; in this form, it gives acceptable
performance in both PC and mainframe environments. The algorithm is given
here, and the source coding is offered as one of the outputs from this study.
Data
The data required by CROSSLNK are as follows:
1 A dictionary for classification A
2 A dictionary for classification B
3 A dictionary for classification 0 (the baseline).
4 A cross-reference file, explicitly linking categories in classification
A with equivalent categories in the baseline.
5 A similar cross-reference file, linking categories in classification B
with equivalent categories in the baseline.
The dictionaries hold approved names and codes for each classification. The
names comprise the text used in Annex 2, edited to a maximum length of 40
characters so as to avoid formatting problems when displaying program output.
The codes are used both as unique identifiers of a given category within a
particular classification and also to indicate the hierarchical structure of the
classification. For example, if a category 1.2 is defined, then 1.2.2 is, by
inference, a sub-category of 1.2. Many of the classifications considered were
hierarchical in structure and with an explicit system of hierarchical codes already
defined. In other cases, it was necessary to modify the given codes so that the
hierarchy was made explicit. A common, and therefore tiresome problem resulted
from ambiguity in the coding systems used by some classifications. For example,
a class with code 10 might appear to be a sub-category of class I. However, it
might equally be the tenth class. This problem, where it arose, was solved by the
use of dots as punctuation. Thus, 11.n would denote the 11th class, while 1.1
denotes the first subcategory of the first class. Dictionary 2 records the situations
where these actions were necessary.
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The cross-reference files consist of a series of ordered pairs, structured as follows
for classification A:
(1.1 3.4)
(1.2 3.52)
(1.2 3.53)
where the first element of the pair (eg. 1.1) is the code for a class in
classification A and the second is the equivalent code in the baseline.
Often, several baseline categories may correspond to a broader unit in
classification A. This is the case in the example given above. The cross-
classifications do not require that the classes 1.1 etc. be given names. However,
for ease of working when inspecting the cross-reference files, we have included
the category names, which are added by automatic look-up using the dictionary
files.
Algorithm
The algorithm for linking the classifications A and B relates each of them
individually to the baseline. This is shown in the example that follows. The only
real complication lies in the application of the hierarchy. This is apparent in the
formal definition below, but is easily understood by the following example. This
is that if a class X, in A, corresponds to baseline element 3.5 and another class
Y, in B, corresponds to baseline element 3.5.2, then X should be linked to Y.
This fact is basically quite obvious but it is easy nonetheless to be confused. The
confusion arises because the user naturally assumes that the classifications should
be reduced to their simplest terms. This assumption is correct but easily
forgotten. In terms of the example given above, X corresponds to Y because the
linkages to baseline
(X 3.5)
(Y 3.5.2)
have been made. This means that X corresponds to the
whole of baseline category 3.5 and therefore, a fortiori, to baseline category
3.5.2. Therefore X corresponds to Y in the sense that Y corresponds to a part of
X. However, Y does not correspond to the whole of X.
71
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Example
As an example of how a linkage can be made, consider the matrices of cross-
classification below. Rows correspond to baseline categories, colunms to
categories in classifications A and B. Subscripts are used to denote categories
according to their row and column numbers. Thus A3 denotes the third category
of A, specified by column 3 in the first matrix. C2denotes the second category
of C (the baseline), specified by row 2 in the matrix.
Baseline Classification A Classification B
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1.2
1.3
Formal specification of algorithm
The above considerations allow us to give a formal specification of the algorithm.
This is that (in the notation of the example):
A, corresponds to 13;if and only if:-
There exist baseline elements Ckand C, such that:-
A, corresponds to Ckand
B3corresponds to C, and
either Ck = C1
or Ck is above C, in the
hierarchy
or C, is above Ck in the
hierarchy.
Thus, in the example, both A5 and B5correspond to C„ so A5 must correspond
to Bs. A, and B6 correspond to CI2, and therefore to each other; however, B6
must also correspond to A5,since C, is above CI2 in the hierarchy. Similarly, A,
corresponds to B5. B, corresponds to A6 and A5, but not to A4; A,scorresponds
to B, and B5,but not to B6.
This definition is a complete specification of the algorithm. In practice,
CROSSLNK makes various other reports such as specifying those elements of
A that cannot be related in any way to elements of B and vice - versa.
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6.2.5 Inter - comparison of classifications. Given the cross-comparisons
described in Section 4.2.3 between each classification and the baseline and given
the existence of CROSSLNK, generation of pairwise inter-comparisons between
the 17 classifications listed in Table I becomes a mechanical task. Because of the
volume of paper that would be generated if every combination was exercised and
reported here, it was decidal (with the agreement of the Steering Group) that
exemplars only should be included in the Report. Certain other examples, of
particular interest to individual members of the Steering Group, wcre produced
and circulated.
6.3 INTER-CALIBRATION OF LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS
The Research Specifications for the study required that quantitative comparisons
be undertaken between the estimates of land cover generated by the Countryside
Survey - 1990 and estimates of corresponding land cover categories from:
the ITE Land Cover Map, compiled by automatic classification of Landsat
Thematic Mapper data;
the Monitoring Landscape Change Project;
MAFF Agricultural and Horticultural Census data.
The purpose of this activity was to compute 'adjustment factors', which would
allow statistics generated from any one survey to be convened to the values
which would be expected, had one of the other methods been employed. There
arc assumptions implicit in this approach (for example, that the correspondences
between the various systems is stable over time) that we were not required to
test, nor would it have been possible to do so.
The results of the inter-calibrations are presented in Section 7 later in this Report.
6.3.1 Methodological implications. Although it would be possible to base these
'adjustment factors' •on estimates of land cover over large areas (eg national
statistics), such a coarse approach would be of little use at more local scales. In
particular, it would offer no insights into specific differences in nomenclature or
interpretation within individual land units. In order to achieve this aim, it is
necessary to make direct comparisons of the way in which the different systems
assign individual land parcels to different categories.
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For various reasons, this aim (of 'per-parcel' comparison of land cover class
assignments between different surveys and classifications) was realised to
differing degrees in the four different inter-calibrations described in the following
paragraphs.
6.3.2 Countryside Survey 1990 vs ITE Land Cover Map. From its inception,
the ITE Land Cover Mapping element of the Countryside Survey 1990 envisaged
that use would be made of data from the field survey component of Countryside
Survey 1990 to provide an independent dataset, against which to assess the
degree of correspondence between the two surveys. The results of this inter-
calibration, originally intended to form part of the Countryside Survey 1990
Report, are also needed to fulfil the contractual requirements of this study and
are presented here instead. It should be recognised that the purpose of the present
study is to make an objective assessment of correspondences between land cover
surveys. A critique of any differences of interpretation which the inter-calibration
exposes, is more properly addressed within the context of the main Countryside
Survey 1990 reports, though the definitions provided in Annex 1 of this report
give evidence to identify situations where differences in terminology are the main
factor.
For practical and other reasons, the inter-calibration has been carried out using
three different methods; each method provides a slightly different perspective on
the correspondence between the two survey approaches.
Inter - calibration at full spatial resolution.
Land cover assignments from 508 lkm x 1km survey squares in Countryside
Survey 1990 are held as attributes in a vector cartographic dataset, digitised at
a scale of 1:10 000 in ARC/INFO. In principle, it was therefore possible to
overlay these data directly on the digital land cover map and to compare the
categories assigned to each land unit (either vector parcels in the digitised field
data or individual pixels of the Land Cover Map). For two reasons, it was
decided that the comparison should be carried out per pixel in raster format.
Firstly, this would ensure a large number of reference points (1600 per 1km2 for
a raster resolution of 25m), which would make subsequent statistical analysis
more robust; secondly, at a time when the vector processing systems in ITE were
under great pressure, there was free capacity on the raster-based systems.
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As explained previously (paragraph 6.2.2), the Countryside Survey 1990 field
survey did not assign land cover to a finite number of categories; instead,
surveyors chose from a vocabulary of attributes, selected from lists of keywords
in field handbooks using rather flexible guidelines. As a result, broad land cover
types, such as semi-natural grassland, could be described in a variety of different
ways, depending, inter alia, on their species composition, past management
history, etc. This provided a powerful means of recording subtle differences in
land cover, but it presented insuperable difficulties for the inter-calibration,
because of the problems of defining equivalent classes in the two systeins. The
establishment of the CS-1990 Reporting Classes during the present study was
intended to overcome this problem, and to permit attributes recorded in the
Countryside Survey 1990 field survey to be assigncd unambiguously to specific
categories in the Reporting Classification (see paragraph 6.2.2). For the pixel-by-
pixel inter-calibration, the Reporting Classes from the field survey were finther
simplified to a set of 17categories, judged empirically to be equivalent to the 17
Land Cover Map classes. The relationship between the CS-1990 Reporting
Classes and the 17 Land Cover Map classes is shown in Table 6.
The polygon representations of land parcels in the ARC/INFO files were re-
labelled according to this scheme and, after further cartographic processing to
merge adjacent parcels with the same class assignment and to resolve remaining
topological anomalies in the vector files, an automatic conversion was carried out
from vector to raster format, resulting in a 25m raster representation of the field
data, co-registered to the remotely-sensed land cover map. The inter-calibration
was carried out using a sub-set of 128 lkm x 1km squares; for each square, the
field survey dataset was compared with the land cover map, pixel-by-pixel, to
generate 1600 paired values, recording the class assignment of each pixel in the
two surveys.
The results are presented in paragraph 7.4.1 as a correspondence matrix, showing
the relationship betWeenthe 17 Land Cover Map categories and the 17 equivalent
land cover classes from the field survey.
Inter-calibration by spatial sub-sampling.
The above inter-calibration obviously falls short of the fill technical
specifications for this study, since it fails to provide adequate information on how
the 17 categories of the Land Cover Map relate to the categories recorded in the
field during Countryside Survey 1990. This objective was realised by reference
to the CS-1990 Reporting Classes (see paragraph 6.2.2 and Table 4). The inter-
calibration was carried out using a spatially sampled population of data points,
4
7.1
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created by superimposing a regular 5 x 5 grid on each 1km x 1km square and
recording the land cover under each of the 25 points at the intersections of the
grid, firstly in the digitised field survey maps and then in corresponding windows
of the Land Cover Map. The inter-calibration was undertaken using data from a
total of 498 squares to ensure adequate geographical coverage. In practice, some
squares were absent from one or other survey, so the number of data points
available for any particular analysis fell slightly short of the potential maximum
of 12450. The method was based on the approach, successfully tested and
subsequently adopted as the means of estimating land cover within the study
'Changes in Key Habitat', currently being undertaken by ITE under contract to
the Department of the Environment (Barr, C.J., 1992).
Land cover categories were identified automatically from the ARC/INFO files
using a point-in-polygon macro and in the Land Cover Map by inspection, within
the System-600 image processing software, of the contents of the pixels
corresponding to the 25 grid intersections. The results of this inter-calibration are
presented in paragraph 7.4.2.
Inter - calibration against summary data per 1km x 1km square.
Finally, summary statistics of land cover derived from the complete population
of 508 field sample squares were generated from the field survey data for all 59
CS-1990 Reporting Classes and were compared with equivalent estimates for the
17 Land Cover Map classes. These results are given in paragraph 7.4.3.
6.3.3 Countryside Survey 1990 vs Monitoring Landscape Change. Monitoring
Landscape Change was carried out in 1984 by Huntings Technical Services Ltd,
under contract to the Department of the Environment and the Countryside
Commission (Huntings Surveys & Consultants Ltd., 1986). The principal method
of land survey was by aerial photography within a national sampling framework,
using conventional photo-interpretation techniques (see Survey 4, Annex 1).
Although a national land survey was also carried out by 1TE in 1984, using
techniques similar to those employed in Countryside Survey 1990, it was not a
practical proposition to compare the two 1984 datasets, since very few survey 1
squares were coincident in both schemes.
The approach taken was therefore to replicate the photo-interpretation procedures
employed by Huntings in 1984, using aerial photography contemporary with
Countryside Survey 1990. This was feasible, since most of the ITE survey
1.1squares had been flown in 1989-1990, as a preliminary to the Countryside Survey
1990 field survey campaign in the summer of 1990.
1
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Huntings Technical Services Ltd were sub-contracted to undertake the photo-
interpretation, using methods identical to those used in 1984 and mapping the
photography to the same land cover categories. Land cover interpretations were
traced from the photographs on to transparent overlays. A regular 25-point
sampling grid, identical to the one used in the Countryside Survey 1990 vs Land
Cover Map comparison (paragraph 6.3.2 above), was used to collect calibration
data.
Staff at ITE, Merlewood identified the location of the grid points on each
photograph by visual inspection, extracted the land cover class assigned by the
Huntings photo-interpreters and cross-referenced these records to thc Countryside
Survey 1990 field data class, extracted automatically from the ARC/INFO
database as indicated in 6.3.2 above. The results are presented in Paragraph 7.4.4.
6.3.4 Countryside Survey 1990 vs MAFF Agricultural Census. Inter-
calibrations involving the MAFF Agricultural Census present greater difficulty,
because it is not possible to attribute precise geographical references to the
MAFF data. Although the recording unit is the individual farm, the data are
aggregated and referenced to parishes, even in cases where much of the farm lies
outside the parish concerned. Perhaps more significantly, the MAFF Census deals
only with land under cultivation; much of the land documented in Countryside
Survey 1990, particularly upland commons, is not considered in the MAFF
Census.
Several possible approaches were considered and discussed with the Steering
Group:
• Simulation of MAFF Census data for Countryside Survey 1990 field survey
squares by re-working field survey from Countryside Survey 1990, using
MAFF Census guidelines. This was rejected from practical considerations. The
effort would have been excessive at a time when the field survey experts were
heavily committed to completing and writing up Countryside Survey 1990
results; the geographical referencing problem would have required the
identification of the extent of every agricultural holding in each lkm x 1km
square to be mapped and referenced to the appropriate parish unit; the MAFF
returns could not have been completed on the evidence of the field survey
sheets alone; while the prospects of emulating farmers' responses to a MAFF
circular were considered to be poor.
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Use of data from the proposed Farm Business Survey by relating the holdings
surveyed to the ITE Land Classification. This proposal was rejected because
the sample size provided by the Farm Business Survey would have been too
small for meaningful results and, crucially, because the Survey was not
completed in time to make use of it in this study.
Comparison of estimates of land cover from Countryside Survey 1990 with
those from the MAFF Census at the national and sub-national level only.
There are obvious limitations in this approach - it allows only estimation of
overall correspondence at these levels and does not permit diagnosis of the
precise nature of any mis-classification or non-correspondence. Further,
because the two surveys measure different entities (Countryside Survey 1990
records all rural land; MAFF records only land in agricultural production),
there are likely to be serious problems in interpreting observed differences.
Nevertheless, this approach was chosen, since it appeared to offer the best
prospects of success. Results are presented in paragraph 7.4.5.
6.3.5 ITE Land Cover Map vs Monitoring Landscape Change. This inter-
calibration was not contractually required. However, since both surveys (the Land
Cover Map and Monitoring Landscape Change) had each been compared with
Countryside Survey 1990, using identical methods (25-point grid sampling within
1km x lkm grid cells), the task of comparing them was a trivial computational
exercise, which we undertook in the interests of completeness. The results appear
in Paragraph 7.4.6.
6.4 INTER-CALIBRATI N OF E OF LINEAR EATURES
For reasons largely connected with the issue of hedgerow depletion, the Contract
required comparison of the treatment of linear features and of estimates of their
frequency and extent. Of the surveys considered, only Countryside Survey 1990
and Monitoring Landscape Change record linear features. This analysis was
therefore necessarily restricted to the Countryside Survey 1990 vs Monitoring
Landscape Change inter-comparison. Aerial photographs were available and
hedgerows were present in 298 1km squares. In each of the 298 squares, every
hedgerow was examined, and its attribution in the two surveys was compared.
Table 7 lists the linear features mapped. It was then possible to examine in turn
a) how linear features mapped as hedgerow in the CS-1990 field survey were
recorded in Monitoring Landscape Change and b) how features mapped as
hedgerow in Monitoring Landscape Change were treated in CS-1990. From these
data, the correspondence between linear features recorded in the two surveys was
computed and differences in interpretation were quantified. The results of this
analysis are presented in paragraph 7.4.7.
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TABLE 7
CATEGORIES OF LINEAR FEATURE CONSIDERED IN THE INTER-
CALIBRATION OF COUNTRYSIDE SURVEY-1990 vs MONITORING
LANDSCAPE CHANGE
MLC CS-1990
Hedge Hedgerow
Wall Wall
Fence Fence
Ditch Ditch / roadside ditch
Bank Earth or stone bank
Woodland fringe Woodland fringe
Urban boundary Urban boundary
No linear evident Line of trees
Line of scrub
Belt of trees
Scattered trees
Stream
River
Canalized river
Drainage canal
Levee
Road
Track
Footpath
Grass strip
Pond
Artificial lake
Boundary no longer present
No linear evident
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6.5 STANDARD DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
The final contract requirement was for the development of standard definitions
of land cover categories, corresponding to features of national importance and
drawing upon the sum of experience gained in the coursc of the inter-
comparisons carried out at earlier stages of the study.
As indicated earlier (Paragraph 6.2), we chose to develop a 'Baseline
Classification' (see Table 5) in order to facilitate inter-cOmparisons between the
target classifications. By definition, this Baseline Classification needed to be
exhaustive (ie to cover the subject content of all the target systems) and
consistent. The terminology used in the Baseline Classification also needed to be
defined unambiguously. These definitions were drawn up as far as possible to
conform with definitions of similar land use / land cover categories used in the
target classifications, as recorded in Dictionary 2 (Paragraph 6.1). The definitions
of the Baseline categories are included with those of the target classifications in
Annex I.
As a consequence of the above criteria, the Baseline Classification meets many
of the requirements of a national standard. Further, the application of the
Baseline Classification as a reference for all the individual systems, as described
in Section 6.2, provided a uniquely extensive test of its suitability for this
purpose. It was therefore concluded that the Baseline Classification should form
the foundation for a proposed national standard land cover nomenclature.
However, because of the need to be exhaustive, the Baseline Classification
sometimes breaks down categories of land use, land cover and vegetation into
very fine detail. The level of detail is not uniform across the entire subject
coverage of the system, since it was largely determined by the structure of the
target classifications considered. The uneven detail and the length and complexity
of the Baseline Classification alone make it less than ideal for general
promulgation. Therefore, a reduced version of the Baseline has been proposed as
the nucleus of a nationally-acceptable classification of land use and land cover.
This proposed National Standard is presented in Paragraph 7.5.
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7 RESULTS
7.1 DICTIONARIES OF SURVEYS AND CLASSIFICATIONS OF LAND
COVER LAND USE AND VEGETATION TYPE
An important output of the study comprised descriptions of land cover and land
use surveys and classifications, in the form of 'Dictionaries' which define their
objectives, organisation and methods ('Dictionary 1') and the nomenclature used
('Dictionary 2'). An example of these Dictionaries for one of the surveys
addressed in the study is presented as Table 8. Dictionaries for all the surveys
considered are published in full as Annex 1 to this Report. This material also
forms a module within the Countryside Information System, as described in
Paragraph 6.1. In documenting the 17 schemes listed in Table 1, the Dictionaries
cover 31 distinct classification systems (the Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Monitoring Scheme comprises 12regional variants, while separate classifications
are used in the Agricultural and Horticultural Censuses in England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland). In total, definitions have been recorded for more
than 2000 distinct categories of land use, land cover or vegetation type.
7.2 OVERVIEW OF SURVEYS REVIEWED IN THE STUDY
7.2.1 Objectives of the Surveys. (See Table 1) Of the 17 systems considered,
11 were broadly concerned with recording land cover, 3 explicitly addressed land
use, and 3 were principally directed at the survey or classification of vegetation
and habitat.
Of the schemes concerned with land cover, one (CORINE Land Cover) covers
the European Community and beyond,, four (the ITE Countryside Surveys, the
Agricultural and Horticultural and the Forestry Censuses) are national in extent,
four are regional and two (National Parks Monitoring Scheme and
Environmentally Sensitive Areas Monitoring) are concerned with designated
areas.
One of the Land Use systems (the UN/ECE Statistical Classification) was
international and the remaining two were national schemes. The systems for
vegetation classification and survey also comprised one international scheme
(CORINE Biotopes) and two national ones.
7.2.2 Methods Adopted. Two schemes (UN/ECE Statistical Classification of
Land Use and the National Land Use Classification) are classifications which
have not yet been employed for the large-scale collection of data. Those systems
which did actively involve the acquisition of data on land use, land cover or
vegetation, employed a variety of primary survey techniques, including aerial
photography (six cases), satellite remote sensing (two cases), sample-based field
survey (six cases) and questionnaire survey (MAFF Census only).
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TABLE 8
EXAMPLE OF AN ENTRY IN THE DICTIONARY OF LAND COVER SURVEYS
AND DEFINITIONS (See Annex 1 for a complete listing of the Dictionary compilation).
SURVEV NUMBER 6
NAME OF SURVEY FORESTRY COMMISSION CENSUS OF WOODLANDS AND TREES
COMMISSIONING AGENT FORESTRY COMMISSION
EXECUTING AGENT FORESTRY COMMISSION
CONTACT Forestry Commission
231 Corstorphine Road
EDINBURGH EH12 7AT
Tel: Edinburgh (031) 334 0303
Far .. .. 3047
Present contact: Mr. R. Selmes
OBJECTIVES To meet the statutory requirement of the Forest Act of 1919 to collect statistics on the
country's stock of woodlands and trees.
To provide up-to-date information on trees and woodlands for such organisations as the
Home Timber Merchants' Association, Department of the Environment. Nature
Conservancy Council, Countryside Commission, local authorities and other appropriate
bodies as well as the Forestry Commission itself.
To provide information for the general public on the state of trees in the British
countryside.
PERIOD OF SURVEY The fast census was in 1924, subsequently in 1931, 1947, 1951 and 1965. Another
survey is about to begin.
Start Most recent started in 1979.
End 1982.
SURVEY METHOD Based on air photo interorevaion (API) to include all trees (including isolated trees) in
Great Britain except those in Forestry Commission forests and those covered by the
Dedication and Approved Woodlands scheme (for which data were already available)
Some islands were omitted where tree density is very low. Also excluded were trees in
towns that were not readily accessible.
Total woodland area was calculated by digitising all non FC, Dedicated or Approved
woodland blocks represented on the 190 1:50,000 Ordnance Survey maps for mainland
Britain. This estimate was refined from aerial and ground survey samples.
Woodland was considered to be any block of trees of )025 ha In extent Other trees,
such as clumps, lines, hedgerow trees, isolated trees madparkland trees wete considered
as non-woodland trees and surveyed Fs a separate exercise.
A range of features was assessedfor woodland and non-woodland trees as appropriate
such as: location, area, forest type, species, age, diameter, height volume and health.
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TABLE 8
EXAMPLE OF AN ENTRY IN THE DICTIONARY OF LAND COVER SURVEYS
AND DEFINITIONS (See Annex 1 for a complete listing of the Dictionary compilation)
GEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Arca of survey Great Britain (excluding many islands).
Sampling frame Stratified random sampling withis counties/districts, (counties in England and Wales
and Forestry Commission Conservancies in Scotland) and soil groups. For woodlands,
samples were further stratified into six sizc categories.
Sampling unit Individual woodland blocks.
Recording unit Land parcels, linear and point features.
Scale of input data 1.10,000. 1:50,000 & 1:100,000.
Scale of output Output takes the form of statistics, eg nationally, by county or by Conservancy in
Scotland
Resolution Minimum parcel size considered 0.25 ha (as woodland).
Accuracy and error Precision of the estimate of woodland area at county (or Conservancy in Scotland
where there were four Conservancies at the time) level to be within ±5% Precision
of the estimate of thc predominant forest type to be ±I5%. Standard errors
were set not to exceed ±25% and i.30% at county or Conservancy level for the
number of measurable isolated trees and the numbcr of trees of the most
widely ix-presented species of isolated Uce respectively.
DATA STORAGE/ANALYSIS
Data are mainly presented as tables by county/Region Summary reports are available
from the Forestry Commission. in Scotland unpublished tables are also held by the
Forestry Commission for Local Azdhority Districts. See also output below.
DATA AVAILABILITY
FORMS OF ()MUT Estimates of recorded elements summarised by counties in England and Wales and by
Districts and by Regions in Scotland, Conservancies, countries and for Great Britain as
• whole, and for special areas such as National Parks.
PUBLICATION DATE(S) 1987.
REFERENCES
Locke C.M.L. (1987). Census of woodlands and trees 1979-1982. Forestry Commasion Bulletin 63 Her Majesty's
Stationary Office, London,
Rennolls, K. (1989). Design of the anew of woodlondi and trees 197942. (Occasional Paper 18) Forest)
Commission. Farnham.
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TABLE 8
EXAMPLE OF AN ENTRY IN TIIE DICTIONARY OF LAND COVER SURVEYS
AND DEFINITIONS (See Annex 1 for a complete listing of the Dictionary compilation).
6 Forestry Commission Census of Woodlands and Trees - 1979-82
Land cover/use categories and definitions
CONIFEROUS HIGH FOREST
High forest containing more than 50% by area of coniferous species High forest is defined as stands of trees having a
canopy of 20% or more, or, in the case of young stands which have not closed canopy, occupying 20% or more of the
ground at normal spacing More than half of the aops should be capable of producing 3 m timber lengths of good form
and be of merchantable species.
2 BROADLEAVED HIGH FOREST
High forest (ci v.) containing 50% or more by area of broadleaved species
3 BROADLEAVED HIGH FOREST OF COPPICE ORIGIN
Crops of coppice origin which have a mean breast height diameter of more than 15 cm and arc assessed by the same criteria
as broadleaved high forest.
4 MIXED HIGH FOREST
Data was collected under this heading but was allocated prior to publication of the reports to either 'coniferous high forest'
ut -bmadleaved high forest' depending on which type was in the majority.
MIXED HIGH FOREST OE COPPICE ORIGIN
Data was collected under this heading but was allocated prior to publication of the reports to either 'coniferous high forest*
or 'broadleaved high forest' depending on which type was in the majority.
6 COPPICE

Crops of marketable broadleaved species that have at least two stems per stool and arc either being worked or ye capable
of being worked on rotation. With the exception of hazel coppice, more than half the stems should be capable of producing
3 m timber lengths of good form Coppice crops with a mean breast height diameter greater >15 cm are assessed as
Broadlcavcd high forest of coppice origin.
7 COPPICE WITH STANDARDS
Two-storey stands where the overstorey consists of at least 25 stems per hectarethat arc older than the understorey of
worked Coppice by at least one Coppice rotation.
8 SCRUB

All inferior crops where more than half the 17CCSare of poor form, poor timber potential or composedof unmartetable
species and so do not qualify as either High Forest or Coppice.
9 CLEARED 

Woodland areas which In marked green on the OS 1:50 000 map. Woodland crops that have been felled and also areas
where the canopy stacking was found to be <20% at the time of the survey. No evidence of conversion to another land use.
10 DEFORESTED

Woodland areas which are marked green on the OS 1:50 000 map, but at the time of surves nre found to bc under another
land use, cg agricultural, buildings.
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7.3 INTER-COMPARISON OF LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS
Table 9 summarises the results of the inter-comparisons between the 17
classifications' considered in the study. The Reporting Categories from the CS-
1990 Field Survey are indicated by shading in the column which records the
Baseline categories. Cross-comparisons between selected examples of the 17
target classifications, generated using the software described in Section 6.2, are
shown in Table 10 with class names included. Inter-comparisons between each
of the 17target classifications and the Baseline are reproduced in Annex 2, in the
same format.
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TABLE 10 INTER-COMPARISON OF SELECTED LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS
This listing waS generated by a computer program describedetscwhere in this Report The program infers likely matches from explicitly defined
links to terms in the Baseline classification. A minority of the matchessuggestedmay be invalid. If in doubt, you should check on the
definitions of the tarns concerned in the appropriate Dictionary entry. Case changesindicate the hierarchical stnicture in the classifications
BASELINE
BASELINE vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
NATIONAL VEGETAIION CLASSIFICATION
3.3 PERMANENT NON-INTENSIVE GRASS 621466 Lolium per-Oinos ais


6.2140 3 Orals ais-Caltba palu
33 1 Lowland grass, noo-sown passes >25% 62 140.9 Hok Dna-Desch capit


61146.10 Holc lana.lunc effusus


63 GRASSY FLOOD-SWARDS
333 Lowl. gra, >25% cover non-weedy forbs 6.2 Mal Anthox odo-Geran aylv


6/1464 /Mope< pra-Sangui ofli


6.21.46.5 Cynos cris-Contatu nigr
3 4 CALCAREOUS GRASS (SEMI-NATURAL) 2 1Cal Feu ovum-Carlin. vulg


2.1.C6.2 Fa: ovins-Avenula prat


2 1 033 Bromus aectns


2.1.00.4 Brachypodium planation


2 1 03.5 Brom orea-Brach pinnu


2.1 .CG.6 Mauls pubescass


ilea? Fest ovi-Hier pil-Thym


2.1 Call Seslens-Seabios columb


2.1.03.9 Seslaia-Gal geroeri


2.1.03.10 Fest ovi-Apo cap-lban
31.1 Upland grass(esp. Agrouisifestuca) 2.1.CG.I 1 Fes ovi-Ap cap-Ale &IP


2.1 CG.I2 Fes ovi-Alc alp-Sil aca


10 1 U.1 Fes ovi-Ap cap-Rum ad


10.1.0.4 Fes ovi-Ap cap-Gal sat
3 5.2 Bracken (>50% coves) 10 4.11.20 Ptai aqui-Galium saxat
3 6.1 Molinia moor (Molina >50%) 4.41.1.24 Molinia-Ors disseranm


4.41.425 Molinia-Pot max mire


4.414/6 Molinia-trepis paludosa
3 6/.1 Low/medium altitude moorland grass 10 I I.L2 Deschampsia flexuoa


10 1 1.1.3 Apostis eurtisii


10 1.11.5 Nudus ay-Callum ILX11


10 I U 6 lune squan-Fen mina
3 62/.1 Cares bigelowii communities 102.0.7 Pardus M-Carex bigel


10.2.1111 Car bigel-Poly alpinum
36.211 luncus enlidus communities 10.2.11.9 lune lanugin
3.6.223 Racaninium 'bade 10.2 0.10 Car bige/ow-Rae tannin
3.611.4 Saha herbacea communities 10311.12 Sala berb-Racom bet=
36.213 Other alpine noo.shmbby vegewion 103 U.I I Pols sass-Kite:it gat


1031113 Desch oesp-Galium star


103.1114 Alchan alp-Sibbald pox


10.4.1116 la& aylv-Vaecin myn


10.4.1117 Land sylvCreum task


10.4Till Crypt ais-Athy dist=


10.4.1719 They limb-Bloc apiCan
3.7.1 False oar grass • couch 6.1 COARSE GRASSLAND
3.7.2 Tall bah, 611401 Fdip ulm-Arrhas dat
3.73 Riparian vegetation (non-aquatic) 4 4.M.27 Fdipend wig-Ante sylv


4 411.21 his pscodac-Fdi ulma
4.1.1 Dmse heath (Canna • Erica >75%) 3.1111 Calluna-Fen min heath


3.111/ Callun-Ulex minor heath


3.1113 Ufa mfit-Ap curt heads


3.1MA Ula gal- Agrcurlbath


3.1116 Eric vag-LITa an heath


3.1 lig Calluna-Ula bathp.11


3.1139 Calluna-Dese flex heath


3.1.11.10 Callana-Eric cute heath


3211.12 Calluna-Vacc myn heath


3/11.16 Ultima-Ara try,- heath


3.2.14/1 Cal vul-Vac myr-Spb cap
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TABLE 10 INTER-COMPARISON OF SELECTED LAND COVER CLASSWICATIONS
This listing was generated by a computer program describedelsewhere in this Report The program infers likely matches from explicitly defined
links to terms in the Baseline classification.A minority of the matchessuggestedmay be invalid If in doubt, you should check on the
defmitions of the tuns concernedin the appropriate Dictionary entry. Case changesindicate the hierarchical structure in the classifications
BASELINE vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
BASELINE


NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
4.1 2 Open-canopy heath (Calluna/Ehca 25-75%) 3111.1 CalIuna-Fest ovin heath


3.1.142 Callon-Ulu minor heath


3.1.113 Ulea min-Agr curt heath


3.1.114 Ulu gal-Agr cat heath


3.111.5 Eric ag-Schoenus heath


3 111 6 Eric vag.Ules cur heath


3.1/4.7 Calluna-Scil vat heath


3111.8 Callon-111ex gall heath


3.1/4.9 Ca/liana-Dem flex beath


3.111.10 Ca/luna-Eric doe heath


32/1.12 Calluna-Vacc myrt heath


321113 Callan-Clad atm heath


3111.14 Caluna-Raco lanu heath


3.2 11.15 Calluna-luni nano heath


3.2.11.16 Calluna-Ara ova- heath


3.2.1111 Cal vul-Vac ma-Soh cap


4 3.M.16 Erica letr.Spha comp
4 12.1 Lowland opat-canopy heath 3 111 II Calluna-Can men heath
4.13 Bery-bush beads 321118 Vacc myr-Desc lk heath


32.14.19 Vace myr.Oad arb heath


3 21110 Vat myoRaco Ian heath


3.211.22 V44 myrt-Rub cham heath
4.131.1 Antosuphylos Spinus heath 321117 Cantina-Ara ala heath
4.1.3 2 3 Othersubalpine heath 2 2 CALCICOLOUS DWARF-SHRUB VEGETATION
41.1 Drier north= bags 4.314.19 Caltina-E vag blanket b


4 3.M .20 Enoph vag blanketfrais
411 Saturated bogs 4 1 BOG POOLS


4.3 11.14 Schoen nigr.Nattheciwn


4 314.15 Sara cap-Eric tete


4 3 14.17 Scup cesp-Era vagi


4 3 14.1 Erica tetx-Spha papi


4 3 1421 Nardi ossi-Spha paps
5.1.1.2 2 Semi-natural (eg Caledonian forest) 11.5 W.I3 Taus baccata woodland


11 8 W16 Puna syl-Hyl ale wood
5 13 1.2 SanIoatural (tort self-sown exotics) II 1


WET BIRO1 AND ALDER WOOD


II 3 BASIC WOODLAND - ASK HAZEL, MAPLE ETC


11.4 MEOSOPHILOUS MIXED BROADLEAF WOODLAND


II 5 W12 Fans syl-Mat pa wood


11.6 ACID BEECHWOOD


I 1 7 UPLAND OAK AND BIRCH WOOD
5/ I Coppice-wastandards 113 W.2 En exc-Ace cam-Ma pa (subcomms a-d)
51.21 Traditional milutural coppice


53.1 Stab on day a moist ground 8 3 DUNE SCRUB


11.8 W.19 hinip com-Oxal ace wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
531 Swampy Ands sod carr 11.1 SALLOW AND WILLOW CARR


111 WET BIRCH AND ALDER WOOD
6.1 INLAND STABLE ROCX 10.5.U12 As* the-Asple nru-cn


103.U13 Aspic yid-Cyan fragt/


103.U.24 Arran els-Gaol :abort
6.1.1 Inland cAiff 10.411.15 Saar alio-Aka= eke
62 INLAND LALIOSERO(1 103 U2I Crypil cis-Death flea
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7.1.1.1 Open water in lake


.1 FLDATING AQUATIC



2.A.5 Cer=Pyllum demersum



/A.7 Nymphets alba



.2A.8 Nupar lutes



.2.A.9 Potactogetonnatans



.2.A.I0 Polygonum arnphibiurn



1.A.1 Potan pect-Myriospic



.2Al2 Potorgeton pectmaus



.2.A.I3 Potampert-646o the



.2A.14 Myriophyllum alternif



.2A.I 5 Soda canadensis



.2A.21 Ranunculusbaudotii



2.A.22 Littardlatobelia



2.A13 horns lacustr/setac



.2A.24 Junco bulboun
7.1.1.2 Emergent macrophytesin lake 7.1.5.9 Carex rostrata swamp


7.I.5.10 Equine(fluviatil swamp


7.1.5.11 Carex vesicaria swamp


7.13.I2 ypbe lanfolia swamp


7.13.13 Type engustifol swamp


7.13.14 Spargentumerect swamp


7.13.15 Acura calamus swamp


7.1.5.16 Seeders&sagitt swamp


7.1.5.17 CAM pseurincyp swamp


7.13.18 Cares (embed swamp


7.1322 Glyea fluit water-marg


7.1.S.23 Otha water-margin veg
7.12.1 Open water in resavoir 1.1 FLOATING AQUATIC


1.2A.5 Caamptryllum dcmersum


1.2.A.7 Plyla alba


1114.8 Nupha lutes


1.2.A.9 Poamogeton natans


1.2.A.I0 Polypiurn arnphibium


I .2.A.I 1 Potampect-Myrio spic


I.2.A.12 Potarrogetonpectinatus


11.A.13 Pot= pat-Myrio the


I.2.A.14 Myriorllum alternif


12 A.15 Erodescanadensis


1.2.A.21 Raniandus baudofii


1.2A/2 Littordla-Lobelia


1.2.A.23 Metes lacustr/saac


11.A.24 luncus bulbosus
7.122 Emergent macrophytesin reservoir 7 I S.22 Glyca fluit waar-marg


7.1.523 Other wear-rnergin veg
7.13.1 Open water in pond 1.1 FLOATING AQUATIC


12.A.5 CerEaPyllum demenum


12.A.7 NymSea alba


I A.8 Nuphar lutes


12.A.9 Potions-ton nautm


11.A.10 Polyp:rum amplubium


1.2.A. I I Potampect-Myrio spic


1.2.A.12 Potamogetonpectuutus


12.A.13 Potempf-Myrio she


12.A.14 Myriollum altanif


12A.15 Elodeaanadensis


12A21 Ranunculusbaudotii


I/A22 UttordIa-Lobelia


1.2.A.23 boats acustr/setac


11.A14 Junan bulbosus
7.1.32 Emergent macrophytesin pond 7.1 S.22 clyea Ruh water-mug


7.1323 Other neer-margin veg
71.1.1 Open water in river 12A.16 Callitriche stagnalis


1.2A.17 Ran= paficillanis


1.2A.18 Ranunculus(Wham


11.A.19 Ranunculusaquatilis


12A.20 Ranunculuspeltuus
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TABLE 10 INTER-COMPARISON OF SELECTED LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS
This listing was generated by a computer program described elsewhere in this Report The program infers likely matches from explicitly defined
linI3 to terms in the Baseline classification. A minority of the matches suggested may be invalid. If In doubt, you should check on the
definitions of the tcrms concerned in the appropriate Dictionary entry. Case changes indicate the hierarchical structure in the classifications.
BASELINE vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
BASELINE


NATIONAL VEGETAIION CLASSIFICATION
72.11 Emergent macrophytes in river 7.I.S.5 Glyceria maxima swamp


7.I.5.6 Carex ripana swamp


7.1S.7 Carex acutiforrnis swamp


7.1.S 8 Scirpus lacustris swamp


7.1 S.22 gyar null water-marg


7.1.513 Other water-margin veg
7111 Emergent macrophytes in canal 7.1.5.5 Glyceria maxima swamp


7.15.6 Carex riparia swamp


7.1.S.7 Carex acutiformis swamp


7.151 Scirpus lacustris swamp


7.15.22 Glycer fluit water-man;


7.1.523 Other water-margin veg
7.3 1 Fen and manh 4.2.M.4 Carex rostr-Sph see


4.2.M.5 Carex rostr-Sph squan


4 2.M2 Carex rostr-Sph wamst


4.2.M.9 Carex rostr-11 cusp


4.4.M17 Filipend vulg-Ange sylv


4.4 M.28 Iris pseudac-Fili ulrna


7.1.5.1 Carex data swamp


7.I.5.2 Cladium mariscus swamp


7.1.53 Casex paniculata swamp


7.1.53 Glycena maxima swamp


7.1.S.6 Carex riparia swamp


7.1.5.7 Carex acutiformis swamp


7.1.51 Scimus lacustris swamp


7.I.5.9 Carex rostrata swamp


7.1.5.11 Carex vesicaria swamp


7.1.5.12 Typha latifolia swamp


7.I.5.13 Typha angustdol swamp


7.I.5.14 Sparganium erect swamp


7.1.5.15 Acoms calamus swamp


7.1.5.16 Sagituria saint swamp


7.1.5.17 Carex pseudocyp swamp
Canx otrubat swamp


7.1.5.18


7.I.S.19 Fleocharis palustris swamp


7.1.510 Scirpus tabem swamp


7.1511 Scirpus muitimus swamp


7.2 TALL-MERB FENS
731 Flush 4.2.M 6 Carex echin-Sph rec/aur


4.2.M3 Carex curta-Sph russ


4 2 M.I0 Carex dioic-Ping vulg


4.2.M.11 Carex demis-Saxi aizo


4.2.M.I2 Carex saxatilis mire


4 2 M.I3 Schoen nigr-lunc subno


4.4.M.22 lune subnod-Cini palu


4.4.M.23 lune eff/aefl-Gal palu


4.5 SPRING AND FLUSH-FRINGE VEGETATION
8.1.1 Intertidal mud flats 9.I.SMA Zones!'


9.1.SM.7 Ruppia maritima
8.12 Intertidal sand flats 9. I .SM.1 Zostera


9.I.5M1 Ruppia mantima
113 Sandy shore 8.1.SD3 Mani mari-Galium apar
8.1.4 Pebbletravel shore 8.1 STRANDLJNE AND SHINGLE VEGETATION
81.1 Salt marsh 9.I.SM3 Eleocharis parvula


91 LOWER AND MIDDLE SALTMARSH


93 UPPER SALTMARSH AND SALT MEADOWS


-14 SALTMARSH DRIFTLINE VEGETATIOM '
812.1 Dune with <75% vegetation cover 8.2.SDA Elymus farctus


8.2.SD3 Leymus arenarius


8 2.SD.6 Ammophila arenas'.


8.4 DUNE SLACK AND ALLIED SAUK REPENS VEG.
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BASELINE vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
BASELINE
8 2.2.2 Dune with >75% vegetation cover
NATIONAL
8.2.50.6
8.2.SD.7
8.330.10
8.3.S0.11
8.3.SD.12
4
VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
Ammophila arenaria
Ammoph aren-Fest rubra
Carex arenaria
Carex aren-Comic acul
Car are-Fes ovi-Agr
Ca8 DUNE SLACK ANDitLIIED SALIX REPENS VEG,
8.2.2.3 Stabilized dune grassl. (McI. m 8 3 FIXED DUNE GRASSLAND
8.3.3 Coastal rocks and cliffs 5 I.MC.1 Crith mar•Sperg rupicol
8.4 MARITIME VEGETATION 5.1.MC.2 Armcr mar-Ugustic scot


5.I.MC.3 Rhodi ros-Anneria marit


5.I.MC.4 Brassica okracea cliff


5.I.MC.5 Amer mar-Cerast diffus


5.2 EUTROPHIC MARITIME CUFF VEGETATION


5.3 CUFF & SALT-INFLUENCED MARITIMEGRASSL



Categories in the Baseline survey which are not cross-referenced to NVC categories
I
2 Cropland with perennial crops
3.1 Recreational grass etc.
3.2 Intensive & awe. improved pass
5.1.1.1 Decid. conifer (n Britain larc.h only)
5.1.1.2.1 Evergreen conifer plantation
5.1.2 Mixed woodland (>20% of each)
5.1.3.1.1 Broadleaved woodland >30% planted
5.1.3.2 Evergreen brdIved. (Quercus ilex etc)
512.1 Chestnut coppice
5.2.2.3 Short-rotation coppice
5.4 Felled woodland (regrowth elm high)
5.5 Land ploughed for afforestation
7.2.2.1 Open water m canal
8.0 Sea and estuaries
8.3.1 Intertidal scaweed-covered boulders
8.3.2 Rocky/boulder shore (not vegetated)
9 Transport, built, urban and industrial
10 Linear features (not land-cover)
Them art no categories in the NVC which are not cross-referenced to the Baseline survey
Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
TABLE 10 INTER-COMPARISON OF SELECTED LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS
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ITE LAND COVER MAP vs BASELINE
ITE LAND COVER MAP BASEIINE
A SEA/ESTUARY 8.0
B INLAND WATERS 7.1
7.2
SEA AND ESTUARIES
r
STILL WATER ff.AKE POND, MERE, RESERVR)
RUNNING WATER (RIVER, CANAL)
C COASTAL BARE GROUND II INTERTIDAL SOFT COAST WITHOUT VEG.


83 HARD COAST LIME/NO VASCULAR VEGETATION
D SALTMARSH / INTER-I1DAL VEGETATI 3.2.1 Salt marsh
E MOORLAND / HEATILLAND GRASS INCL. DUNES 3.6 MOORLAND AND MOUNTAIN GRASS


82.2 Dune (open or with semi-nit grassl.)
F MANAGED GRASSLANDS (EVERGREEN) 3.1 RECREATIONAL GRASS ETC.
INTENSIVE & AGR1C. IMPROVED GRASS


3.2


33 PERMANENT NON-INTENSIVE GRASS


3.4 CALCAREOUS GRASS (SEMI-NAI1JRAL)


3.5.1



8.4
lailivildrass (esp. Agrosus/Festuca)
E VEGETATION
G MARSH / ROUGH GRASS / HERBACEOUS WEEDS 1.7 NON-CROPPED ARABLE LAND
UNMANAGED LOWL. GRASSLAND AND TALL HERBS


3.7


5.4 FELLED WOODLAND (REGROWTH <1M HIGH)


5.5 LAND PWUGHED FOR AFFORESTATION


7.3 WETLAND


9.4 VEGETATED WASTE LAND AND DERELICT LAND
H OPEN CANOPY SHRUB HEATH / MOOR 4.1.2 Open-canopy headi (Calluna/Erica 25-75%)


4.1.3 Berry-bush heath


4.2.1 Drier northern bop
I DENSE SHRUB HEATH / MOOR 4.1.1 Dense heath (Callum 4 Erica >75%)
1 BRACKEN 3 52 Bracken (>50% cover)
K BRDLVED DECIDUOUS AND MIXED WOODLAND 2 CROPLAND VIT111 PERENNIAL CROPS


5.1.2 Mixed woodland (?20% of each)


5.1.3.1 Broadleaved woo&rd - deciduous


5.2 MANAGED COPPICE


5.3 SHRUB
L CONIFER & BRDLVED EVERGREEN WOODLAND 5.1.1 Conifer woodland


5.1.3.2 Evergreen brdlved. (Quercus ilex etc.)
M BOGS AND FLUSHES DOMINATED BY HERB. SP. 4.22 Saturated bogs
N 11LLED LAND 1.1 CEREALS


1.2 BRASS1CACEAE (EXCEPT HORTICULTURE)


1.3 LEGUMES


1.4 ROOTS AND ALLIES (NON-BRASSICA)


1.5 ADDITIONAL FIELD CROPS (NON-HORTICULT.)


1.6 HORTICULTURE
0 SUBURB., DISCONT. URBAN & RURAL BUILDIN09.1 TRANSPORT


92 DISCONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND
P CONTINUOUS URBAN 9.3 CONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND
Q INLAND BARE GROUND 6 INLAND ROCKS AND SCREES


9.5 HARD AREAS WITHOUT BUILDINGS


9.6 QUARRIES AND OTHER EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
There are no categories in ITE Land Cover Map which an not cross-referenced to Baseline survey categories
Categories in the Baseline survey which are not cross-referenced to 1TE land Cover Map categories
10 LINEAR FEATURES (NOT LAND-COVER)
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MONITORING LANDSCAPE CHANGE vs BASELINE
MONITORING
A I
A2
A3
A1
A5
A6
LANDSCAPE CHANGE
HEDGEROWS
FENCES & INSUBSTANTIAL FIELD BOUNDARIES
BASELINE
10.1.3
103
10 7
10.4.1
10.4.2
10.43
10 13
101
Hedge
FENCES
WALLS
Slone bank
Eanh bank
Ditches
Hedge
WALLS
WALLS
BANKS WIIII OR WITHOUT LOW HEDGES
OPEN DITOIES
WOODLAND FRINGE


103 FENCES


10.4.1 Stone bank


10.42 Earth bank


10.4.3 Ditches
B5 LINEAlt FEATURES (strips of wsody vet) 10.1 1 Line of trees


10.1.2 Line of shmb
B6 FARMIAND PONDS 7.13 Pond (<0.25 ha)
CI BROADLEAVED HIGH FOREST 5.13 Broadleaved woodland
C2 CONIFEROUS HIGH FOREST 3.1.1 Conifer woodland
C3 MIXED HIGH FOREST (INTIMATE MIXTURE) 5.1,2 Mixed woodland (>20% of each)
C4 SCRUB 53 SHRUB
DI UPLAND KEA111 4.1.1.2 Upland dense heath


4 121 Upland open-canopy heath


4.13.1 Non-alpine betty-bush heath
D2A Smooth grassland; (FestucarAgrostis) 3.5.1 Upland grass (esp. Agronis/Femica)
DM Coatte grassland; (Mohn ia/Nattlus) 3.6.1 Molthia moor (Mohnia >50%)


3 6.2.1 Low and medium altitude moodand grass
D2C Blanket Bog (includes knots flushes) 4 2.1 Drier notthem bogs


7.32 Flush
03 BRACKEN 351 
 Bracken (>50% cover)
DIA Rough grassland(lowland heath) 4.12.1 Lowland open-canopy heath
DO Heather (lowland heath) 4.1.1.1 Lowland dense heath
1.75 GORSE 5.3.1 Shrub on dry or moist ground
EIA Ploughed/mopped land 1.1 CEREALS


I 1 BRASSICACEAE (EXCEPT HORTICULTURE)


13 LEGUMES


1.4 ROOTS AND ALLIES (NON-BRASSICA)


13 ADDITIONAL FIELD CROPS ON-HORTICULT)


1.7 NON-CROPPED ARABLE LAND


3.2.1 Recanly sown grass, including ley,
E1B Market gardens 1/5 HORTICULTURE


2.4 SOFT FRUT1 (WOODY)


9.43 Allotments
EIC Orchards 2.1 ORCHARD


23 HOPS
El GRASSLAND 31.4 Weedy swards with per. tyegrass 25-50%
E2A Improved pasture 3.22 En. wards with pa. lye's= dominant


313 Well managed per. ?yenta & other gm
E2B Rough pasture 33 PERMANENT NON-ENTENSWE GRASS


3.4 CALCAREOUS GRASS (SEMI-NATURAL)


64 MARITIME VEGETATION
E2C Neglected pasture 3.7.1 False oat grass • couch
1
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MONITORING LANDSCAPE CHANGE vs BASELINE
MONITORING LANDSCAPE CHANGE BASELINE


Fl


80 SFA AND ESTUARIESOPEN WA1ER-03ASTAL OR ESTUARINE
r2 OPEN WATER-INLAND (NOT RIVERS) 7.1.1 Lake


7.11 Rtsayoa
F3A Pea bog (valley raised moss) 42 2 Saturated bogs
F38 Freshwater marsh (reed swamp) 73.1 Fen and marsh
F3C Sallmanh B.21 Salt marsh
G I NON-VEGETATED PEAT 4.2 BOG
02 BARE ROCK 6 INLAND ROCKS AND SCREES


832 Rockyiboulda shore (not vegetated)


833 Coastal mcks and cliffs
G3 SAND (iot) dunes & shingle) 8 I 1 Pebble/gravel shore


8.2.2 Duae (opm or with semo.nai grass!)
G4A Builimp land 92 DISCONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND


93 CONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND


94.2 Derelict urban land (often vacant)


93 HARD AREAS WITHOUT BUILDINGS
CAB Urban open space 3.1 RECREAIIONAL GRASS ETC.
G4C Transport routes 3.1 6 Other (eg airfield, racecourse etc.)


9.1 TRANSPORT
CAD Quarries mineral workings 9.6 QUARRIES AND OTHER EXIRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
CAE Derelict land 9.4.1 Domestic and industrial wasae land
Dereliel urban land (often vacant)


9.41
Categories in MLC wisict art not cross-referenced to Baseline survey categories
A7 URBAN BOUNDARY
131 ISOLATED TREES IN HEDGES
82 ISOLATED TREES OUTSIDE HEDGEROWS
83 IREE GROUP, MAINLY BROADLEAVED (<025 ba
81 IREE GROUP, MAINLY CONIFEROUS (<0 25 ha)
Categories in the Baseline away which are ma cross-refaencedto MLC categories
2.2 VINEYARD
2.3 TREES AND SHRUBS - NURSERY STOCK
3 6/1 A/pine and subalpine grassetc.
3.71 Tall herbs
3 73 Riparian vegetation (non-aquatic)
4.133 A/pene and subalpine hash
51 MANAGED COPPICE
SA ' FELLED WOODLAND (REGROV/111 <1M MN)
53 LAND PLOUGHED FOR AFFORESTATION
72 RIDDLING WATER (RIVER, CANAL)
8.1.1 lasertiztalmud flats
8.1.2 Imertidalsendflats
113 Smdy date
II 3.1 lama/ maweed-covered boulders
10.4.4 Erabankmaats
10.5 GRASS STRIP
10.6 TRACK
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MAFF AGRICULTURAL CENSUS vs BASELINE
MAFT AGRICULTURAL CENSUS
	
4.11 WHEAT
	
4.12 WINTER BARLEY
	
4.13 SPRING BARLEY
	
4.14 OATS
BASELINE
1.1.2
1.1.3.1
I 1.3 2
1.1.4
Wheat
Winter barley
Spring barley
Oats
4.15 MIXED CORN 1 I 5.3 Mixed corn
4.16 RYE 1.1.5.1 Rye
4.17 MAIZE 1.1.1 Maize
4.19 POTATOES 1.4.2 Potatoes
4.20 SUGAR BEET 1 4 1 Sugarbeet
4.21 HOPS 2.3 HOPS
4.22.1.170 BIUSSCis Sprouts for fresh rI131 I 6 2 Other horticulture (cg cauliflower etc )422.1.171 Brussels Sprouts for processing


4.22.1.1772 Cabbage (Summer and Autumn)


422.1.173 All other Cabbage


4.22.1.174 Cauliflower (Summer and Autumn)


4.22.1.175 Calabrese


422.1.178 Carrots


4.22.1.181 Parsnips


422.1.182 Beetroot


422.1.185 Onions for salad


422.1.186 Dry bulb onions


422.1.187 Broad beans


422.1.189 Runner beam (pinched)


422.1.190 Runner beam (-climbing)


4.22.1.192 French beam


422.1.195 Green peas for fresh market


422.1.196 Vining peas for processing


4.22.1.197 Field celery (not main crop)


422.1.198 Lettuce (not under glass)


4.22.1.199 Sweet COM


422.1200 All other vegetables


4222.205 Glasshouse 9 2.1.2 Glasshouses
422.3207 Orchards nc4grown cornmerciall 2 1 ORCHARD
422.3.208 Desert apples - Cox's


4.22.3.209 All other varieties desert apples


422.3210 Bramley's seeding cooking apples


4123211 All other varieties of cooking apples


4.22.3.212 Cider apples mid Perry pears


422.3213 Pears


4.223.214 Plums


4123215 Cherries '


4.22.3_216 Other top fuer (including nuts)


4.22.4218 Open p,rown strawberries 1.6.2 Other horticulture (eg cauliflower etc )4.22.4.219 Strawberries (covered)


422.4220 Raspberries 2.4 SOFT FRUIT (WOODY)4.22.4.221 Blackcurrants for market


4.22 4222 Blackaurants for processing


4.224.223 Gooscbenies


422.4.224 Wine grapes 2.2 VINEYARD
4224225 Other small fruit 2.4 SOFT FRUIT (WOODY)
4.22.5230 Fruit (woody) plants - nursery 2.5 TREES AND SHRUBS - NURSERY STOCK422.5.231 Roses


4225.232 Shrubs, coMfers, etc.


422.5233 Ornamental trees
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MAFF AGRICULTURAL CENSUS vs BASELINE
MAFF AGRICULTURAL CENSUS BASELINE
4.225234 Perennial herbaceous (plants 1.6.1 Flowers
4225235 Other hardy nursery stock


422.6240 Bulbs, corms, tubers, rhizomes


422 6241 Dahlias


422.6242 Chrysanthemums


4 22.6.243 All other flowers for cutting


423 FIELD BEANS 1.3 2 Field beans
414 TURNIPS AND SWEDES (for stock! 1/.1 Turnips/swedes
435 FODDER BEET AND MANGOLDS 1 43 Other roots and beets
4 26 KALE, CABBAGE, SAVOY, KOHL RAB1 & RAPE I .2.2 Kale


12 3 Oil-seed rape


12.4 Other crucifer (including Mustard)
427 PEAS FOR HARVESTTNG DRY 1.3.1 Peas
428 OTHER CROPS FOR STOCKFEED (not grass) 1.3.3 Other kgume


133 Other field crop
4.29 RAPE GROWN FOR OILSEED 1.2.3 Oil-seed rape
430 LINSEED 1.5.1 Linseed
4.31 OTHER CROPS (Not for stockfeeding 1333 Lupin


1.5.2 Sunflower


1.5.3 Other field crop
4.32 BARE FALLOW (Not set-aside land) 1.7.3 Fellow, Including rotational Set-aside
4.33 TRMCALE 1.1.52 Tr iticale
4.34 SET-ASIDE LAND 1.7.2 Neglected, incl, permanent tumbledown


1.7.3 Fallow, including rotenone] Set-aside
5 GRASSLAND PI/T DOWN IN 1987 OR LATER 3.2.1 Recently sown grass, including leys
6 OTHER GRASSLAND EXCL ROUGH GRAZFNG 3.2.2 Est. swards with per. ryegrass dominant


3.2.3 Well managed per. ryegress & other ars.


3.2.4 Weedy swards with per. ryegrass 25-50%
7 ROUGH GRAZING 33 PERMANENT NON-INTENSIVE GRASS


3.4 CALCAREOUS GRASS (SEMINATURAL)


3.5 ACID GRASS (NON-MOORLAND) AND BRACKEN


3.6 MOORLAND AND MOUNTAIN GRASS


3.7 UNMANAGED LOWL GRASSLAND/TALL HERBS


4 HEATHLAND AND BOG


7.3 WETLAND


822.3 Stabilized dune grass!. (mncl. machair)
8 WOODLAND 5.1 WOODLAND


5.2 MANAGED COPPICE


5 3 SHRUB


5.4 FELLED WOODIAND (REGROWTH <1M HIGH)
9 ALL OTHER LAND 3.1 RECREATIONAL GRASS ETC.


3.7.2 Tall herbs


6 INLAND ROCKS AND SCREES


7.1
9.12
 STILL WATER (LkKE, POND. MERE, RESERVFL)
Ftoad


92.1.1 Sheds, barns, silos


92.2 Residentiel buil&eigs with gardens


923 Comnwrelal and Industrial liuildinp


92.4.4 Sporting and recreational


9.4.1 Domestic and Industrial waste land


9.5 HARD AREAS WITHOUT BUILDINGS


9.6 QUARRIES AND OTHER EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
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MAFF AGRICULTURAL CENSUS vs BASELINE
There are no categories in the MAEE Census which art not cross-referenced to Baseline survey categories
;
Categories in the Baseline serve); which an not cross-referenced to the MAFF Census categories
I 7 I PI ughed land
5.5 LAND PLOUGHED FOR AFFRESTATION
7.2 RUNNING WATER (RIVER, CANAL)
8 0 SEA AND ESTUARIES
8.1 INTERTIDAL SOFT COAST WITHOUT VEG.
8 2.1 Salt marsh
8.2.2.1 Dune with <75% vegetation cover
812.2 Dune with >75% vegetation cover
8.3 HARD COAST LITTLE/NO VASCULAR VEGETATION
8.4 MARITIME VEGETATION
9.1.1 Railway
9.2.4.1 Institutional (govnmnr. military, etc.)
9.2.4.2 Education and cultural
9.2.4.3 Religious
9.3 CONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND
9.4 2 Derelict urban land (often vacant)
9.4.3 Allotment
10 LINEAR FEATURES (NOT IAND-COVER)
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LAND COVER OF SCOTLAND vs BASELINE
LAND COVER SCOTLAND
1.1 ISOLATED FARMS AND OTHER BUILDINGS
BASELINE
9.2.1
9.2.2
9.2.4
Agricultural buildings
Residential buildings with gardens
Public services and facilities
I 2 1 Factories 9 2 3 Commercial and industrial buildings
1_22 Airfields 3.1.6 Other (eg airfield, racecourse etc.)
1.2.3 Golf Courses 3 I .3 Golf course
1.2.4 Cemeteries 3.1.6 Other (eg airfield, racecourse etc.)
1.2.5 Recreational Land 3.1.1 Amenity_grass > 1 ha


• 3.12 Playing Welds


3.1A Tourin& caravan park (if main use)


3.1.5 site (if main use)


3.1.6 Other (eg airfield, racecourse etc.)
2.1 CLIFF, CRAGS AND SCREE 6 INLAND ROCKS AND SCREES


8.3.2 lelS/boulder shore (not vegetated) 



83.3 rocks and cliffs
2.2 QUARRIES 9 6.1 Gravel pit (not flooded nor reveptated)


9.6 2 Quarry
2.3 BINGS 9.4 1 Domestic and industrial waste land


9.6.3 Mine
2.5 HILL ROADS 10.6 2 Unconstructed track
2.6 WATER 7.1 STILL WATER (LAKE, POND, MERE, RESERVR.)


7.2.1 River
3 I BUILT-UP LAND 3.1 RECREATIONAL GRASS ETC.


92 DISCONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND


93 CONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND


94 VEGETATED WASTE/DEREL1CT LAND


9 5 HARD AREAS WITHOUT BUILDINGS
32.1 Road 9 1.2 Road
322 Rail 9.1.1 Railway
4.1.1 Coniferous Woods - Plantations 5 1.1.1 Decid. conifer (in Britain larch only)
Evergreen conifer plantation


5.1.1.2.1


10.1.1 Line of trees
4 12 Coniferous Woods - Seminatunl 5.1.1.2.2 Semi-natural (eg Caledonian forest)
4_2 BROADLEAVED WOODS 2.1 ORCHARD


5.1.3 Broadleaved woodland


53.2 Swampy shrub and cart


10.1.1 Line oftrass
4.3 MIXED WOODS (>20% of each) 5.1.2 Mixed woodland (>20% of each)


10 1.1 Line of ores
4.4 UNDIFFERENTIATED LOW SCRUB 53.1 Shrub on dry or moist ground
4.5 RHODODENDRON SCRUB


4.6.1 Land Recently Ploughed for Afforestation 5.5 LAND PLOUGHED FOR AFFORESTATION
4.62 Recently FelledOpen Canopy Young Pltn. 5.1.1.1 Dead, conifer rm Britain larch only)


5.1.1.2.1



5.1.2
Evergreen conifziglantation
Mixed woodland 20% of each)
Brindle-eyed w land >30% awned


5.13.1.1


5.4 FEU.ED WOODLAND (REGROWM <IM HIGH)
5.1 IMPROVED PASIURE 3_2.2 Est swards with per. ryegrass dominant


323 Well managed per. ryegrass & other vs.


3.2.4 Weedy swards with per. ryepass 25-50%
5.2 ARABLE LAND 1 TILLED LAND


2.4 SOFT FRUIT (WOODY)


32.1 Recently sown grass, including leys
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LAND COVER OF SCOTLAND
LAND COVER SCOTLAND BASELINE
6.1 HEATHER AND DWARF SHRUB HEATHLAND 4.13.1
6.1.1 Dry Mathes Moor 4.1.1
6.1.2 Wet Heather Moo: 4.1.2
6.1.3 Undifferentiated Heather Moor 4.1.1
4.1.2
6.2 UNDIFFERENTIATED COARSE GRASSLANDS 3 6 I
3 6 2.1
vs BASELINE
Non-alpine beny-bush heath
Dense heath (Calluna • Erica >75%)
Open-canopy heath (Calluna/Enca 25-75%)
Dense head (Caguas • Eli C.II >75%)
Open-canopy heath (Calluna/Enca 25-75%)
Molina mom (Molinia >5014)
Low and medium altitude moorland grass
6.3 SMOOTH GRASSLANDS 731 Flush
63.1 Smooth Grasslands with Rushes 33 PERMANENT NON-INTENSIVE GRASS


33.1 Upland grass(esp. Agrosthifestuca)
63.2 Smooth Grasslands with Low Saub 33 PERMANENT NON-INTENSIVE GRASS


3.4 CALCAREOUS GRASS (SE)a-NATURAL)


3.5 I Upland grass(mp AgrostniFesauca)


53 1 Shnib on dry of moist pound


•


6 33 Undiffaentiated Smooth Grasslands 3 3 PERMANENT NON-INTENSIVE GRASS


3 4 CALCAREOUS GRASS (SEM1-NATURAL)


3 5.1 Upland grass(esp Agroctisifetruca)
6.3.4 Undifferenuated Bracken 3.5.2 Bracken (>50% cover)
6.4 BLANKET BOG & OTHER PEATIAND VEGETATION 41 BOG
6.5 UNDIFFERENTIATED SALT MARSH 3.2.1 Salt manh
6.6 MARITIME GRASSLAND 8.4 MAR/TIME VEGETATION
6.7 WET LANDS 3.73 Riparian vegetation (non-aquatic)


.73.1 Fen and marsh
6.171 flue Dunes 8.2:2 1 Dune with <75% vegetatioa cover
61,2 Partially Slabilised Dunes 8.21.1 Dune with <75% vegetation cover


8.2.2.2 Dune with >75% vegetation cover
6.33 Links with Grassland 8111 Dune with >75% vegetation cover


8 21.3 Stabilized dune rusk (incl. machair)
61.4 Linlu with Heathland 4.1.1.1 Lowland dense heath


4.11.1 Lowland open-canopy heath
7.9 MONTANE VEGETATION 3.6 21 Alpine and subalpine graze etc.


4 1.31 Alpine and subalpine heath


41 BOG
Categories in Land Coves ol Scotland 7 which ere not aoss-referenced to Baseline survey categoffes.
2.4 PATHS
33 SNOW-OBSCURED AREAS
3.4 SKI TOWS
Categoric, in the Baseline survey which we not croa-refertisced to Land Cover of Scotland categories.
22 VINEYARD 10.11 Line of stuvb
23
23
HOPS
TREES & SHRUBS - NURSERY STOCK
10.13
10 2 U.=
331 False cudgrass • couch 103 IINCFS
332 Tall herbs 10.4 BANKS AND DITCHES
51 MANAGED ODPPICE 103 GRASS STRIP
721 Canal 10.6.1 attuned track
8 0 SEA AND ESIVARIES


8.1 UNVEGETATED INTERTIDAL SOFT COAST


8 3.1 intertidal waned-covered boulders
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NCC PHASE I SURVEY vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
NCC PHASE I SURVEY NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
I 1.1.1 Broadleaved woodland - Semi-natural 11.2 WET BIROI AND ALDER WOOD


113 BASIC WOODLAND - ASH, HAZEL, MAPLE ETC


11.4 MEOSOPHILOUS MIXED BROADLEAF WOODLAND


II.5.W IT
II 6 FAT1213gtillativiembrd


II 7 UPLAND OAK AND BIRCH WOOD
1.11 I enifer woodland - Semi-natural 11.5 W13 Tann bunts woodland
Pious syl-Hyl gale wood


113WIS
I .2 SCRUB (many <5m) 3.5 DUNE SCRUB


11.1 SALLOW AND WILLOW CARA


11.2 WET BIRCH AND ALDER WOOD


112.W.19 Junto ecco-Oxal ace wood .


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
2 1 ACID GRASSLAND 2.1cal 1 Fes oui-Agr cap-Me alp


2.1 call Fes ovi-Ak dp-Sil tea


10.1 ACID GRASSLAND
22 NEUTRAL GRASSLAND 6214G.3 Amiga ado-Geran sylv


6.214G.4 Alopee pni.Sangui oin


62140 -5 ern= ens-Centaurnip


62140 6 Lolium pa-Cynos ais


6.21461 Cynos airCa/tha palu


6 2146.9 Holc law-Desch cespit


62116.10 Hole lama-Junediem


6_3 GRASSY FLOOD-SWARDS
211 Naomi grassland - Semi-improved 6.1 COARSE GRASSLAND
23 CALCAREOUS GRASSLAND 2.I.CG.1 Fest ovina-Carlina wig


2.1.062 Fest ovins-Avenula prat



Broom erectus


2.1.C6.4 Brachypedium pionatum


2.I.CG.5 Brom ma-Brach pintas


2 ICC(' Annul. wheat=


2.1ca7 Fest ovi-Iber


2.1 CGS Sesleria-Scabios columb


2.1.ca9 Seslaia.thl stamen


2.I.CG.10 Fest ovi.Agro cap-Tbyrn
2.5 MARSH/MARSHY GRASSIAND 411.1.4 Carex rostr.Sph


4211.5 Cams mor-Sph squan


42111 Cana me-Spb warnst


42.M.9 Care-r rostrell cusp


4.41414 Molinia-Ors dissectum


4.41125 Molinia.Pot erect. mire


44 1426 Molinia-Oepis paludosa


441427 Filipend wifs-Ange sylv


44 1418 Ins pagoda-I-di tams


7.131 Cue: data swamp


7.1$1 OSA= manscus swamp


7.133 Gun pal:data swamp


7.13.5 Glycnts maxima swamp


7.15.6 Carex lipo-ia swamp


7.13.7 Carex scatiformis swamp


7.I3.8 Scinws lacunas swamp


7.13.9 Canrx rostrata swamp


7.13.11 Cams vaicaria swamp


7.I3.12 Typtia hada swamp


7.13.13 Typba invade! swamp


7.13.14 Spars= nod swamp


7.I3.15 Amen Samos swamp


7.15.16 Sagittaria met swamp


7.13.17 Cam psoadocyp swamp


7.13.13 Cares combat swamp


7.13.19 Eleochwis palladia swamp


7.1 510 Senna' tabula vamp


7.1321 Sus misitimus swamp


7.2 TM-L-HIMB FENS
3.1.1 Bracken - Coetinuous 10.4.U20 Ptai aquielium mat
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NCC PHASE I SURVEY vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
NCC PHASE !SURVEY NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
32 UPLAND SPECIES-RICH LEDGES 10 4 11.15 Sail aito-Alcheso glabr
103.012 Asple intasple male
103.013 Asple vin-Cysth
"103.1124 &then elammra;r1
3.3.1 Tall herb - Meal 6 2 MG./ Hip Wm•Anhui eta!
4.1 DRY DWARF SHRUB HEATH (>25% trio:lids) 3.1 COASTAL AHD LOWLAND HEATH
32.11.12 Calluna-Vacc emit heath
3211.13 Callum-Clad ado heath
31 14 14 Calluna-Raco iv heath
3111.15 Calluna-luni tont heath
3111.16 Calluoa-Aret us heath


32 1421 Cal trul-Vac myr-Sph cap


4 3 M.16 Erica ten-Spha oxlip
4.11 Dry dwarf throb heath - Acid 32 Kit Vacc mr-Dese Be heath


32 11.19 Vath myr-Oad Nib heath


321120 Vath myt-Raco lan heath


321122 Vu myrt-Rub dim heath


10.3.U.I2 Salta hett-Racces Immo
4 1 WET DWARF SHRUB HEATH (>15% arcoids) 3.1 COASTAL AND LOWLAND HEATH


32 1111 Calluna-Vace thyrt heath


3/11.13 Calluna-Oad Mau heath


321114 Calluna-Raco heath


32./5 15 Calluna-/uni rum heath


32.11.16 Calluna-Arci ma- heath


32.H.It Vace myt-Desc 13eheath


3234.19 Vacc myr-Cladarbbeach


311420 Voce enyr-Racolas heath


321121 Cal vul-Vac myr-Sphcap


3 21122 Vac myri-Rub dam heath


4314.16 Elie& tets-Sphacomp
43L ICHEWBRYOPHYTE HEATH 102.1110 Car bigdow-Rac baugin
4.4 MONTANE HEATH/DWARF HERB 102.0.7 Nuctus ca-Carce bigel


102.111 Cir bidel-Poly dpieuth


102 11.9 lune trifiel-Raclgin


1031/11 Poly( sea-Kiwis sus


1031113 Desch cesp-Gthum gas


103 1114 Althorn alp-Sittald ptoc


10.41116 Imrul mit-Vara thyth


10.4.1117 Load grit-Germ rink


10 4.11.11 Ctypt au-Athy &men


10 41119 Tbelylimb-Blec thican
4.5 DRY HEATH/AC1D GRASSLAND MOSAIC 3.1 COASTAL AND LOWLAND HEATH


321112 Odluna-Vacc cum heath


3111.13 Calluna-Cad mhoheath


3114.14 Cantina-Rico lamheath


3214.15 Calluna-luni navaheads


321116 Calluna-Arth us Math


321121 Cal vul-Voc myrSplt cap


4374.16 Ericatetr-Sphaoxlip
4.6 WET HEA11VACID1C GRASS1AND MOSAIC 3.1 COASTAL AND LOWLAND HEATH


3 211.12 Calluna-Vace mit heath


311113 Callum-Clad arta heath


3214.14 Calluns-Raco a heath


3314.15 Calluna-Junieau heath


3114.16 alluna-An tow bath


3214.21 Cal vul-Vac myr-Sphcap


4334.16 Erica tdr-Spha comp
5.1 BOG (peas >03m) 43M/9
431430
Calluaa-E Vet balstnisb
&Mph rag b
5.14.1 Sphagnum berg- Blanket bog 4.1 BOO POOLS


4314.14 Schoen nigr-Narthccium


43/4.15 &Olin cesp-Dic


4 3 34.17 SCirp caThEdo


4 3 ALM Enca tetr-Spha pip
Muth othr-Spha sloti


4 3 1421
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NCC PHASE I SURVEY vs NATIONAL VEGETATION
NCC PHASE 1 SURVEY NATIONAL
5 77 Wet modified bog 4.1
43 1.4 14
43/4 15
CLASSIFICATION
VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
BOG POOLS
Schoen nigr-Narthecium
Scirpu cap-Eric tett


4314.17 Seep cese-Erio vast


4 1/4.11 Erica me-Splet papi


4.314 21 ?earthose-Spba pap


4414/4 Mohnia-Cln daseaum


4.41125 Molinia-Pot erects mire


4.41.126 MoltniaCceis paludoss
52 FLUSH AND SPRING (peat atlas <0 5en) 42146 Carex echin-Sph recfaur


42 14.7 Carm cuna-Spb toss


4.214.10 Can dioic-Ping vulg


4.2 14 II Carex &nes-Simi aim


4214.12 Cams suable mire


4114.13 Schemanigr-/une subno


4 4 14/2 hoc subnod-orsi pan


4 4 1.4.23 June effeactl-Gal pau


41 SPRNG AND FLUSH-FR1NGE VEGETATION53 1 Fen Valley mire 4.1 BOG POOLS


4314.14 Schoen nip-Narthecium


431115 Scepu ceep-Enc let


4.314.17 Sap cesp-Erio vagi


4314.11 Erica tetr-S0a pap


431421 Nath ossi-ba papi
53.2 Fen - Basin mire 4/ 1.44 Cam roste-Sph rec


4/ Al 5 Cara rosu-SpbNum


4.2 1.48 Carex tostriptt warns*


4.2./.4 9 Can restr-Call cusp


441.427 Fdipend volg-Arige ry1e


4 410728 Ins pseudac-Ftli ulna


7.13.1 Can data swamp


7.131 Oadium mariscus swamp


7.133 Cara panicultla swamp


7.133 Oren maxima swamp


7 75.6 Cana rips& swamp


713.7 Cani acuttfonnis swamp


7 13 Scimus lanais swamp


7.13.9 Can rostrata swamp


7.1311 Can mean. swamp


7.7312 Typha latifolia swamp


7 I S.13 Typbs angestifol swamp


7 1 5.14 Sparganium erect swamp


7 13.15 Aecrus calarous swamp


7 1 S 16 Sagittana ngiet swamp


7.13.17 Cam pseudocyp swamp


7 IS 11 Caro otname swamp


7 15.19 Dembasis palustris swamp


71320 Seinen uberts swamp


7 1.511 Sequa mantenus swamp


7.2 TALL-HERB FENS
53.3 Fm - Flood-plain min 4/14.4 Can rese-Spb roc


4.2143 C.rm nastr-Spb square


42141 Can rostr-Sph wamst


1214.9 Can restr-Call cusp


4.414.27 Filleted volg-Ange sylv


4.4)418 Iris paselsc-Fili Oen.


7 13.1 Can eels swamp


7.13.2 Chan= marimus swamp


7.133 Carex panieulata swamp


7.133 Gleans maxima swamp


7.13.6 Can liparia SW= p


7.15.7 Cam acutifonnts swamp


7.131 Snipes laaistrisswamp


7.131 Cane rostrata swamp


7.13.11 Cans vesicaria swamp


7.13.12 Typha latifolia swamp


7.13.13 Typha angestifol swamp


7.13.14 Spagmium erect swamp


7.13.15 Acores camas swamp


7.13.16 Sagetare net swamp


7.15.17 Cann pseudocyp swamp


7.13.18 Can °Probst swamp


7.15.19 Ekocharis palustris rwamp


7 1 320 Steen tact swamp


7 13/1
7.2 Itmaritimus swampHERB FENS
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NCC PHASE I SURVEY vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
NCC PHASE !SURVEY NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
5 4 BARE PEAT (>0 25 ha) 4.1 BOG POOLS
4 314.14 Schoenaigr-Narthcaum
43.M.15 Sarpu asp-Eric tar
4314.17 Scup cesswEtiovagi
4314.18 Erica tetr-Spha paps
43.M.I9 Calluna-E vag blanket b
4.31420 Erioph vas bfanketfrais
431421 Nazth osu-Spbapapi
6 1 SWAMP (olro wide) 4214.4 Carex rostriSph rec
42143 Carex rostr-Sph scum
42138 Cant rostr-Sph WWII:
4/14.9 Carex roso-Gallcusp
4.41427 Fait:end vulg-Ange sylv
4.41128 Ins pscudac-Filit lma
7.1.S.1 Carex elsta swamp
. 7.1.52 Qadium mariscus swamp
7.1 33 Carexyanieulata swamp


7.133 Glycen4 mama swamp


7.13.6 Carex nparta swamp


7.13.7 Carersannifortois ssamp


7.1.5.8 Scirpus lattastrisswamp


7.13.9 Cant rostrataswamp


7.13.11 Carex vesicana swamp


7.13.12 Typha Irtifolia swamp


7 I 3.13 Typba angustifol vamp


7.1.5.14 Spargamum erect swamp


7.I.S.15 Acores ea/anus swamp


7.15.16 Sagittana satin swamp


7.1.5.17 Carex psmdbicyp swamp


7.13. lb Carex ornhat swamp


7.13.19 Fieochasispalustris swamp


7.1320 Stirpos un swamp


7.1511 Scipus muitimus swamp


7.2 TAa-HERB FENS
62 I Marginal (emengeni) vegetation (<5m wide) 7.13.5 Glyceria maxima swamp


7.13.6 Carex npana swamp


7.13.7 Carex aartifortnis swamp


7.13.8 Scirpos boron swamp


7.13.9 Carex rostratasvamp


7.13.10 Enuisei Iluviatil swamp


7.13.11 Carex vesicaria swamp


7.13.12 Typha latifolia swamp


7.13.13 Typha apgustifolswamp


7.15.14 Sparganrum ate swamp


7.13.15 Acorns salamis swamp


7.15.16 Sagittaria win swamp


7.13.17 Carea psi:liken swamp


7.15.18 Carex otnibae swamp


7.1322 Gyea OS waa-marll


7.1-523 Otha water-mann veg
6.2.2 Inundabon vegetation 4.4.7427 Filipend nag-Anse sylv


4.41428 his pscudac-Fili trim.
7


7.15.22 Glyca BuilwatacnagOPEN WATER (standing/running)


7.1523 Other warts-margin veg
7.1 STANDING WATER IT FLOATING AQUATIC


1.2.A.5 CaatcThybaro dams=


12.A.7 Nymphaea alba


1.2A.8 Nuphar lutea


1.2A.9 Potamageton natzas


I 1A.10 PolygonumgosPloNuolo


12A.I 1 Pot= pea-Myno spic


1.2A.I2 Potamogetat pedinanu


12A.13 Ponta, perf-Myrio alte


11A3 4 Mricratbetta UMW!


11A.15 Medea caaadanis


12All Ranumiuhtsbaudaii


12Al2 Littordla-Lobelia


1.2A13 Isoebra lacastrInac


1.2A14 Juncos bulbosus


7.13.9 Carex rostrata swamp
&vise' fluviatil swamp


7.13.10


7.13.11 Carex vesiaris swamp


7.13.12 lypha lardolia swamp


7.1333 Typhaangastifol swamp


7.13.14 Sparganhamerect swamp


7 13.15 Mortis ca/anus swamp


7 13.16 Sagittarta giu swamp


7.13.17 Carex psaaóocyp swamp


735.18 Carex saute swamp
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NCC PHASE I SURVEY
72 RUNNING WATER
NATIONAL VEGETATION CIASSIFICATION
11A.16 Callitriche wrens
12 A.I7 Itaatinc penialus
1.2A.18 Rsaunculus fhlitans
12.A.19 Ranunculus aquatilis
12A 20 Ranunculus peltatus
7.1.S.5 Glyceria maxima swamp
715.6 Carex nparia swamp
71.5.7 Carex acutifonins swamp
7.13.11 &limn leCtISZTIS swamp
3 1 I Intertidal - Mud/Sand 8.1.SD3 Mani mari-Galium spar


9.1 .SM.1 Roster.


9.1.SM2 Ruppia maritima
8.1 2 Intertidal - Shingle/Cobbles 1,1 STRANDLINE AND SHINGLE VEGETATION
81 SALTMARSH 9.1.SM3 Eleochans parvula


92 LOWER AND MIDDLE SALTMARSH


93 UPPER SALThiARSH AND SALT MEADOWS


9.4 SALTMARSH DRIFILINE VEGETATION
83 SH1NGLE/GRAVEL ABOVE HIGH-TIDE MARX 11 STRANDLINE AND SHINGLE VEGETATION
8 6 4 Dune slack 8.2 SD.6 Ammophila annaria


82.SD.7 Ammoph aren-Fen tubra


83.sato Carex arenana


8.3.SD.11 Carex sma-Comic sail


83.SD.12 Car are-Fes ovi-Agr cap


8.4 DUNE SLACK ATM ALLIED SAL1X REPENS VEG.
8 6 5 Dune rassland 83 FIXED DUNE GRASSLAND
8 6.6 Dune heath 3.1 COASTAL AND LOWLAND HEATH


3.21112 Calluna-Varc myn heath


3.211.13 Calluna-Clad mbu heath


3 2.11.14 Calluna-Raco lanu heath


1211.15 Calluna-luni Us* heath


31111 6 Calluna-Anit uva- heath


31.1411 Cal vul-Vac enyr-Sph cap


4314.16 EAU tetr-Spba comp
86.7 
 Dune scndi 83 DUNE SCRUB


11.8.W.19 hinip com-Oxal ace wood


II.9 suBARcncWILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
89 8 Open dune 82.SD.4 Elymus fuctus


82 SD.5 Leymus an:Arius


1125D.6 Ammophaa anemia


8.4 DUNE SLACK AND ALLIED SAL1X REPENS VEG,
8.8.1 Maritime hard Off (<10% vasepl. cover 5.1 MCI Crith mer-Sperg rupicol8112 MIntiLl3Csoft cliff (<10% vase pI cover


813 Crevice and ledge vegaatioa (>10%) 31.MC2 Anna mmlAgustic scot


5.114C3 Rhodi ros-Annaia mant


5.114C.4 Brassica oleracea cliff


5.IMC.5 Anna mar-Cern difftts


52 EUTROPHIC MARITIME CLIFF VEGETATION


53 CLIFF & SALT-INFIA/ENCED MARITIME GRASSL.
8.8.4 Coasat grassland (nM &pc) 5.I.MC1 Anna mar-Ligusric scot


5.111C3 Rhodi rosanneris mini


5.I.MC.4 Maim plaices cliff


5.1.74C.5 Anna mar-Cant diffus


52 ElnROPHIC MARITIME CLIFF VEGETATION


53 CLIFF & SALT-DIFLUENaD MARITIME GRASSI..
8.8.5 Coastal heatlihnd (mil dune) 3! COASTAL AND LOWLAND HEATH


3111.12 Calluna-Vacc mrt heath


3111.13 Callum-Clad mW heath


321314 Calluna-Raco hunt heath


3211.15 Callum-Juni nana heath


1214.16 Calluna-Aret un- heath


121121 Cal iid-Vac myr-Sph cap


431416 Erica tetr.Spba comp
9.1.1 Inland cliff 10.4.1115 Suit size-Althea glabr


103.U22 AspIe hic-Asple ruta-tn


10.5.U.23 Aspic yin slo fragil


10.5.U24 Anhen ela-Uens robert
9.12 Sate 10 5.U/1 Crypt cris-Desch Beau
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NCC PHASE I SURVEY vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
NCC PHASE 1 SURVEY
9.13 Limestone pavement 10.5.U.22
10.5.U.23
103.1).24
Aspk trje-Asple mta-rn
Asple letri-sto frazil
Anhen ela-Geran roben
NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
	
9 1.4 Other rock exposure
	
10.1.4 Introduced shrub dominated
10.5.U.21 Crypt cris-Desch flexu
8.5 DUNE SCRUB
11.8.W.19 lunip cam-Oral net wood
11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUBI 1.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.Calegones in the NCC Phase 1 Habitat Privy which ec not aoss-referenced to NVC categories.
1.1.11 Broadlaved woodland - Pisa/lion
1.113 Conlin woodland - Plantation
1.13 Mixed woodlend (10.90% of either)
13 PARKLAND & SCATTERED TREES (<3054 cove)
1.4 ftwENTLY.ITI I FD WOODLAND (future usc7)
1.4 IMPROVED GRASSLAND
2.6 POOR SEMI-IMPROVED GRASSLAND
3.1.2 Bracken - Scanned
33.2 Tall herb/fens - Non.rudenl
8.13 Intenidal - Boulders/Rocks
8.4 BOULDERS/ROCKS ABOVE HIGH-TIDE MARK
8.5 STRANDLINE VEGETAIION
9.13 Cave
91 ARTIFICIAL EXPOSURES AND WASTE TIPS
10.1.1 Anble (incl. horticulture @ grs• leo)
10.1.2 Amenity grassland
10.13 Ephemeral/Short pciennial
101 BOUNDARIES
103 BUILT-UP AREAS
10.4 OTHER BARE GROUND
103 OTHER HABITAT
Categories in the NVC which we not cross-referencedto the NCC Phase 1 Habitat svrvey celerities
2 2 CALCICOLOUS DWARF-SHRUB VEGETATION
3.231 17 Calluna-Ans alpi heath
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CORINE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
MAINE BIOTOPES
1.3.1 Tidal rivers
NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
1 2A.I6 Callitricbe uagnalis
1.2.A.I7 Ramon penicillams
13.A.111 Ranunculus flatus
I 1 A.I9 Ranunculus aquatilis
1.2.A20 Ranunculus peltalus
7.1.5.5 Glyeen. masim• 'vamp
7.13.6 Cara riparia swamp
7.131 Cita acutiformis swamp
7.13.8 Scimus !wants ;stamp
7.1322 Oben Bat wata-mug
7.15.23 Other water-mugm veg
IA MUD FLATS AND SAND FLATS 9.I.SM.1 Fosters
9.1 SM.2 Roots maritima
1.5 SALT MARSHES/STEPPES & GYPSUM SCRUBS 9.1943 Eleoclaris parvuls
9.2 LOWER AND MIDDLE SALTMARSH
9.3 UPPER SALTMARSH AND SALT MEADOWS
9.4 SALTMARSII DRIFTLINE VEGETATION
1.6.1 Sand beaches 8.1.SD3 Kith inaii-Cralium mar
1.6 2 Dunes 8.2 MOBILE DUNE GRASSLAND
83 FIXED DUNE GRASSLAND
8.4 DUNE SLACK AND ALLIED SALIX REPENS VEG.
I 63 Humid dune-slacks 81 MOBILE DUNE GRASSLAND
8.3 FIXED DUNE GRASSLAND
8.4 DUNE SLACK AND ALLIED SALIX REPENS VEG
1.7 SHINGLE BEACHES 8.1 STRANDLINE AND SHINGLE VEGETATION
1.8 CLIFFS AND ROCKY SHORES 5.114C.1 Crith mar-Spag nipicol
312 Vegetated sea cliff's and rocky shores 5.114C2 Anna mar-Ligustic scot
5.114C) Rbodi tosannaia coasts
5.11.4C.4 Brassies oleracca cliff
5.1JAC.5 Anna mar-Cerast diffus
52 EUTROPHIC MARITIME CLIFF VEGETATION
53 CLIFF & SALT-INFLUENCED MARITIME GRASSI.
1.9 ISLETS AND ROCK STACKS 5.1.MC. I Crith mu-Sperg mpicol
IA MACHAIR 8.3 FIXED DUNE GRASSLAND
21 STANDING FRESH WATER I .1 FLOATING AQUATIC
12A.5 Ceratophyllum demersum
1.2A.7 Nymphaea alba
I .2A 8 Nuphar lutes
1.2A.9 Potamogetoo nauns
12.A.I0 Polygonum ampbibium
12A.I I P011111pea-Myrio spic
11A.12 Potarnogetoe peclinatus
12A.13 Potampa-f-Mrio she
I 1 A.14 Myriophyllum altenif
11A.15 Elodea caradensis
I1A11 Ranunadus baudotii
I 2A.12
11A13 Isoela lama/setae
12A24 lancus bulbosus
7.15.9 Carexrostrataswamp
7.13.10 Equiseifluviatil swamp
7.13.I1 Cana vesicaria swamp
7.13.12 Typha latifolia swamp
7.15.13 Typla angustifol swamp
7.13.14 Sparganium ema swamp
7.13.15 Aconis calsmus swamp
7.13.16 Saginaria saga swamp
7.13.17 Cara pseudecypswamp
7.13.18 Cara otrybae swamp
7.1312 Gym Butt walamarg
7.1323 Ma water-margin veg
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CORINE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
COR1NE BIOTOPES
23 STANDING BRACKISH AND SALT WATER 1 1
1/A3
I/A7
12A1
11A.9
1.2A 10
I2A.11
NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
FLOATING AQUATIC
Catophyllum demerthe
Theel*o alba
Nupbar lelea
Potartogeton ourta
Polygonum 'mobile=
Poem pect-Myno II/”C


1.2A.12 Polamogetoe potholes


1.2A.13 Potarn porf-Myrio alit


LI A. 14 Mytophyllum &land


1 A.I Elodca canticles


12A11 Rantiocalus =dote


11A.22 ljnorellaltbelia


L2A.23 Isoetes bosthwtse


12A.24 Junco beldam,


7.1E9 Cans =rata swamp


7.1.5.10 &pith fluviael swamp


7.3.5.11 Cues vaicans fwarap


7.13 12 typba lanfola swamp


7.1.5.13 Typha angusefol swamp


7.1311 Sparganium car swamp


7.13.15 MONS dames swamp


7.13.16 Satinet' sagm swamp


7 I S 17 Carex pseedecyp swamp



Carex =bat mama


7.1.5.22 Qlycer Otte wata-mmg


7.1313 Other water-margin veg
2.4 RUNNTNG WATER I.2.A.16 Callitiche dqnali,


1.2A.17 Rouen pi Iatus


1.2A.18 Ranunceles fluitain


I2A.19 Ranunculus Emelt


1.2A20 Ranunaths patellas


7.1E5 Glyn= maxima swamp


7.1E6 Carex note swamp


7.1 S.7 Carex annifoimis swamp


7.138 Scitus lacustris swamp


7.1322 Glyea (Wit 'Ater-matt


7.1 S23 Other wthrorgin veg
3 1.1 Wet heaths 3.1 COASTAL AND LOWLAND HEA171


3.2)1.12 Callum-Yoe myrt heath


321113 Calluaa-Clar rth heath


3211.14 Calluna-Raeo lamaheath


321115 Galena-hit Danabooth


3214.16 Calluna-Arct ova. heath


3211.21 Cal vul-Vae myr-Sph cap


4.1 BOG POOLS


43.M.14 Saute nip-Nartbecium


4314.15 SeirP11oosp-Ene Utz


4314.16 Encatet-Spha comp


43 14.17 Stun cesP-Enorap


4.3/4.18 Erica tee-Spha pap.


43.M.21 Narth ost-Spha papi
3.1.2 Dty heaths 3.1 COASTAL ANTI LOWLAND HEATH


3211.12 Calluna•Vace toyn heath


3111.13 CallentClad = heath


3.211.14 Calluna-Raca lane bents


3211 15 Canuna-heti =a heath


3211.16 Went= IPM- both


3.22.11 Yoe myr-Deac fle heath


3.711 19 Yam mr-aad art heath


311120 Yoe myr-Raco Lanheath


3.21121 Cal vul-Vac myr-Spbcap


311122 Vac myn-Rub dam hash


431.4.16 Eno tetr-Spba comp
3.1.4 Alpine and boreal heaths 22 CADZICOLOUSDWARF-SHRUB VEGETATION


3211.17 Callum-Ara alit heath


3_711.18 Vace myr-Dese fle heath


311139 Yoe myr-Clad arb heath


311120 Vs= myr-Raco leo heath


311112 Vac myrt-Rnb thaw hoth
3 I 6 Subalpine bob and tall hat =muniocs 8_5 DUNE SCRUB


II 8.W.19 Sofia on-Oxal re wood


11.9 SLMARCTICWILLOWSCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETSETC.
3.1.8.1 Medea-European 66461 thicken


DUNE SCRUB


11.8.W.19 Juni', can-Oxa: act wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC NILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
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CORI:NE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
COME BIOTOPES


NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
3.1.11.7 Box thickets 8.5 DUNE SCRUB


IltW19 kap earn-Oval ace wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
3.1 8.3 Atlantic poor-sod thickets 8 5 DUNE SCRUB


11.11.W.19 Junip com-Otal ACC wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC
3.11.4 Broom fields 8.5 DUNE SCRUB


11 11.W.19 Junto Com-Ozal ace wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC
3.1 8.5 Gorse thickets Si DUNE SCRUB


11 8.W.19 hinip com-Oza/ act wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
3.1.8.6 Bracken fields 10.4.U20 Ptai aqui-Galium anal
3.1 8 8 Common juniper sentb 8.5 DUNE SCRUB


11.8.W.19 Junip com-Ozal ace wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
3 1.8 C Hazel thicket 8.5 DUNE SCRUB


118.W.19 lump coot-Oxal ace wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC w1LLOW SCRUB


11.1 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC
3.11.D Deciduous swab woodland 8 5 DUNE SCRUB


11.2 WET erRalAND ALDER WOOD


113 BASIC WOODLAND - ASH, HAZEL. MAPLE ETC


II 4 MEOSOPHIL.OUSMIXED BROADLEAF WOODLAND


II 5.W.12 Fagus cyl-Mert pa wood


11 6 ACID BEEGMOOD


11 7 UPLAND OAK AND BIRCH WOOD


II W.19 Amp can-Oxal ace wood


11 9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11 10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC
3.1.8E Cappice 11.3.W11 Fr. etc-Ace cam-Ma pa (subcomens s-d)
3.1.8.F Mixed scrub woodland 8.5 DUNE SCRUB


11.8.W.19 lump com-Oza ace wood


11.9 SUBARCTIC WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICXETS ETC
3.1.11G Cooderous sendswoodland 8 5 DUNE SCRUB


11.5.W.13 Tazus baccata woodland


11 I NATIVE PINE AND JUNIPER WOOD


11.9 SUBARCI1C WILLOW SCRUB


11.10 THORNY SCRUB THICKETS ETC.
3 4.2 Lowland !navy age grasslands 2.1 CALCAREOUS GRASSLAND


10.I.U.1 Fes ovi-Agr cap-Rnm ad


10.1.1/4 Fes ovi-Aar cap-Gal tze
34.3 Dense per past a mid-Euro. steppes 2. LOG. 1 Fest ovina-Calina vulg


2 1.CG.2 Fest ovina-Avenula prat


2.1136.3 Branca erectus


2.1.CG 4 Brachypodium Mansions


2.1.06.5 Brom aea-Brach puma


2.1.CG 6 Avenula puha.=


2.1 CG 7 Fest ovi-I-Ges pil-Thym


2.1.03 1 Sederia-Scabies columb


2.1.03.9 Seslaia-Gal gall ed


2.1.CG.10 Fed ovi-Agro eap-Thym
3.5 DRY SILICEOUS GRASSLAND 10.I.U/ Deschampsia (lemma



Agrostis curtisii



Nadas str-Gafium lag
lune squan-Fest ovina
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CORINE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
CORINE BIOTOPES
33.1 Atlantic mat-gr. swards & related comm. 2.1CG 11
2 1 Ca12
10 1151
10 1.1) 4
NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSInCATION
Fa ow-Ap cap-Alc alp
Fes ovi-Ak alp-Sal gra
Fes ovi-Ap cap-Rum ad
Fes ovvAgr cap-Gal at
3.6 ALPINE AND SUBALPINE GRASSLANDS 10.3 U.11 Potyt seas-Kansa au


10311.13 Desch cesp-Calium smut


103 U.14 Aldan elp-Sibbald Vac


10 4.11.16 Lund sylv-Vaccsn myrt


10 4.1).17 Land sylv-Geum ante


10.411 111 Crypt au-Athy (fatten


10 4.U.19 'tidy hash-Bice spun
3 .1 Snow-patch communities 103 L1.12 Salts bat-Rama htwo
3.6.3 Alpine & subalpine acidophileas pus/• 101 MONTANE GRASSLAND AND ALLIED COMMUNITIES
3.7.1 Meadowswen stands& rdased communities 4 414.27 FOgicad vulg-Ange


4 414.21 Ms pscudae-Fili ulna


6/1401 Fan ulm-Anten ell
3.7 2 Eutrophic humid grasslands 6.2 1403 Anthox odo-Genn sylv


6.2140.4 Alopec pra-Sangui offi


6.21403 Oros an-Centaur nip


62140.6 lahum per-Cynos ass


6.2.140 Cynos cris-Caltha pant


6_2140.9 Hole lana-Desc1 carat


6.2 140.10 Hok has-June effusta


63 GRASSY FLOOD-SWARDS
3.73 Oligotrophic humid grasslands 4.414.21 Molinia.Cirs dissectum


4.4 1425 Molinia-Pot arca min


4.4 14.26 Molinia-Crepis paludosa
3.7.7 Humid tall hab hinges 4.414.27 Filipend vulg-Ange ally


4.41.4.28 Iris pseudac-Fili ulma


61 IA0.2 Hip ulm-Arrben dal
3.71 Subalpine & alpine tall hat communities 103.U.11 Polyt sexaltimia cud


I03.U.13 Deschcesp-Calium Mal


10.3.U.14 Alden dp-Sibbald proi


10.4.1).16 Lan! sylv-Vactin raHl


10.4E17 Land sylv-Geum rivale


10.411.18 Crypt cris-Atby distal


10.4.1).19 Tbdy *can
3 8.1.1 Mesophtle pastures(unbroken pastures) 6.214G3 Anchor odo-Geran rya


6.2140.4 Mope( pn-Sangui offi


6.2140.5 Crass ais-Ceataur nip


6.2140.6 Ladino pa-C)mos ais


61140.8 Ogees ctis-Caltha palu


6/ 140.9 Kok Lana-Death carat
link Lana-Tuneeffusus


6/1.40.10


63 GRASSY FLOOD-SWARDS
3 8.1 1 Ditch-broken pastures 61140.3 AnthemSo-Genii sylv


61110.4 Alopec praSengui offi


6_2140.5 Oilsos cas-Canaur nAgs


61140.6 Lebow per-Cyacts cris


621401 Optiosais-Caltha palu


6.2140.9 Hole lana-Dach anat


611.40.10 Het lana-Aux drums


63 GRASSY FLOOD-SWARDS
3 8.13 Overpown pastures 6.1 COARSE GRASSLAND
3.81 Lowland hay meadows 611403 Athos odo-Geran sylv


61140.4 Mops pra-Saupi offi


611403 Cysts eris-Castasu nip


62140.6 Odra= per-CYmos cris


61140.8 [Yon ais-Caltha palu


62 MG.9 Hok laaa-Desch cespit
lick lana-Juac dTunts


62140.10


63 GRASSY FLCOD-SWARDS
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CORINE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
CORINE BIOTOPES


NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
4 I BROAD-LFAVED DECIDUOUS FORESTS 11.2 WET BIRCH AND ALDER WOOD


113 BASIC WOODLAND - ASH, HAZEL, MAPLE ETC


11.4 MEOSOPHILOUS MIXED BROADLEAF WOODLAND


113.W.12 Fops syl-Mere per wood


11.6 ACID BEECHWOOD


I 1.7 UPLAND OA/ AND BIRCH WOOD
41 CONIFER WOODLAND 113.W.13 Taxus baccata woodland


111.9/.18 Punts syl-Hyl splc wood
4 4 ALLUVIAL AND VERY WET FORESTS AND BRUSH 112 WET BIRCH AND ALDER WOOD
4 4.1 Riparian willow formalions 11.1 SALLOW AND WILLOW CARR


113 BASIC WOODLAND - ASH. 14AZEL, MAPLE ETC


11.4 MEOSOPH/LOUS MIXED BROADLEAF WOODLAND


I I .5.9/.12 Faro syl-Mem per wood


11.6 ACID BEECHWOOD


11.7 UPLAND OAK AND BIRCH WOOD
1.13 
 MedioEuropean stream ash-alder woods II 3 BASIC WOODLAND - ASH, HAZEL, MAPLE ETC


11.4 MEOSOPHILOUS MIXED BROADLEAF WOODLAND


113.W.12 FaKus tyl-Mat pa wood


11.6 
 ACM BEECHWOOD


11.7 UPLAND OAK AND BIRCH WOOD
4.4.9 Alder, willow and bog-myrtle swamp woods II I SALLOW AND WILLOW CARR
4 4 A Birch and conifer swamp woods 113 BASIC WOODLAND - ASH, HAZEL, MAPLE ETC


11.4 MEOSOPHILOUS MIXED BROADLEAF WOODLAND


II 3.W.12 Fagus sy1-Max pa wood


II 6 ACID BEEDINVOOD


11.7 UPLAND OAK AND BIRCH WOOD
5.1.1 Near-oatural raised bogs 4.1 BOG POOLS


4 3 Al .14 Schoen nip-Nartbectum


43.M.I5 Scipu cap-Eric tax


43.M 17 Scirp cesp-Eno vagi


43.M.111 Erica teb - pap


4.314.21 Nutt' esti papi
5.11 Purple mompass bogs 4.41414 Mohnia-Cirs dissect=


4.4 M.25 Mohnia.Pot atm mire


4 414_26 Molinia-Oepis paludom
51.1 Lowland blanket bogs 4 BOG POOLS


4314.14 Schocz nigt-Nwebecium


4314.15 Schpu cespEtic tee


4314.17 Scirp cespEtio vas:


43/4.18 Etta teti•Spha pap
Nardi ossi-Spha papi


4.31411
5.2.2 Upland blanket bogs 4314.19 CallunwE vag blanket b


4 314_20 &Mph wag blankMais
53 WATER-FRINGE VEGETATION 7.1.53 *Ryer= maxima swamp


7 1.S.6 Cam neon, swamp


7 I S.7 Carex acutifactnis swamp


7.ISA Sciqxss lamaris swamp
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CORINE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
CORINE BIOTOPES
3.3.1 Reed beds 4.2144
4214.5
4 .2MI
4 .214 .9
NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
Carex rom-Sph sec
Cases roM-Sph Kum
Carex rom-Sph vamp
Carex rosu-Call cusp


4.4 M17 Filipend uulg-Ange sylv


4.411.28 Ins pseudac-Fili alma


7.13.I Carex data swamp


7.151 Oadium mariscus swamp


7.153 Carex paniculata swamp


7.159 Carex total./ swamp


7.15.10 &quint fluviaul swamp


775.11 Carex vaicasia suamp


7.15.12 TypIta lantana swamp


7.15.13 Typba angustifol swamp


7.1.S.14 Sparganium erect suamp


7 1.S.I5 Acorus calarnus swamp


7.15.16 Saginzia main swamp


7.1.5 17 Carex pseudocyp swamp


7.1 5.18 Carex online swamp


7.1 5.19 Eleochasis palunris swamp


7.1 510 Scirpus %ahemswamp


7.1.511 Samos maritimus swamp


7.1.522 Glycer nun water-masa


7.1513 Other waser-mazgin vcg


72 TALL.FERB FENS
5.3.2 Large-sedge communities 4.211.4 Cala rostr-Sph me


4 214.5 Carex rosn-Sph squan


4.2 14.6 Carex rostr-Sph wanna


42.14.9 Can rour-Call cusp


4.41427 Filipend vulg-Ange sylv


4.4 14.211 Lis pseuda-Fili alma


7.13.1 Cana clan wimp


7.131 aadium masisats swamp


7.153 Cara panics-dataswamp


7.I3.9 Carex rostrata swamp


7.1 S.I 1 Can vesicaria swamp


7.I3.12 Typha latifolia swamp


7.13.13 Typha angunifol swamp


7.15.14 Sparganium Cad swamp


7.1.5.13 Atoms calamus swamp


7.1.5.16 Sagittana sagin swamp


7.15.17 Cesei pseudocyp swamp


7.15.18 Carex amebae swamp


7.13.19 Eleochatis paha:Msswamp


7.1.520 kilpas abyss swamp


7.1.5 21 Samos marithous swamp


7.2 TALL-HERB FENS
533 Fen-sedge beds 4.211.4 Cases rostr-Spb see


4.214.5 Carex rostr-Spb squart


4 211.8 Carn som-Spb wamst


4.23.4.9 Cara row-Cal cusp


4.41427 Filipeod vulg-Ange sylv


4.41118 his pseudac-Fili tams


7.13,1 Carex an swamp


7.151 Cladium manna swamp


7.153 Casa paniculata swamp


7.151 Com rostrata swamp


7.15.11 Carex vesicana swamp


7.15.12 Typha latifolia swamp


7.13.13 Typba angunifo1 swamp


7.13.14 Sparganium aea swamp


7.1.5.15 Awns, calansus swamp


7.15.16 Sagittana ngitt swamp


7.13.17 Cams pseudocyp swamp


7.13.18 Carex casaba swamp


7.15.19 EJeocharis palustris swamp


7.1510 Schwa sabers swamp


7.1311 Seamus maritimus swamp


71 TALL-HERB FENS
53.4 Small Iced beds of nu-flowing waters 7 I 512 Glyca flail water-marg


7.1513 Other water-margin veg
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CORINE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
CORINE IIIOTOPES


NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
5.3.5 Tall rush swamps 4114.4 Carex rosb-Spb rec


4114.5 Carex nastr-Sphsquan


1.2.M 8 Cana rostr-Sph wannt


4.214.9 Canx rostr-Cail cusp


411.4.27 Filipend vulg-Ange sylv


4.4 14 28 Ins peudac-Fili ulma


7,13.1 Carex data swamp


7.15.2 Cladium roans= nump


7.15 3 Cara paniculata swamp


7.15 9 Carex manta swamp


7.15.11 Carex vericaria swamp


7.15.12 Typha latifolia svamp


7.1 S.13 Typha angushfol rwamp


7.15 14 Sparganium am swamp


7.1S/5 Acorus salaam swamp


7.15.16 Sager/in sagiu swamp


7.13.17 Carex pseudocyp swamp


7.15.18 Cain canine swamp


7.1.5.19 EJeocluris palmists sump


7.13 20 Scirpus when swamp


7.13.21 Scirpus maritimus swamp


71 TALL-HERB FENS
5 4.1 Springs 42 14 6 Carex ochin-Sph rechur


4.2 14.7 Carex auta•Sph MSS


4214.10 Carex dioic-Pang vulg


1.2 14.11 Cares darns-San aim


42.M.I2 Carex 'mantis mire


42 1-1.13 Schoen aigt-kaae abna


4.414.22 lune subood-Cini palu


1.1 14.23 lune efftacil-Gal pato


4.5 SPRING AND FLUSH-FRINGE VEGETATION
Al Rich fan 41 SEDGE FLUSHES (small sedges)
lune subnod-asi palu


4.11422


4.41423 June efflacfl-Gd palu


4.41427 Filipend vulg-Aage sylv


4.414,28 fris pstudae-Fdi ohm


4.5 SPRING AND FLUSH-FRINGE VEGETATION


7.15.1 Carex elan swamp


7.I.52 Cladium marison swamp


7.153 Cana paniculsta swamp


7.15 5 Glytena maxima swamp


7.15 6 Carex nparia swamp


7.15.7 Cana mutants swamp


7.15.8 &Opus locum(' swamp


7.15.9 Cam menu nnznp


7.I5 I I Cain vesicnia swamp


7.15.12 Typha IMRE.' swamp


7.15.13 Typha angustifol swump


7.15.11 Spargaaium enct swamp


7.15.15 Aconn calaraus swamp


7.15.16 Sagitiana sagitt nap


7.13.17 Carex pseudoeyp swamp


7.15.16 Carex otarbae swamp


7.13.19 Eleocharis pahnrxis swamp


7.1510 Scinsustaboo snow


7.1321 Scupus markt= swamp


7.2 TALL-HERB FENS
3.4.4 Acidic fan 4.211 6 Carex echin-Spb mean


111(7 Cain anta-Sph ma


1234.10 Cara dioie-Purg vulg


1214.11 Carex demis-Saxiaim


1214.12 Carex sisaislis mit


1214.13 Schoen sigr-Arm =Moo


4.41422 lune subnodi palu


4 .414.23 lune eff/acfl-Ga/ palo


45 SPR/NG AND FLL/511-FRINGE VEGETATION
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CORINE BIOTOPES HABITATS vs NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION
CORINE BIOTOPES
5 4.5 Transition mires 4.214.4
4.2.M 5
4.2 14.3
41.M.9
NATIONAL VEGETATION CLASSOICATION
Carex rtner-Spbret
Cam rostr-Sph Ku=
Carex rosa-Sph wan
Cam roe-Call cum


1.1 M.27 Filipend valg-Ange


4.4 14.23 Ins pseudae-Fili ukna


7.13.1 Carex classswamp


7.131 Cladium mariscus swamp


7.13 Carex paniculaa swamp


7.1.S 3 Glyeena maxima swamp


7.1.5 6 Carex iiparia swamp


7.15.7 Carex acutiformis swamp


7.15.3 Saurus lanais swamp


7.1 5.9 Carex rostrata swamp


7.15.11 Cum vencaria swamp


7.1.5.11 Typh, lanfolia swamp


7 I S.1) Typha aagustifol twamp


7.15.14 Sparganium erect swamp


7.13.15 AGMs calamus swamp


7.1.5.16 Saginaria satin swamp


7.13.17 Cum pseudocyp swamp


7.1.5.18 Carex otnthae swamp


7.1.5.19 Eleocharis palustris swamp


7.1.5/0 56/pus tab.= swamp


7.1.5.21 Seimus maritimus swamp


7/ TAILHERB FENS
6.1 SCREES 103.1121 Crypt ass-Deschnaii
6.2 INLAND CLIFFS AND EXPOSED ROCKS 10.5.U/2 Aspls hsc-Asple


10.5.U.23 Aspic vstisto fravl


10.5.U.24 Arnim elaCiaan robal
62.1 Vegetated calcareous inland cliffs 10.4 U.I5 aim-Althea, glabr
6/.2 Vegetated siliceous inland cliffs


6.2 4 Bale inland cliffs


6 2 5 Wet inland cliffs


6 4 INLAND SAND DUNE 82 MOBILE DUNE GRASSLAND


83 FIXED DUNE GRASSLAND


SA DUNE SLACK AND ALLIED SAUK REPENS VEG.
1.91 Fiesh.wata indumial lagoons & canals 7.1.5.5 Glycena maxima swamp


7.15 6 Carex tiara swamp


7.IS7 Carex acmifonnis swamp


7 IS Samos lacushis swamp


7 1312 Gyres Iluit wata-marg


7.1 S23 Other water-margin veg
Ca:atones in the CORINE BitstopesClassification *Stich an not cross.referenced to NVC mercies
I .1 OCEAN AND SEAS
11 SEA INLETS
1.3 2 Estuaries . .
13.2 Submerged beds of mails/ mmine veg
13.4 Submaged beds of vascular brackish vet
2.1 LAGOONS
3.1.8.7 Woodland cleanup
3.4.1 Middle Eumean pioneer swards
43 BROAD-LEAVED EVERGREEN WOODLAND
6 3 CAVES
CI IMPROVED GRASSIANDS
8.2 CROPS
83 ORCHARDS, GROVES AND TREE PLANTATIONS
8.4 TREE LINES, HEDGES, SMALL WOODS, ETC .
8.5 URBAN PARKS AND LARGE GARDENS
8.6 TOWNS, VILIAGES, INDUSIRIAL STIES
1.7 FALLOW LAND, WASTE PLACES
8.9.1 Saline indutrial lagoonsand canal,
There an no categories in the NVC which are not cross-refairocal to the CrDRINE Biotopes aassificatioo
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
TABLE 10 INTER-COMPARISON OF SELECTED LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS
This listing was generated by a computer program described elsewhere in this Report The program infers likely matches from explicitly defined
links to terms in the Baseline classificatian. A minority of the matches suggested may be invalid. If in doubt, you should check on the
definitions of the terms concerned in the appropriate Dictionary entry. Case changes indicate the hierarchical sncture in the classifications.
•
UN ECE STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE vs BASELINE
UN ECE LAND USE BASELINE
1.1 CEREALS
I 2 BRASS1CACEAE (EXCEPT HORTICULTURE)
13 LEGUMES
1.4 ROOTSAND ALLIES (NON-BRASSICA)
1.5 ADDITIONALFIELD CROPS (NON-HORTICULT )
16 HORTICULTURE
1.7.1 Ploughedland
3.2.1 Recentlysown gran, including leys
2 CROPL&ND WITH PERENNIAL CROPS
31.2 Est rads with Fe. ryegnss dominant
323 Well managed per. ryegrus & other grs.
32 4 Weedy swards with pa.negrass 25-50%
33 PERMANENTNON-DISIVE GRASS
ARABLE LAND
1
I 2 LAND UNDER PERMANENT CROPS
1.3 LAND UNDER PERMANENT MEADOWS & PASTURES
1.4 ALL OTHER AGRICULTURAL LAND
I 5 FALLOW AGRICULTURAL LAND
2.1 LAND UNDER CONUEROUS FOREST
2.2 LAND UNDER NONCONIFEROUS FOREST
2.3 LAND UNDER MIXED FOREST
2.4 OTHER WOODEDIAND
3.1 RESIDENTIALLAND
32 INDUSTRIAL LAND. EXCL. QUARRIES ETC
3.3.1 Land used for peat cutting
3.32 Other open-east mining and quarrying
3.4 COMMERCIALLAND
33 LAND USED FOR PUBLICSERVICES
3.7.1 Lend underroads
3.7.2 Land underrailways
3.73 Land under pinions & rafted facilities
3.7.4 Other land for transport&communication
31.1 Land used for the dimmedof wastes
31.2 Water supply it waste water nutmeat
3 83 Electricity generation& daibutican
32.4 Other land for technical'Staunton
3 9 I Parka green areas, hobbygardens etc
9.2.1 Agriculturalbuildings
1.7.2 Neglected, incl permanenttumbledown
1.73 Fallow, includingrotational Set-mide
3 I 1 Coniferwoodland
5A FELLEDWOODLAND (REGROWTH <1M 11:1011)
LI.3 Broadlentedwoodland
5 4 FFII FD WOODLAND (REGROWTH <I M HIGH)
5.1.2 Mixed woodland(>20% of each)
5.4 FFII FO WOODLkND (REGROWTH <1M HIGH)
5.2 MANAGEDCOPPICE
53 SHRUB
9.2.2 Residentialbuildings with gardens
9.3.1 Residentid buildings without gardens
913 Commercialand inducing buildings
93.2 Commatial and indusnial buildings
9.5.2 Car park
4.2 BOG
9.6 QUARRIESAND OTHER EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
9.2.3 Commercialand industrialbuildings
93.2 Commenial and indumial buildings
9.5.2 Carpark
9.2.4.1 Institutional(govnmnt , military, etc.)
12.42 Educationand ailmral
91.4.3 Religious
9331 Institutional(govmmat, military, etc.)
933.2 Educationand cultural
933 3 Religious
9.11 Road
93.2 Carpart
9.1.1 Railway
3.1.6 Other(eg airfield, racecourse etc.)
931 Commercial and industrial buildings
14.1 DOIDCS6C and industria/ wage land
913 Commercialand industrialbuildings
931 Commercialand industrialbuildings
923 Commercial and industrial buildings
9.31 Commenzial and industrial buildings
9.23 Commercial and industrial buildings
931 Commercial and industrial buildings
3.1.1 Amenity gran > 1 ha
3.1.2 Pia) ing fields
9.43 Allotments
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TABLE 10 INTER-COMPARISON OF SELECTED LAND COVER CLASSIFICATIONS
This listing was generated by a computer program desuibed elsewhere in this Report. The program infers likely matches from explicitly definedlinks to terms in the Baseline classification. A minority of the matches suggested may be invalid If in doubt, you should check on the
definitions of the terms concemed in the appropriate Dictionary entry. Case changes indicate the hierarchical structure in the classifications
UN ECE STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE vs BASELINE
UN ECE LAND USE
	
3.9.2 Camp nice holiday homes etc.
	
3.9.3 Land under cunan construction
	
3.9.4 Land intended for future construction
	
3.9.5 Odra recreational and open land
3.1 4
3.1.3
92.2
93 I
9.5.1
9.4 1
93.1
3.1 3
3.1 6
BASELINE
Touring caravan park (if main use)
Camp site (if main use)
Residential budding. with gardens
Residential buildings without gardens
Unveg derelict land. building sitcs
Derelict urban land (often vacant)
Unveg. derelict land, building kites
Golf course
Other (eg airfrtld, racecourse etc )


8.13 Sandy shore


92.4.4 Sporting arid recreational


93.3.4 Sporting and natation@


9.4 2 Dacha urban land (often swain)


9.5 HARD AREAS WITHOUT BUILDINGS
al MIRES 4.2 BOG
43 OTHER WET OPEN LAND 73 WETLAND


81 1 Salt mirth
5.1 HEATHLAND 4.1 IIFATHLAND
5.3 MONTANE GRASSLAND 3 6 MOOR.LAND AND MOUNTALN GRASS
5.4 DRY OPEN LAND NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED 3 1 CALCAREOUS GRASS (SEMI-NATURAL)


3 5 ACID GRASS (NON-MOORLAND) AND BRACKEN


3.7.1 False oat vats • couch


8.2.2



/I .4
Dzeucmcs with semi.art. grad.)
VEGETATION
6 1.1 Bare f(Kb 6 INLAND ROCKS AND SCREES


832 Rockythoulda short (not vegetated)


833 Coastal rocks and cliffs
6 2 SAND-BEACHES. DUNES @ OTHER SANDY LAND 8.13 Sandy shore


821 I Dune nub <75% vegetation cow"
63 OTHER UNVEG LAND NOT ELSWHERE SPECIFIED S I 1 Intertidal mud Bart


8.11 Intertidal sand Bata


8 1 4 Pebble/gravel Awe
7.1.1 Naturat watercourses 7 2.1 Ravel
7.1.2 Artificial watercourse 7.22 Canal


10.4.3 Ditches
7.1.3 Natural land-locked bodies of WSW 7 1 1 Lake


7.13 Pond (-925 ha)
7.1 4 . Andlcial water impoundment 7.1 1 Resavoir
7 2.1 Coastal lagoons 7.1.1 Lake
721 &banes 4 0 SEA AND ESTUARIES723 Other tidal waters


.
Categories in UNKCE Statistical Classification of Land Use which are COI aoss-refaenced to the Baseline survey camgones
333 Otha mineral extraction 52 DRY TUNDRA3 6 LAND OF MIXED USE 6 I/ Gwen and perpetual mow4.2 WET TUNDRA 7 1.5 Other inland waters
Categoriesin tbe Baseline pasty which are not cross-refelenced to UIVECE Statistical Classification of Land Use categories
711 Tall baba 103 FENCES3.73


10.4.1 Stone bank
5.5
RS vegetation (non-anuatic)
PLOUGHED FOR AFFORESTATION 10A2 Earth bank
83.1 Intertidal seaweed-covered bouldas 10.4 4 Embankments
10.1 TREE-LINES AND HEDGES 10.5 GRASS STRIP
10 2 WALLS 10 6 "TRACK
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7.4 INTER-CALIBRATION OF SELECTED LAND COVER SURVEYS
7.4.1 Pixel - by- pixel inter
- calibration /of Countryside Survey 1990 Field
Survey vs ITE Land Cover Map. The results of this inter-calibration are shown
in Table 11. This rccords the correspondence between mapped categories in the
ITE Land Cover Map (rows) and equivalent classes from the Countryside
Survey-1990 Field Survey (columns), generated by combining categories from
the 59 Reporting Classes, as described in Paragraph 6.3.2. The cells arc recorded
as percentages of the total area included in the inter-calibration study (128 1cm2,
or 204 800 pixels).
These data have been previously reported in Fuller et al, 1993. They are useful
as a means of assessing the overall correspondence between the field survey data
and the remotely-sensed map but, because of the aggregation of the field survey
from the 59 Reporting Classes, they do not allow inter-calibration between the
individual field survey categories and those used in the Land Cover Map.
Nevertheless, it is possible to establish quantitative relationships between the two
approaches at the level of the aggregated classes.
Direct agreement between the two surveys, measured by coincidences along the
diagonal of the correspondence matrix, is 46% (Table 11a). A full discussion of
the factors contributing to these differences is contained in Fuller et al, 1993.
Some of the mapped differences are due to minor differences in registration and
cartographic inaccuracies between the satellite map and the field data records.
Others relate to time differences, while some derive from the classic problem of
the mixed radiometric response of pixels at the boundaries between land parcels
of different types. These effects were minimised by excluding all pixels which
fell under vector boundaries in the digitised field data. The effect of this was to
increase the overall correspondence to 54% (Table 11b).
The residual differences are of greater interest to the present study; these result
mainly from differences in interpretation and class assignment between the two
surveys. Table I lc records the Landsat class assignments as a proportion of the
field survey categories (ie computes row percentages), while Table Ild shows the
inverse relationships (ie column percentages, or field survey assignments as a
proportion of the Land Cover Map classes). These matrices offer a crude means
of normalising areal estimates from the two surveys. For example, of the land
mapped from remote sensing as being under tillage, 78% was also identified as
tilled land by the field surveyors (Table 11e), while 14% was classed as managed
grass and 4% as continuous urban cover. Conversely (Table 11d), of the land
mapped from field survey as being under tillage, 72% fell in the land cover map
category 'Tilled Land' and 11% was mapped as managed grass The values in
the columns of Table 11c could therefore be used to reallocate areal data from
the land cover map to the reference frame of the CS-1990 field survey. Similarly,
values in the rows of Table 1Id could be applied in the same way to adjust
estimates from the field survey to conform with the Land Cover Map.
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
7.4.2 Inter-calibration of Countryside Survey 1990 Field Survey vs ITE Land
Cover Map using 25-point grid sampling. Using the point-grid sampling
scheme described in paragraph 6.3.2, inter-calibration of the two surveys was
carried out at the level of the original recorded classes (ie 59 Reporting Classes
from CS-I990 field survey and 17 categories from the Land Cover Map). The
compromise required to achieve this was, of course, the spatial sub-sampling
entailed. Nevertheless, comparison of class assignments between the two systems
was undertaken for a total of 445 lkm squares, leading to a dataset of no fewer
than 11116 points. The results of this exercise are presented in Table 12.
Table 12arecords total individual point counts and shows overall correspondence
between the Countryside Survey-1990 Field Survey (columns) and the 1TE Land
Cover Map (rows). In Table 12b, the cells are shown as proportions per thousand
of the points sampled, while Tables I2c and 12d record individual cell counts as
a percentage of the row and column totals, respectively.
Tables 12c and 12d therefore provide a basis for converting land cover estimates
in one survey to the classification framework of the second system, as described
in the preceding paragraph in relation to the per-pixel evaluation. For example,
Table 12c shows that, (ignoring incidences of 1% or less), the Managed Grass
category in the Land Cover Map has been allocated by field surveyors to 14 field
classes, in the proportions, Road (3%), Residential Buildings (2%), Continuous
built (2%), Wheat (3%), Barley (3%), Recently Sown Grass (7%), Pure Rye
Grass (23%), Well Managed Grass (21%), Recreational Grass (3%), Weedy
swards, (9%), Unmanaged Grassland and Tall Herb (2%), Non-agriculturally
Improved Grass (2%), Upland Grass (3%) and Broadleaved Woodland (3%).
Conversely, Table 12d indicates that land mapped by field surveyors as Rye
Grass falls into seven Land Cover Map categories in the proportions Suburban
Land (3%), Tilled Land (12%), Managed-Grass (73%), Marsh & rough grass
(2%), Moorland / Heathland Grass (2%), Open shrub heath (2%) and Deciduous
and mixed woodland (2%). The reasons for these differences in interpretation are
not the primary concern of this study, but are addressed in Fuller et al (1993).
What is important in this context is that we have a quantitative measure of the
nature and extent of overlaps between the different classification systems, and so
are better able to understand and interpret comparative statistics of land cover
and land use generated by the two approaches.
The same data (from the 25-point grid sampling technique) also provide a means
of verifying the correspondence statistics presented in Table 11, on the basis of
a geographically more representative population of data (445 1km squares,
compared with 128 squares in Table 11). Table 13 shows the correspondence, per
thousand points, between the two surveys, after condensing the 59 CS-1990
Reporting Classes down to 17 categories equivalent to the Land Cover Map
classes, using the empirical guidelines shown in Table 6.
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
Table 13 indicates that the direct correspondence between the surveys is 48.4%
(as measured by the sum of the coincidences along the diagonals of the matrix);
this is consistent with the data presented in paragraph 7.4.1, since it is
intermediate between the estimates of correspondence presented in Table Ila
(which include boundary pixels) and those of Table I lb (which do not).
The effects of differences in land cover nomenclatures depends, in part at least,
on the nature of the landscape surveyed; for example, methods based on satellite
remote sensing or aerial photo-interpretation may be particularly sensitive to
highly fragmented landscapes, where there is a high proportion of boundary
features smaller than the resolution limit of the survey technique. Tables 14-17
present inter-calibration data separately for the four broad landscape types
recognised by the ITE Land Classification.
In Figure 2, the distribution of a single category from the land cover map -
'Tilled Land' - amongst the CS-1990 Reporting Categories is compared across
the four landscape types. The histogram is instructive on several counts. In arable
and pastural landscapes, there is high correspondence (68% and 60%,
respectively) between tilled land mapped from satellite and equivalent field
survey categories. In the upland landscapes, direct correspondence falls to about
18%. However, arable land forms a much smaller proportion of the total land
cover in upland landscapes than in the lowlands (less than 3% of all land in the
marginal uplands is cropped, compared with 44% in arable landscapes), so that
differences in interpretation between surveys, when expressed as a percentage,
appear disproportionately large. Thus, although 18% of the land in thc uplands
mapped from satellite as 'Tilled Land' was classified by field surveyors as wet
bog, this represents only 1% of all upland bog.
In the specific case of tilled land, the most significant factor lies in the overlap
with managed grassland categories. In pastural landscapes, 18% of land mapped
from satellite as cropped was recorded in the field as under managed grass. In
the marginal uplands, this increased to 50%. Given that improved grassland
involves rotational cultivation, it is not unexpected that some managed pastures
exhibit the temporal signature of cropped fields, or that their physical appearance
might have differed significantly between the date of imaging and the date of the
field survey.
-100-
Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
Similar observations could be made with respect to the other mapped classes; in'
relation to the aims of this report, it is sufficient to note that:
these results confirm the hypothesis that differences in terminology and
definition can influence quantitative results from land survey;
it is possible to compute empirical relationships to allow inter-calibration
of different surveys;
significant variation in these inter-calibration factors is apparent across
landscape units; some method of geographical stratification is therefore needed
if such corrections are to be applied to land statistics at levels more localised
than broad national summaries.
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
7.4.3 Inter-calibration of Countryside Survey 1990 Field Survey vs ITE Land
Cover Map using summary statistics. Summary land cover estimates were
available from both CS-1990 field records and from the Land Cover Map for a
total of 506 1km squares. For each square, estimates were derived from the two
datasets of the extent of land in each of the mapped categories. The challenge is
then to utilise these estimates of land cover as a guide to the degree of overlap
between individual land categories in the two surveys.
Let [AL, be the estimated value from survey A of the extent of land class n in
grid square s and [Bjr„ the corresponding estimate from survey B of the extent
of the equivalent land class m.
When classes m and n are exactly equivalent, a plot of [Ajra, vs [13]. would be-
linear, with a slope of unity. In practice, the data diverge from this ideal, because
of mis-match in class definitions (slope greater than, or less than unity) and
because of mapping errors (scatter of points about the line).
In principle, estimates in survey A of the coverage of class m across all squares
can be represented as a linear combination of the areal extent of those classes
ni..nj in survey B which correspond wholly or in part with class m. That is:
[A]m=fl[13101+f2[13],2 + f,E13]„j
Therefore, multiple linear regression of the areal estimates of class m in survey
A against estimated cover for all classes in survey B will generate a linear
transform between the two systems. There are assumptions in this hypothcsis,
notably that the inter-class relationship is linear with respect to areal extent and
that, within the 1km2recording units, the coincidence in summary statistics does
indeed correspond to geographical overlap between classes.
The choice of significant predictors, [Bjni..fj[B]0Jwas determined as follows:
1 stepwise regression, using the maximum F-statistic, was used to identify a
useful subset of the predictors. An arbitrary cut-off was chosen, when the
contribution to the cumulative value of le resulting from the addition of
new predictors fell below 1%. Occasionally, some empirical judgements
were made to reject marginally significant categories which were not
intuitively associated with the target class. For example, stepwise regression
indicated a weak association between Land Cover Map class 'C' (Beach /
Mudflats) and CS-1990 Reporting Category 15 (Root Crops). Given the
weakness of the association, this was ignored.
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2 Acorrelation matrix was generated for all pairs of classes, so as to identify
any significant associations missed by the stepwise regression. Thosc
predictors were considered with a correlation coefficient 0.25.
3 If the correlation matrix suggested the use of additional predictors, a best
subsets regression was computed, using the maximum 12.2criterion.
4 The final set of predictors was chosen, once again using an arbitrary cut-off
at the point at which the increment in le fell below 1%.
Table 18 records the coefficients of regression. Table 18a shows the regression
of Land Cover Map classes on equivalent CS-1990 Reporting Categories and 18b
shows the inverse (CS-1990 Reporting Categories on Land Cover Map classes).
It is suggested that these linear transforms provide the most secure base from
which to model land cover data from one survey in terms of the second. Figures
3 and 4 arc plots of the above regression data, which provide a graphical
representation of the inter-calibration for the statistically preferred class
combinations. All results are significant at the 1% level. In many cases, the fa
of predicted cover to the measured values is remarkable, especially where a
category in one classification is comprised of a number of constituent classes in
the second system (eg Land Cover Map Classes F and N). The regression model
is less satisfactory in the case of more heterogeneous classes, especially those
corresponding to natural and semi-natural vegetation, where the model shows
much greater scatter and where the calibrations are less successful and the slope
of the regression line departs from unity.
In general, the approach is less successful in calibrating Field Survey data,
because the regression falsely assumes an even spatial distribution of the field
categories which correspond to the much broader Land Cover Map classes. Thus,
the regression model predicts that 18.5%of land recorded as 'Tilled Land' in the
Land Cover Map is barley. Over the complete population of 508 squares, this is
valid, but in any one square, the proportional cover varies between zero and 75%.
The model predicts the presence of barley, in any square where the remotely-
sensed database detects tilled land, even in those sites exclusively under other
crops. It is probable that a more reliable calibration could be achieved by
ignoring data where one or other survey records zero cover.
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FIGURE 3: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM THE LAND COVER MAP
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT CS-1990 REPORTING CATEGORIES
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Land Cover Map Class A: Sea & Estuary Land Cover Map Class B: Inland Waters
Equivalent CS-I990 Reporting Classes: 59 (Sea); 46 (Soft Coast) Equivalent CS-1990 Reporting Class: 43 (Still Water)
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Land Cover Map Class C: Beach & Mudflats Land Cover Map Class D: Saltmarsh
Equivalent CS-I990 Reporting Classes 46 (Soft Coast); 49 (Hard Equivalent CS-I990 Reporting Class: 47 (Saltmarsh)
Coast); 47 (Saftrnarsh); 26 (Calcareous Grass)
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FIGURE 3: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM THE LAND COVER ,MAPWITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OFEQUIVALENT CS-1990 REPORTING CATEGORIES
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Land Cover Map Class E: Grass Moor
Equivalent a-I990 Reporting Classes: 29 (Molinia Moor),
30 (Non-molinia moor); 27 (Upland Grass); 26 (Calcareous Grass);
35 (Dry Bogs) (36 (Wet Bogs)
Land Cover Map Class F: Managed Grass
Equivalent a-I990 Reporting Classes: 20 (Recreational Gram);
21 (Sown Grass); 22 (Rye Grass); 23 (Managesd Grass);
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Land Cover Map Class G: Marsh/ft Grass Land Cover Map Class H: Open HeathEquivalent CS-I990 Reporting Classes: 16 (Other Crops). Equivalent CS-1990 Reporting Classes: 32 (Dense Heath);25 (Un-improved Grass); 29 (Molinia Moor); 31 (Unmanaged Grass), 33 (Open Heath); 35 (Dry Bogs); 36 (WetBogs);37 (Conifer45 (Wetland); 49 (Hard Coast) Woodland);45(Wetland)
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FIGURE 3: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM THE LAND COVER MAP
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT CS-1990 REPORTING CATEGORIES
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Land Cover Map Class K: Deciduous Land Cover Map Class L: Conifer Woodland
Broadleaved Woodland
Equivalent CS-I990 Reporting Classes. 38 (Mixed Woodland), Equivalent CS-I990 Reporting Classes: 37 (Coniferous Woodland);
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FIGURE 3: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM THE LAND COVER MAP
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT CS-1990 REPORTING CATEGORIES
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Land Cover Map Class M: Bogs Land Cover Map Class N: Tilled Land
Equivalent CS-I990 Reporting Class 36 (Wet Bogs); Equivalent CS-1990 Reporting Classes- I (Wheat), 2 (Barley),
8 (Oil-seed Rape), 13 (Sugar Beet), 14 (Potatoes); 18 (Fallow)
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Land Cover Map Class 0: Suburban Land Land Cover Map Class P: Urban Land
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FIGURE 3: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM THE LAND COVER MAP
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT CS-1990 REPORTING CATEGORIES
LCP-Q = 049 + 0.192 CS-17 • 0 0201 CS-36 • 0.037 CS-30
0.0655 CS-43
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Land Cover Map Class Q: Inland Bare
Ground
Equivalent CS-1990 Reporting Classes: 17 (Ikorticultute); 36 (Wel Bogs);
30 (Non Molinia Moor); 43 (Still Water)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 16: Other CS-1990 Reporting Class 17: Horticulture
Field Crops
Equivalent LCP Classes: N Land); Equivalent IXP Classes: P (Urban Land): Q (Inland Rare Ground)
G (Marsh / Rough Grass); D (Saltznanh)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 18: Fallow CS-1990 Reporting Class 20:
Recreational Grass
Equivalent LCP Class N (Tilled Land) Equivalent LCP Class: 0 (Suburban Land)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 23: Managed Grass CS-1990 Reporting Class 24:
Weedy Swards
EquivalentLCP Class F (ManagedGrass) EquivalentLa Classes:F (ManagedGrass); N (Tilled Land)
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 25: Unimproved Grass CS-1990 Reporting Class 27:
Upland Grass
Equivalent I-CF Glasses'F (ManagedGrass), G (Marsh / RooghGrass) EquivalentLEP ClassesE (GrassMr); G (Marsh / RoughGrass)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD' SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 32: Dense Heath CS-1990 Reporting Class 33: Open Heath
Equivalent[CP Class:I (DenseHeath) EquivalentLCPClasses:I (Denselkath); H (Opcn Heath);
1(Bracken)
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 34: Berry-bush CS-1990 Reporting Class 35: Drier Northern
	
Heath Bogs
EquivalentLCP Classes:I (DenseHeath),E (GrassMoor); EquivalentLCPClasses:E (Grass Moor): H (Open Heath).
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 36: Wet Heaths CS-1990 Reporting Class 37: Conifer
and Bogs Woodland
Equivalent LCP Classes. E (Grass Moor); H (Open Heath), M (Bogs) Equivalent LCP Class L (Conifer Woodland)
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 38: Mixed CS-1990 Reporting Class 39: Broadleaved
	
Woodland Woodland
Equivalent LCP Classes L.(Conifer Woodland), K (Deciduous Woodland). Equitalent LCP Class K (Deciduous Woodland)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY WITH
VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF EQUIVALENT
LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 43: Still Water CS-1990 Reporting Class 44: Running
Water
Equivalent LCP Class: B (Inland Water); Equivalent LCP Class: 0 (Sallmarsh)
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 45: Wetland CS-1990 Reporting Class 46: Soft Coast
Equivalent LCP Classes G (Marsh / Rough (rass), E ((rass Moor) Equivalent LCP Classes A (Sea/Estuary), C ( Beach/Flats)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY WITH
VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF EQUIVALENT
LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 50: Maritime CS-1990 Reporting Class 51: Railway
Vegetation
Equivalent LCP Classes C (Beach/Flats), A (Sea/Estuary), Equivalent LCP Classes: D (Salunanh); P (Urban Land)
H (Opcn Heads)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY WITH
VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF EQUIVALENT
LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 52: Road CS-1990 Reporting Class 53:
Agricultural Buildings
Equivalent LCP Classes: 0 (Suburban Land); F (Managed Grass); Equivalent LC? Classes: A (Sea/Estuary); F (managed Grass);
N (Tilled Land) (Tilled Land)
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CS-1990 Reporting Class 54: Residential CS-1990 Reporting Class 55: Other
	
Buildings Buildings
Equivalent LCP Classes: 0 (Suburban Land); N (Tilled Lend) Equivalent LCP Classes: 0 (Suburban Land); N (Tilled Land);
P (Urban Land)
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FIGURE 4: FIT OF PROPORTIONAL COVER FROM CS-1990 FIELD SURVEY
WITH VALUES PREDICTED BY LINEAR REGRESSION OF
EQUIVALENT LAND COVER MAP CATEGORIES
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
7.4.4 Inter-calibration of Countryside Survey 1990 Field Survey vs
Monitoring Landscape Change - Areal Features. The results of this inter-
calibration, using the point-grid sampling scheme described in paragraph 4.3.2,
are presented in Table 19. Entries in bold face in Table 19b indicate 'matches'
between corresponding categories in the two systems. These direct matches total
578, indicating a 57.8% correspondence between the field survey and the aerial
photo-interpretation methods adoptcd in Monitoring Landscape Change (cf 48.4%
in the corresponding inter-comparison with the Land Cover Map in Table 13).
Table I9c shows the correspondence between each category in MLC and
corresponding CS-1990 Rcporting Classes and Table 19d show the equivalent
percentage composition of CS-I990 categories in terms of MILC classes.
Together, these Tables provide a quantitative basis for inter-relating estimates of
land cover from the two surveys.
Tables 19c and 19d show a similar pattern in the relationships between the field
survey and the aerial photo-interpretation to that observed in the case of the
satellite-based Land Cover Map (cf Tables 12c and I2d). Most land mapped in
the field as under arable crops was assigned to the MLC category 'Ploughed &
Crops'. However, MLC mapped as ploughed land 28% of areas identified in the
field as managed grassland and 22% of weedy swards. There was similar
confusion between crops and grassland in the Land Cover Map. It is likely that
this is due, at least in part, to seasonal rotation patterns in intensively managed
grassland. There is confusion between rough grass (MLC) and mixed woodland
(CS-I990), between freshwater marsh (MLC) and saltmarsh (CS-1990) and
between the heathland categories. The Land Cover Map actually out-performs
MLC in the recording of saltmarsh. These effects may well-be due to differences
in terminology and definition. Correspondence in the woodland categories is
about 80% (conifers) and 60% (broadleaved). The Land Cover Map does not
separately distinguish mixed stands, so direct comparison is difficult, but MLC
appears to perform marginally better.
7.4.5 Inter - calibration of Countryside Survey 1990 vs MAFF Agricultural
and Horticultural Census. The geographic units used to undertake this inter-
calibration were the regions created by the Department of the Environment by
aggregation of counties for the primary purpose of reporting regional statistics.
Smaller units than this (eg individual counties) would have resulted in large
standard errors in the estimates of land cover from CS-1990. The regions, and
their constituent counties, are listed in Table 20. Note that they differ from the
regions designated by MAFF and reported in the published Census data.
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Comparison of Land Cover Deftnitions
TABLE 20 UK ECONOMIC REGIONS RELATED TO THE COUNTIES OF
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES
Northern Scotland Orkney East Anglia Lincolnshire I
Region Counties Region Counties 

Shetland Norfolk
Suffolk
I
Western Isles
Highland Cambridgeshire
Bedfordshire
South East Grampian Hertfordshire
I
Scotland Tayside Essex
Central
Fife South East Wiltshire
I
Lothian England Berkshire
Hampshire
South West Strathclyde Surrey
iScotland Borders Greater London
I.
Dumfries & West Sussex
Galloway East Sussex
Kent
INorthern England Cumbria Isle of WightNorthumberland
Durham South West Cornwall
Cleveland England Devon
Tyne & Wear Somerset
Avon
iNorth East Yorkshire DorsetEngland HumbersideDerbyshire North Wales Gwynedd
Nottinghamshire Clwyd
North West Lancashire
	
i
Powys
England Merseyside South Wales Dyfed
G. Manchester Gwent
Cheshire South Glamorgan
Staffordshire Mid Glamorgan
West Glamorgan
Midlands Shropshire
Hereford &
Worcester
Gloucester
West Midlands
Leicestershire
Wanvickshire
Northamptonshire
Oxfordshire
Buckinghamshire .
-140-
Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
The approach adopted was similar to that used in the third of the inter-
calibrations of CS-1990 Field Data with the Land Cover Map (see Paragraph
7.4.3) - except that areal estimates of land cover within the above 12 regions
were utilised, as compared with data from 508 1 km squares. Certain other
features of the analysis should also be noted
The MALT Census (and its regional variants) record only agricultural holdings,
while CS-I990 sampled all rural land. In general, land managed for agricultural
purposes was common to both systems. However certain categories of land,
notably woodland and rough grazings, are included in the MAFF Census, but
only when they occur on the land described in the Census return. In many of the
ITE land classes, woodland under non-agricultural ownership and rough pasture
under common grazing arc much more extensive than the same land cover types
on agricultural holdings. It was therefore decided to restrict this particular inter-
calibration strictly to the main agricultural land uses indicated in Table 21.
Stepwise regression of all CS-1990 reporting categories against the MAFF land
cover classes resulted in many associations which, though statistically significant,
were neither meaningful nor useful. For example, estimates from CS-1990 of the
cover of potatoes and recreational grass were significant at the 1% level as
predictors of winter barley in the MAFF Census, while there was a statistically
significant association between the MAFF record of horticultural crops and
oilseed rape and the CS-1990 estimate of sugar beet!
To avoid these spurious correlations, the multiple linear regression models were
computed using predictors which were chosen on a priori grounds. For example,
in the case of the regression model for wheat in CS-1990, all cereal crops in the
MATT Census were considered as candidate predictors. lie results of these
multiple linear regressions are presented in Table 21.
Bearing in mind the considerable differences in methodology between the two
surveys, correlations between them are remarkably high, at least for the more
ubiquitous crops. Countryside Survey is particularly effective in predicting the
extent of wheat, potatoes, oilseed rape and sugar beet. Estimates from CS-1990
of the coverage of horticultural crops, root crops and long-term leys are all
significant at the 99% confidence level.
Conversely, regression of summary data from the MAFF Ccnsus returns against
cover estimates for corresponding crops from CS-I990 showed strong positive
correlations, also at the 99% confidence level (Table 21b), though grassland
categories were only weakly associated, perhaps reflecting the very different
classification principles adopted in the two systems.
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions I
The match between estimates of crop cover from the MAFF Census and from
CS-1990 depends on rather different factors from the comparisons involving data
derived from remote sensing and aerial photography described earlier. The MAFF
data are derived from questionnaire returns from farmers. Assuming no
qualitative or quantitative errors in these returns, any one field should be
recorded identically in both systems. Other than the need to identify crops in the
field at various stages in their development, there arc none of the classification
or interpretation steps entailed in Monitoring Landscape Change and in the
compilation of the Land Cover Map. Errors resulting from mis-classification
should therefore be minimal.
Consequently, the major differences are likely to derive from the radical
differences in approach of the two surveys (complete census vs sparse sample)
and from nomenclatural differences, of which the treatment of managed grassland
is the most obvious example.
7.4.6 Inter-calibration of ITE Land Cover Map vs MLC. This was carried out
using the same point-grid sampling technique as was used in the inter-calibration
of these two datasets with CS-1990 field survey data, reported in paragraphs
7.4.2 and 7.4.4. The results of the inter-calibration, showing the correspondence
between 17 Land Cover Map classes and 31 MLC categories, are presented in
Table 22b, the cells are shown as proportions per thousand points sampled.
Table 22. A total of 11360 points, from 455 1km squares, were compared. In
Entries in bold face in Table 22b indicate 'matches' between corresponding
categories in the two systems. These direct matches total 514, indicating 51.4%
correspondence between the Land Cover Map (compiled by semi-automatic
classification of satellite data) and Monitoring Landscape Change (from aerial
photo-interpretation).


Tables 22c and 22d record individual cell counts as a percentage of the row and
column totals, respectively. These Tables indicate how a given land category in
one survey is apportioned in the second system; in effect, they record simple
linear transforms which can be used to inter-convert land cover estimates
betwcen the two.
The results largely confirm the previous inter-comparisons involving thc CS-1990
field survey data. They suggest that there is a significant over-estimate of built-up
land in the Land Cover Map; a large proportion of land mapped from satellite as
'suburban' or 'urban' was recorded by the photo-interpreters as ploughed or
cropped.
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
The low correspondence between areas of sea and estuary may be due in part td
differences in tidal state, but the large range of MLC categories which are
confused with the Land Cover Map class 'Sea' indicate problems of mis-
registration. MLC performed relatively poorly against CS-1990 in identifying
saltmarsh, and this is confirmed in Tables 22c and 22d. Similarly, problems in
mapping bracken accurately from satellite imagery were noted earlier and are
borne out here. Confusion between arable crops and managed grassland is
probably due in some measure to differences in timing of image acquisition with
respect to the patterns of crop rotation; this feature was noticed in relation to the
earlier comparisons of both Land Cover Map and Monitoring Landscape Change
with CS-1990 field survey and provides a salutary reminder that it is not always
simple to differentiate even between seasonal and 'permanent' crops. There are
significant differences in interpretation of semi-natural vegetation cover between
the two surveys, especially in their treatment of rough grassland, bog and
moorland. Some of this is due to the differences in nomenclature and definition
which become apparent when definitions of the classes employed in the two
systems are examined in detail. Correspondence between areas mapped as
deciduous woodland is low. Many areas mapped in the Land Cover Map as
deciduous forest appear in MLC as grassland and coniferous wood; once again,
this is due, at least in part, to differences in definition. Monitoring Landscape
Change adopts tight criteria (of minimum parcel size, minimum canopy cover)
in determining when woodland qualifies as 'High Forest'. In the Land Cover
Map, the woodland dichotomy is essentially 'deciduous vs evergreen', while in
Monitoring Landscape Change, the primary distinction is between broadleaved
and deciduous species.
7.4.7 Inter-calibration of Countryside Survey 1990 Field Survey vs
Monitoring Landscape Change - Linear Features. The results of this analysis
are presentedas Figures 5 - 8. 1021 km of linear features from 298 1 km squares
were mapped as hedgerow from aerial photo-interpretation using the methods
adopted in Monitoring Landscape Change. In the same 298 1 km squares, the
CS-1990 field survey identified 951 km hedgerow. 657 km (or about 65%) were
classified as 'Hedge' in both surveys Figures 5 and 6 illustrate how the
remaining 35% boundary features were treated in the two systems.
There arc, of course, mapping errors associated with both approaches. In the
field, the assignment of features to a particular category is ofien subjective. For
example, it is necessary to make judgements about precisely when a derelict
hedge degrades into a line of scrub or trees. The CS-1990 field guide provides
assistance, but there are inevitable small differences in interpretation between
surveyors. However, these errors are likely to be small in comparison with errors
associated with the interpretation of linear features from aerial photography.
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FIGURE 5 'CATEGORISATION IN MONITORING LANDSCAPE CHANGE OF
FEATURES MAPPED AS HEDGEROW IN CS-1990
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FIGURE 7 CATEGORISATION, BY LANDSCAPE TYPE, IN MOMTORING
LANDSCAPE CHANGE OF FEATURES MAPPED AS HEDGEROW
IN CS-1990
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FIGURE 8 CATEGORISATION, BY LANDSCAPE TYPE, IN CS-1990 OF
FEATURES MAPPED AS HEDGEROW IN MONITORING
LANDSCAPE CHANGE
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Comparison of Land Cover Definitions
Assuming therefore that the field data record is substantially accurate, it would
appear that errors of both omission and commission result from the use of aerial
photo-interpretation to map hedgerow and that these are of comparable magnitude
(ca 35%). From Figure 5, we see that 294 km of boundary mapped in CS-1990
as 'Hedgerow' was recorded from aerial photo-interpretation as other linear
features. For 9% of the total, no linear feature was apparent from photo-
interpretation; 7% were mapped as 'Fence', probably because the hedge was too
inconspicuous to be properly identified; 11% were mapped as a boundary with
woodland or built areas (ie the photo-interpretation failed to recognise the hedge).
Figure 6 shows that the major source of errors of commission were fencelines,
which MLC mapped as hedge. These accounted for 18% of the mis-classification;
the sum effect of this was as great as all the other observed differences recorded
in Figure 6.
All observed differences should not be attributed to errors in photo-interpretation.
Some are likely to be the result of actual changes (eg hedgerow removal)
between the time of aerial survey and the visit of the field team. Others will
derive from differences in definition, particularly those relating to boundary
conditions (examples include the transition between continuous hedge and tree
or scrub lines and decisions on the dominant boundary feature, for example,
where a rudimentary or relict hedge and ditch or bank coincide).
Figures 7 and 8 break down the data from the previous two Figures by the major
landscape types (Arable, Pastural and Marginal Upland). Insufficient hedgerow
features were recorded in Upland squares to permit their inclusion. Few
systematic differences of note emerge, except that aerial photo-interpretation
appears to miss a smaller proportion of the 'CS-1990 hedges' in lowland
landscapes (73% - 81%) than in the marginal uplands (64%), see Figure 7. This
may reflect on the state of repair of hedges in upland landscapes which could
result in greater difficulty in mapping them from aerial survey.
7.5 DEFINITION OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF NATIONAL
IMPORTANCE 

The contract requested the preparations of standard defmitions of land cover
categories, corresponding to features of national importance. The intention was
that these definitions should draw upon the earlier documentation exercise and
on the data analysis undertaken in the course of this study.
z1
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The Baseline Classification (see Table 5 and Appendix 2) was compiled to
undcrpin the inter-comparisons between land classifications described previously.
The compilation of this classification addressed many of the issues implicit in the
requirement for a set of dcfmed land cover categories of national importance. In
particular, it was necessary to consider overlap between the definition of similar
land categories in different surveys and to derive unambiguous definitions for the
chosen classes, while avoiding conflict with existing practice, as far as WaS
reasonably possible.
Given this background, it was decided to adopt the Baseline Classification as a
foundation for proposals for a national standard land cover nomenclature.
However, the Baseline Classification is too detailed in certain areas for use in
this capacity. The proposed standard nomenclature consists of a more manageable
subset of the Baseline categories and this nomenclature, together with the chosen
definitions, is presented as Table 23.
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TABLE 23 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
1. TILLED AND FALLOW LAND
Includes land under annual tillage including cereals, brassicas, root crops,
legumes, other non-horticultural field crops and horticulture, (including flowers).
Also includes ploughed and fallow land, including permanent tumbledown
setaside. Includes some land with perennial crops, such as strawberries and some
flowers. Excludes all ley grassland and land with woody perennial crops.
1.1 LAND PARCELS WITH A SINGLE CROP SPECIES
Cereals, brassicaceae (except horticulture), legumes, roots and non-brassica
allies (including sugarbeet and potatoes) and other non-horticultural field
crops (cg linseed and sunflower).
1.2 HORTICULTURE
Characterised by small plots of widely differing crop types within a small
area, often several crops within one field. Includes flowers, other
horticultural crops, such as cauliflower, lettuce, celery, strawberries, and
crops grown under cloches and low plastic tunnels.
1.3 NON-CROPPED
Land ploughed but with no crop apparent at the time of survey. Includes
fallow land, (whether unused as a part of agricultural rotation, rotational
set-aside or permanent tumbledown setaside) and agricultural land where
the former use has been temporarily neglected (for up to 3 years) but for
which there is no obvious intended change of use.
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TABLE 23	 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
CROPLAND WITH WOODY PERENNIAL CROPS
2.1 ORCHARD
Areas with planted broadleaved trees which are, or have been, used for
the harvesting of tree fruit crops. They often form a distinct block and
display a highly organised (often grid) pattern.
2.2 VINEYARD
2.3 HOPS
2.4 SOFT FRUIT
For example currants, blackberries and raspberries
2.5 TREES AND SHRUBS - NURSERY STOCK
Includes fruit trees, bushes and canes for transplanting. Also includes
shrubs, conifers, hedging plants, Christmas trees, ornamental trees and
roses grown as nursery stock.
GRASS
Includes parkland, tall herbs and bracken but excludes saltmarsh and unimproved
dune grassland, (classified as Soft coast - 8.2) and swampy grassland, (classified
as Wetland - 7.3).
3.1 RECREATIONAL AND SIMILAR NON-AGRICULTURAL MOWN
GRASS
Includes large (>1 ha) areas of amenity grass such as parks and large lawns,
playing fields, golf courses, and other non-agricultural mown grass, such as
airfields, race courses, gallops and grassed camp sites and caravan parks.
Where non-intensive, this use can produce swards characteristic of
unimproved grassland - 3.3.
3.2 INTENSWE AND AGRICULTURALLY IMPROVED GRASS
Re-seeded grassland, intensively managed (eg drained, fertilised and mown)
for agricultural purposes.
3.3 PERMANENT NON- INTENSWE GRASS
Unimproved or little-improved grasslands in an enclosed situation,
containing many palatable grasses but without agricultural improvement by
the use of fertilisers, pesticides, drainage or reseeding so as to significantly
alter the sward composition. Usually with a pH of between 5.5 and 7.0.
Excludes Calcareous Grass - 3.4, Acid Grass - 3.5 and Moorland - 3.6 but
includes most traditional Hay-Meadows. A comparatively rare category,
containing species such as Conopodium majus, Plantago lanceolata, Lotus
corniculatus etc.
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TABLE 23	 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
3.4 SEMI-NATURAL CALCAREOUS GRASS
Unimproved, often unenclosed, grasslands found on calcareous soils (pH
>7.0) and with a high proportion of calcicole species of limestone, chalk,
dunes and machair. These grasslands have not undergone agricultural
improvement by way of the application of fertilizers, pesticides, drainage
or reseeding so as to significantly alter the sward composition. Typical
species include Bellis perennis, Lotus corniculatus, Linum catharticurn,
Thymus druceii, Poterium sanguisorba, and Briza media.
3.5 ACID GRASS (NON-MOORLAND) AND BRACKEN
Unimproved natural grassland most frequently in an upland situation but
with a high proportion of palatable grasses and usually on a mineral soil
(pH <5.5). These grasslands have not undergone agricultural improvement
by way of the application of fertilizers, pesticides, drainage or reseeding so
as to significantly alter the sward composition. Typical species include
Festuca ovina, Agrostis tenuis, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Galium saxatile,
often with bracken. Moorland - 3.6 types are excluded from this category.
Includes areas of herbaceous vegetation dominated by bracken (Pteridium
aquilinum).
3.6 MOORLAND AND MOUNTAIN GRASS
Coarse unimproved upland grass in a moorland setting (usually
unenclosed), normally dominated by species such as Nardus, Molinia,
Deschampsia flexuosa, .1uncus squarrosus. Soils usually have a peaty top.
These grasslands have not undergone agricultural improvement by way of
the application of fertilizers, pesticides, drainage or reseeding so as to
significantly alter the sward composition.
3.7 UNMANAGED LOWLAND GRASSLAND AND TALL HERBS
Swards dominated by false oat grass and couch; herbaceous semi-natural
vegetation, often in wet or disturbed positions; dominated by tall herbs (eg
Artemisia vulgaris, Anthriscus sylvestris, Epilobium hirsutum, Heracleum
sphondylium, Urtica dioica, etc) but with grasses present; areas of
vegetation typical of the margins of water bodies, including such species
as Phaleris arundinacea, Eupatorium cannabinum, Mentha aquatica,
Lycopus europaeus, Filipendula ulmaria, Lythrum salicaria etc., often
including tall herbs but excluding emergent macrophytes.
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TABLE 23 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
4. HEATHLAND AND BOG
4.1 HEATHLAND
Land dominated by (>25% cover) dwarf shrubs. Dominant shrub species
are invariably Calluna or Vaccinium. Heathland is traditionally divided by
context into lowland types, usually characterised by dry soils, and
moorland, often on peat substrates. Includes also heath on consolidated and
flattened sand dunes and lowland wet heath, where the ericoid element is
high
4.2 BOGS
Bogs occur on deep peat (>0.5 m thick) with the water table at or just
below the surface. Generally they are ombrotrophic (fed only by direct
precipitation). Minerotrophic (fed by ground water or streams) "bogs" in
upland situations arc included here if they are on deep peat, otherwise they
are classed as flush within the Wetland category (7.3). Includes
Trichophorum-dominated wet heath. May be further sub-divided into:
	
4.2.1 Drier northern bo s
Mostly with much Eriophorum vaginatum and often Vaccinium
myrtillus, Rubus chamaemorus and extensive peat hags.
	
4.2.2 Saturated bogs 

Including very wet heaths with low ericoid cover; typically
with pools in winter; vegetation characterized by
Trichophorum, Eriophorum angustifolium, Erica tetralix (low
cover), Narthecium, Racomitrium Ianuginosum, Cladonia
uncialis
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TABLE 23
	
DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
5. WOODLAND AND SHRUBLAND
5.1 WOODLAND
Areas of trees (not coppiced and where rotational felling is still in
operation) >5 m high, unless newly planted or felled, covering >0.25 ha,
with a crown cover of more than 25%. Includes wooded dunes.
5.1.1 Conifer Woodland
Woodland where 80% or more of the tree canopy is of coniferous
species.
5.1.1.1 Deciduous Conifer Woodland
In the British context, this class applies only to larch.
5.1.1.2 Evergreen Conifer Woodland
5.1.1.2.1 Ever reen conifer lantation
In which planted trees make up >30% of the
total. Regular planting distances and uniform
age structure is characteristic.
5.1.1.2.2 Semi-Natural Ever reen Conifer Woodland
Stands of irregularly spaced coniferous trees of
which at least 70% originate from natural
regeneration. Includes Caledonian forest,
self-sown pine and yew (Tams baccata).
5.1.2 Mixed woodland
Mixtures of coniferous and broadleaved species (semi-natural or
planted), where both comprise >20% of the canopy cover. Blocks
or lines of coniferous or broadleaved trees wider than two trees are
recorded separately if each parcel is >0.25 ha.
5.1.3 Broadleaved woodland
Woodland where 80% or more of the tree canopy is of
broadlcaved species.
5.1.3.1 Deciduous Broadleaved Woodland
5.1.3.1.1 Plantation Deciduous Broadleaved Woodland
In which planted trees make up >30% of the
total. Regular planting distances and uniform
age structureis characteristic.
5.1.3.1.2 Semi-NaturalDeciduousBroadleavedWoodland
Stands of trees where >70% do not originate
from planting. Includes self-sown exotics.
5.1.3.2 Evergreen Broadleaved Woodland
Woodland with >50% broadleavedevergreen species (eg
Quercus ikx). Rare in GB.
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TABLE 23	 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
5.2 MANAGED COPPICE
Coppice woodland with rotational felling still in operation. May be
further subdivided to distinguish:
5.2.1 Co ice-with-Standards
Stands of coppiced trees that may or may not originate
from planting, with scattered trees left to grow to maturity
as timber trees amongst the coppiced underwood.
5.2.2 Pure Coppice

Stands of coppiced trees where no trees are left to grow to
maturity.
5.3 SHRUB
Consists predominantly of shrubby species, (even if >5 m tall) often
with tree regeneration and brambles. Canopy cover >50%.
5.3.1 Shrub on D or Moist Ground
Includes species such as Crataegus monogyna, Prunus
spinosa, Salix cinerea, (except as in 5.3.2) Rosa canina,
Ulex europaeus, Sarothamnus scoparius and Juntperus
communis. Includes dune scrub dominated by such species
as Ilippophae rhamnoides.
5.3.2 Swam Shrub and Carr
Semi-natural shrub growing on a waterlogged substrate,
particularly peat. Species include Salix spp., and Frangula
alnus. Excludes can woodland which is dominated by such
species as Betula pubescens and Alnus glutinosa and should
be classified as Deciduous Broadleaved Woodland - 5.1.3.1.
5.4 FELLED WOODLAND
Areas of felled woodland in which woody regeneration is less than 1 m
high; includes felled coppice.
5.5 LAND PLOUGHED FOR AFFORESTATION
6. INLAND ROCKS AND SCREES
Areas where >50% of the land surface is covered by rock, including cliffs, rock
outcrops, limestone pavement, scree, block litter and mountain-top debris.
Si
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TABLE 23 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
7. WETLAND AND WATER
Excluding tree covered swamps, which are classed as woodland if >5 m, and as
shrub if <5 rn.
7.1 STILL WATER
	
7.1.1 Lake 

Any inland water body >0.25 ha in extent.
7.1.1.1 Open Water in Lake
Includes floating aquatic vegetation with species such
as Nuphar, Nymphaea, Potamageton and Lemna.
7.1.1.2 Emergent Macrophytes in Lake
Surface plant species characteristic of standing water
(eg Typha lat(olia, Carex riparia, Glyceria maxima,
Sparganium erectum and Phragmites communis).
	
7.1.2 Reservoir 

Artificial inland water body, usually distinguished by the
presence of a dam or embankment.
7.1.2.1 Open Water in Reservoir
Includes floating aquatic vegetation with species such
as Nuphar, Nymphaea, Potamageton and Lemna.
7.1.2.2 Emergent Macrophytes in Reservoir
, Surface plant species characteristic of standing water
(eg Typha latifolia, Carex riparia, Glyceria maxima,
Sparganium erectum and Phragmites communis).
	
7.1.3 Pond 

Any inland water body less than 0.25 ha in extent.
7.1.3.1 Open Water in Pond
Includes floating aquatic vegetation with species such
as Nuphar, Nymphaea, Potamageton and Lemna.
7.1.3.2 Emergent Macrophytes in Pond
Surface plant species characteristic of standing water
(eg Typha latifolia, Carex riparia, Glyceria maxima,
Sparganium erectum and Phragmites comrnunis.).
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TABLE 23 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
7.2 RUNNING WATER
7.2.1 River 

Channel of moving water >2.5 m wide, including rivers which
have been canalised (eg sections straightened, banks smoothed)
but which follow essentially the course of the original channel.
7.2.1.1 Open Water in River
7.2.1.2 Emergent macrophytes in river
Surface plant species characteristic of the edges of
running water such as Glyceria maxima, Apium
nodiflorum, Veronica beccabunga and Phragmites
communis.
	
7.2.2 Canal 

Water channels constructed where no watercourse existed
previously.
7.2.2.1 Open water in canal
7.2.2.2 Emergent macrophytes in canal
Surface plant species characteristic of the edges of
running water such as Glyceria maxima, Apium
nodiflorum, Veronica beccabunga and Phragmites
communis.
7.3 WETLAND
	
7.3.1 Fen and marsh 

Fen is identified as lowland peat, usually dominated by sedges
or rushes with tall herbs, often with alder or willow. Marsh
comprises nutrient-rich wetland on predominantly inorganic
soil, dominated by rushes or sedges with tall herbs. Includes
areas of reeds not permanently in water.
	
7.3.2 Flush 

Localised, wet linear or triangular areas of land associated with
moving water, (may include small watercourses) on gently
sloping ground which tend to have species which are different
from surrounding vegetation. Calcareous flushes are
characterised by species such as PruneIla vulgaris, Plantago
lanceolata,Linum catharticum and Parnassia palustris and are
relatively rare. Non-calcareous flushes are usually dominated by
rushes and small sedges, often with Sphagnum.
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TABLE 23 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
8. COASTAL FEATURES
Excluding wooded dunes, classified as woodland and improved dune grassland,
classified as grassland and dune heath, classified as heathland.
8.0 SEA/ESTUARY
Open sea and coastal waters. Includes estuaries inland to the point where
the waterway becomes strongly constricted to the normal width of the river.
8.1 INTERTIDAL SOFT COAST WITHOUT VEGETATION
Includes intertidal sand and mud flats, and shores composed of sand, gravel
and pebbles.
8.2 VEGETATED SOFT COAST
	
8.2.1 Salt marsh 

Intertidal sand-, silt- or mud-based habitats, colonised by
halophytic grasses such as Puccinellia spp. and Spartina spp.,
rushes such as Juncus gerardii and Blysmus rufus, and herbs
such as Limonium spp., Aster tripolium, Salicornia
dolichostachya and Triglochin maritima. Includes all flowering
plant communities which are submerged by high tides at some
stage of the annual cycle.
	
8.2.2 Dune
Onshore wind-carried sand deposits arranged in cordons of
ridges parallel to the coast. Also inland wind blown sand
deposits. Either open or with semi-natural grassland.
8.3 HARD COAST WITH LITTLE OR NO VASCULAR VEGETATION
Including Intertidal seaweed-covered boulders un-vegetated shores, covered
by shattered rocks or boulders, cliffs and outcropping base-rock.
8.4 MARITIME VEGETATION
Vegetation found in coastal situations. Usually herb-rich and with
halophytic species present, due to salt spray. Includes cliff-top grassland
and semi-open Armeria communities of the spray zone.
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TABLE 23	 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
9. TRANSPORT BUILT URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL
Excludes any grassland >1 ha in extent.
9.1 TRANSPORT
Roads and railways, including all paved surfaces, track and associated
9.2 DISCONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND
Isolated buildings and groups of buildings where gardens and other areas
of vegetation cover comprise >50% of the ground in any 0.25 ha area.
May be sub-divided according to categories of use
9.2.1 A ricultural Buildin s
9.2.2 Residential Buildin s with Gardens
9.2.3 Commercial and Industrial Buildin $
9.2.4 Public Services and Facilities
9.3 CONTINUOUSLY BUILT LAND
Groups of buildings where gardens and other areas of vegetation cover
comprise <50% of the ground in any 0.25 ha area.
9.3.1 Residential Buildin s without Gardens
9.3.2 Commercial and Industrial Buildin s
9.3.3 Public Services and Facilities
9.4 VEGETATED WASTE LAND, DERELICT LAND, ALLOTMENTS
9.5 HARD AREAS WITHOUT BUILDINGS
Includes unvegetated derelict land, building sites car parks, ungrassed
recreational grounds and public spaces such as tennis courts, all-weather
pitches, etc.
9.6 QUARRIES AND OTHER EXTRACTWE INDUSTRIES
If vegetated or flooded, these should be classified according to cover.
I.
1
I.
II
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TABLE 23	 DEFINITIONS OF LAND COVER CATEGORIES OF
NATIONAL IMPORTANCE
10. LINEAR FEATURES
Including tree lines, hedges, fences, banks, ditches, walls, tracks and streams, but
excludes roads, railways and rivers.
10.1 TREE-LINES AND HEDGES
	
10.1.1 Line of Trees
A single tree in width and at least 20 m long with crown
contact.
	
10.1.2 Line of Shrub

A single shrub width and at least 20 m long with crown
contact.
	
10.1.3 Hedge

Woody vegetation regularly cut to maintain a linear shape.
10.2 WALLS
10.3 FENCES
10.4 BANKS AND DITCHES
10.5 GRASS STRIP
Used where a grass strip separates two fields with no vertical boundary.
10.6 TRACK
Unsurfaced vehicular route. Excludes roads which are tarmac or concrete,
see Road - 9.1.2.
10.7 STREAM
A natural water course <2.5 m wide.
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
17 regional, national and international systems for surveying and recording the nature and
extent of land use and land cover have been examined and documented, together with
a number of variations on individual schemes. The objectives and methods employed in
each survey have been recorded in a structurcd format within a Dictionary of Land Use
and Land Cover Surveys, which forms Annex 1 to this Report. This information also
forms an integral part of the computerised Countryside Information System (Department
of the Environment, 1993). A major element in the Dictionary is a record of the land use
and land cover nomenclature employed in the surveys; this record includes published
definitions of thc terminology used.
Computer software has been implemented to allow the inter-comparison of classifications
from any pair of surveys. Each of the 17 target classifications has been explicitly
referenced, term-by-term, to a common baseline classification, on the basis of published
definitions of the land classes. Relationships between Baseline categories and terms in the
17 target systems are held as digital files. The computer program accesses these files and
infers overlap between the target classifications from their explicitly recorded relationships
with the Baseline. Selected examples of outputs from this program are included as Annex
2 to this Report. The algorithm has been implemented as part of the Countryside
Information System and allows the relationships between any two systems to be explored
interactively.
Output from four national land surveys has been examined in order to explore
quantitatively how estimates of land use and land cover from them correspond. The
systems considered were:
Field survey from the Countryside Survey-I990. -
• the ITE Land Cover Map.
• Monitoring Landscape Change.
the MAFF Agricultural and Horticultural Census (and its regional
variants).
Several approaches were adopted; all showed strong positive correlations between
estimates of land cover derived from the different sources. Overall levels of
correspondence measured were as follows:


CS-1990 Field Survey vs ITE Land Cover Map (Paragraphs 7.4.1 and 7.4.2) 46-54%
CS-1990 Field Survey vs Monitoring Landscape Change (Paragraph 7.4.4) 57.8%
ITE Land Cover Map vs Monitoring Landscape Change (Paragraph 7.4.6) 51.4%
1
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It is important that these estimates of correspondence are not equated to measures of
absolute accuracy. There are errors inherent in any mapping operation, whether the data
are collected from ground level or from space. When two surveys, each of which may
carry an error of the order of 25%, are compared, the correspondence between them will
inevitably be low: the values of 50% to 60% encountered in this study are not
unreasonable. Quality control checks carried out as part of the CS-1990 field survey
indicated that the recording accuracy of the field surveyors fell in the range 74-83% (Barr
et al, 1993). Correspondence between two surveys, each operating at this level of
accuracy, could easily be in the range 55-70%, since the different surveys are likely to
propagate different errors. There are additional factors which may further reduce the
correspondence, notably:
differences in timing, which mean that the different surveys may be
recording actual change on the ground;
• differences in spatial resolution, which may mean that one survey
is recording features that are below the limits of resolution of the
second;
differences in nomenclature, definition and interpretation (explored
in depth in the course of this study) which often mean that
nominally equivalent land categories only partially match and that
there is legitimate overlap between nominally different classes.
Taking all these factors into account, the data collected in this study suggests that land
cover can be mapped from space, from aerial photography or from a stratified ground
sampling network, with overall errors of the order of 20 - 30%. (Clearly, estimates for
certain land cover classes will be much better than this). The separate analysis of
correspondence between field survey and aerial photo-interpretation in the mapping of
linear features indicates a level of correspondence that is of the same order as in the case
of areal features.
It is self-evident that the desire for 'accurate' (ie error-free) measurement must be
tempered by considerations of cost and feasibility and, on this basis, the performance of
all three approaches indicated by the above data will be adequate for mapping and
compilation of statistics at the broader regional and national scales. However, these results
emphasize the need for caution in using datasets of this sort at the local scale (for
example, to investigate environmental impacts on specific land parcels).
Finally, the study led to the compilation and successful application of a Baseline
Classification of land use and land cover which can inter-relate categories from the
various extant land classifications. It became apparent that this Baseline Classification
offers a sound basis on which to build a standard nomenclature for describing land cover
categories of national importance and that this nomenclature could serve in the future a)
to facilitate translation and inter-conversion between land surveys, in the way
demonstrated in this study and b) as a common foundation from which to construct
specialist classification systems in the future, while ensuring improved compatibility and
inter-conversion between them.
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ITE has administrative headquarters north and south, and the
geographical distribution of its 250 staff in six Research Stations
throughout Britain allows efficient use of resources for regional
studies and provides an understanding of local ecological and
land use characteristics.
This report is an official document
prepared under contract between the
customer and the Natural Environment
Research Council. It should not be
quoted without the permission of both
the Institute of TerrestrialEcology and
the customer.
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